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Abstract: The simultaneous assessment of a great number of buildings subjected to different ground
motions is a very challenging task. For this reason, a new computational integrated approach for
seismic assessment of individual buildings is presented, which consists of several independent
computer objects, each having its own user interface, yet being totally interconnectable like in a
puzzle. The hazard module allows considering a code-based response spectrum or a predicted
response spectrum for a given earthquake scenario, which is computed throughout the resolution
of an optimization problem. The vulnerability of each building is assessed based on structural
capacity curves. Damage is evaluated using an innovative proposal, which is to use what was called
a performance curve associated with a capacity curve. This curve reproduces the percentage of a
given response spectrum corresponding to a performance point for each displacement value of a
capacity curve. Therefore, it becomes possible to do a very fast association of any limit state to a
percentage of a seismic action. This approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, and the
result outputs can be exported, instantaneously, to the Google Earth software throughout the creation
of a kml file, or to MS Excel.
Keywords: seismic assessment; Eurocode 8; earthquake scenarios; performance curve; N2 method;
capacity spectrum method
1. Introduction
The seismic risk assessment of existing buildings is a very important issue, particularly when
managing the seismic safety of a school campus. It is well known that schools are places normally with
many children taking classes in several different buildings that compose a campus, which may present
many different structural systems and construction ages. So, the context of seismic risk assessment
of individual school building is especially important due to the high concentration of young people
normally found in such facilities. The collapse of a school building during the 2002 Molise Earthquake
(Italy), killing many students and a teacher [1], where the site effects also seem to have played an
important role in the damage [2], is a good example of the importance of an accurate seismic risk
assessment of existing school buildings in order to identify the most problematic cases, namely for
retrofitting purposes. More recently, many Italian school buildings were also damaged after the 2016
Central Italy earthquake sequence [3], highlighting this issue. In this context, it is important to develop
seismic assessment methods to carry out these types of studies at a large scale, while considering the
specific characteristics of each building, and trying to increase the precision of results.
Because of this issue’s importance, the PERSISTAH project aims to assess the seismic risk of
primary school buildings in the Algarve (Portugal) and Huelva (Spain) regions [4] by developing a
dedicated software for its purpose.
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Presently, there are many proposals for carrying out the seismic assessment of individual school
buildings. Many recent studies dealing with school buildings have adopted nonlinear structural
analysis methods. In some of those studies, authors have adopted nonlinear dynamic analysis
(NDA) [5,6], which is probably the most accurate approach, namely the incremental dynamic analysis
(INDA) [7,8]. However, this requires much computer effort. Nonlinear static analysis (NSA) is a very
popular method of analysis, and is a more simplified and fast approach that has also been used to
assess school buildings [9–12]. The results obtained with these two approaches are different [7], so the
option of selecting one of these two nonlinear analysis methods must be carefully evaluated regarding
the precision of the results and the speed of the process.
The first NSA was proposed in the 1970s as a fast way of carrying out seismic vulnerability
assessments, but the capacity spectrum method (CSM) designation was only introduced during the
1990s [13]. CSM is an NSA approach used worldwide and was adopted by the ATC-40 [14], it being the
nonlinear inelastic behaviour of a structural system obtained by applying effective viscous damping
values to the linear elastic response spectrum. Another NSA approach is the N2 method, with the
first formulation developed in the late 1980s, and later reformulated at the end of the 1990s [15]. In
this method, inelastic spectra are used [16] instead of the approach presented in the CSM. The N2
is the NSA approach that is presented in the Eurocode 8 (EC8) [17]. According to these approaches,
the structural performance point (the target displacement) is the interception between the structural
capacity and the seismic demand.
The development of software for the seismic risk assessment is an important but complex task.
At the present time, there are many modern seismic risk assessment tools developed by different
research teams around the world [18–21] that have been used for many purposes; in particular, some
of them are being used in the context of civil protection mechanisms. These tools normally present
different modules related to the seismic risk definition (Figure 1); in particular, they might have a
hazard analysis module, a vulnerability assessment module, a database module (exposure) and an
output module where results can be exported to a GIS software (loss maps). In Table 1, several seismic
risk assessment (SRA) tools developed worldwide are listed.
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In current S tools (Table 1), there are many options to define the ground-motion parameters in
the hazard module, which can result from a deterministic analysis, a probabilistic analysis, a code-based
seismic action or simply using real earthquake records. For the deterministic earthquake scenario
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option, ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) are usually adopted to compute an intensity, or
the peak ground acceleration (PGA), or even an entire response spectrum and, as expected, the results
precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also many possibilities
to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D fault plane. The site
effects are also normally considered in SRA tools.
In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the
use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical
procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with earthquake
intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in vulnerability modules
of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method.
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings (the
most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings.
Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a
function of damage probability.
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools.
SRA Tools HazardModule
Vulnerability
Module
Exposure
Module GIS Output Results
AFAD-RED [22]
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AFAD-RED [22]      1                
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      
ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2            5,6      
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5      
KOERI  33]      1,2      4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      
MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      
QLARM [38]      1           6      
Qua eIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      
Risk cape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
SELENA 2       1,2      4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed s ftware, this pa er is about a prop sal of a new 
approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA t ols already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as free are s ftware, and some of them are even pen-source tools. So, the 
development of new software coul  be considered a waste of time, unless some new developme ts 
were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics f school buil i gs, for example. 
The main idea of the prop sed ap roach was to transf rm some already develope  computer 
routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 
With this approach, it is ossible to create new computer tools just y assembling a set f indepen ent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismemberi g the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The scho l database module 
(the exposure module), which c nsists of a computer object specifically devel ped for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the sc ool buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1,2
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ex ected, the results precisi n normally increases with the co lexity of the appr ach. There are also 
many os ibilities to est blish the earthquake s urce: A si p e p int source, a line s urce or a 3D 
fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability m dules, the s is ic performance of a buildi g can be com uted thr ugh the 
u  f empirical or mec anic l methods. The macro- eis ic a proach is one of the adopted empirical 
procedures that are used in large c le studies. T is pproach is normally used together with 
earthquake intensities. The m st common mechanic l pproach s that are implemented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA t ols are NSA approach s, like the CSM  or the N2 metho . 
The databases of elements exposed to s ismic risk may be comp sed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area un ts with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determ ned based n fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1               
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2     3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2          5,6      
C DIM [19,26]      1,2     3      5,6      
ER2- arthquake [27]      1,2     4      6      
ELER [19,28]      1     3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]      1     3      6      
EQRM [19, 0]      1,2            5,6      
HAZUS [31]      1,2     4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]             5      
KOERILos [33]      1,2     4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1     3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2          5      
MDLA [36]      1,2     4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2     3      6      
QLARM [38]      1          6      
QuakeIST [39]      1     3,4      5,6      
RiskScape [19,40]      1     3      5,6      
SEISMOCARE [41]      2     4      5      
SE ENA [42]      1,2     4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechan cal methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a descri tion of a develo ed s ftw re, this a er is about a pro osal of a new 
a proach to develop SRA t ls. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in orde  to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As pres nted in Table 1, th re are many diff rent SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many 
of them available s free are s ft are, a d some of the  a e eve  open-source tools. So, the 
development of new s ftware coul  be considered a wa te of time, unl ss some new developme ts 
were introduced, to acco nt for the individual aracteristics f school buil i gs, for example. 
The main ide  f the rop sed ap r ach was t  tr nsform s m  already devel ped computer 
routin s i to a set of inde endent computer objects that ar  otally interconnectable ith each other. 
With thi  approa h, i  is ossible to create new computer tools ju t by assembling a set of indepe ent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismemberi g the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for t e c eation of th  hazard an  vulnerability m dules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three modules were implemented: (1) The scho l database dule 
(the exposure module), whic  c nsists of a com uter bj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information a out the sc ool buildin s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
3,4
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exp t d, the resu ts precision normally increases with the co plexity f the approach. There are also 
many po ibiliti s o establi h th  ea thquake source: A simple point sou ce, a line source or a 3D 
fault plane. Th  site effects are also nor ally c nsidered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerabil ty modules, the s is ic erf rmance of a build ng can be computed t rough the 
u e of e pi ical or mec anic l methods. T  m ro-seis ic approach is ne of the adopted empirical 
proc res that are used in large sca e studie . This pproach is normally used together with 
earthquake inte sities. The most ommon mechanical approaches that are implemented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM metho or the N2 etho . 
Th  databa e  of ele ents exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the mo t accurat  approach), or b  a ea units with several buildi gs. 
Dam e is usually determined bas d o  fragility curves, nd losses ar  normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. Som  of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Too s Hazard odule Vulnerabili y Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1              
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2    3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]     1,2    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2    4      6      
ELER [19,28]      1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]     1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2          5,6      
HAZUS [31]     1,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]              5      
KOERI  [33]     1,2    4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1    3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
MDLA [36]     1,2    4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     1,2    3      6      
QLARM [38]      1         6      
Qua eIST [39]      1    3,4      5,6      
Risk cape [19,40]     1    3      5,6      
SEISMOCARE [41]     2    4      5      
SELENA [ 2]     1,2    4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic  3 empirical method ; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed s ftw re, his pa er is ab ut a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA to ls. This n w appr ach was impleme ted in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of sch ol build gs, individually, in order o rank them f r retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As pr s ed in Table 1, th re are many different SRA tools alrea y devel ped worldwide, many 
of th m vailable as free ar  soft ar , and some f the  ar  even open-source tools. So, the 
devel pm nt of new s tware co ld be c nsid red a wa te of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to a count f r the in vidual characteristics o  sc ool buildings, for exa ple. 
The m in i e  of the pr posed ap roach as to tr sform s me already developed computer 
ro ines into a set of independen  mpu er objects that are totally nterconnectable with each other. 
With this appr ach, it i possible to c eate new computer tools just by ass mbling a set of indepe ent 
computer o jects. These bjects were obtai ed b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely fo  t e creatio  of the hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH sof ar , three modul s were i plem nted: (1) The school database m dule 
(the exposure module), whi  onsists f a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH pr j ct, w th all the i formation bout the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buil i gs, n mely th ge graphical coor i ate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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exp ct d, the results pre ision normally increases with the c mplexity of the approach. There are also 
ny ssibilities to establish the e rthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
ault plane. The site effects are also nor ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnera ility o ules, th seis ic p rfor ance f a buil ing can be computed through the 
us  of empi ical or mechanical methods. The macro-s ismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
cedures that re  in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
e rthquake i tensities. Th  os  comm n mechanic l approach s that are imple ente  in 
vuln rability modules of SRA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases of lements xposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
D age is usually eter ined b ed on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]     ,       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,    3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     ,2   4            
L R [19,28]        ,4            
PEDAT [29]        3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,        ,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]        3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]     ,       5      
MDLA [36]      ,   4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     ,2   3            
LARM [38]           6      
QuakeIST 3 ]        ,4      ,       
RiskScape [19,40]     1   3      ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]     2               
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4     5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probab listic; 3 empir c me hods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More th n a desc iption of a developed softw re, this aper is bout a proposal of a new 
a proach to develo  SRA tools. T is new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aim ng at  SRA of schoo bu lding , individually, in o der to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As presented in Tabl  1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as fre war sof war , and some f t em are even open-source tools. So, the 
development of n w software co ld be consi red a waste of tim , unless some new developments 
were introduced, to acc unt for the ndividual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 
The main idea f t e roposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 
routines into  set of independ nt c mput r objects tha  are totally interc nnectable with each other. 
With his pproach, it i  p ss bl  to create new computer tool  just by ass mbling a set of independent 
comput r objects. Th se objects were obtained by dism mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8sp c [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft r , three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which onsists of a ompu er object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, with all he nformation about th school buildings like general characteristics 
of the bu ldings, namely the geograp ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
CAP A+CRISIS [24,25]
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. T ere are also 
many ossibilities to est blish the earthquake so rce: A simple oint source, a line source r a 3D 
fault plan . The site eff cts are also normally co sidered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability modules, the seismic perfor ance of a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the a opted e pirical 
procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are imple ented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,       3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]      ,2      4            
L  [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]            3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]            3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,       5      
MDLA [36]      ,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2      3            
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,       
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]      2                  
ELENA [42]      ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemente  in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA t ols already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even pen-source tools. So, the 
development of ne  software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buil ings, for example. 
The main idea of the proposed approach was to transf rm some already develope  computer 
routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 
With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set f independent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database m dule 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1,2
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expected, the resu ts precisi n normally increase  with the complexity of the approach. There are also 
m ny pos ibilities to est bli h th  eart quake source: A si p e p int s urce, a line sou ce or a 3D 
fault pl n . The site effects re also nor lly con idered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability modules, the seismic perform ce of a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical r mechanical methods. The macro-seismic appr ach is one of the adopted e pirical 
proc ures that are u ed n large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
earthquake in ensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are imple ented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
Th  databases of elements exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area nits with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determ ned based on fragility curves, nd l sses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools H zard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]     1                
RMAGEDOM [23]     1,2      3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]     1,2           5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]     1,2      3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]    1,2      4      6      
LER [19,28]    1      3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]     1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     1,              5,6      
HAZUS [31]     1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]               5      
KO RILoss [33]    ,2      4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]     1      3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]     1,2           5      
MDLA [36]     1,2      4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     1,2      3      6      
QLARM 8      1           6      
QuakeIST [39]    1      3,4      5,6      
RiskScape [19, 0     1      3      5,6      
EISMOCARE [41]     2      4      5      
SEL NA [42]     1,2      4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanic l methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a d scription of a develo ed soft are, this paper is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA t ols. Thi new approach was implemented in he PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order t  rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already veloped worldwide, many 
of th  available as freeware soft are, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 
development of new softwa  could b considere  a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were i roduc d, to account fo  th  individual characteristic  of school buildings, for example. 
The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 
routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally int r onnectable with each other. 
W th this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by disme bering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the cre tion of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In he PERSISTAH software, three modules were i plemented: (1) The school database module 
(th  exposure module), which consists of a computer object speci ically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with ll the infor ation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildin s, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally inc e ses with the co plexity of the approach. There are also 
many pos ibilit s to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
fault plane. Th  site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 
In v ner bility odu es, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 
u e of pirical or echanic l methods. T  macro-seis ic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
p oced res th t are used in large sc e studies. This approach is normally used t gether with 
earthquake inte sities. The o t c mmon e anical approaches tha  are implemented in 
v nerability m dules of SRA to ls are NSA approach s, like the CSM method or the N2 etho . 
Th  databases of elements exposed to seismic risk ma  be composed by indivi ual buildings 
(the m st accu ate pproach), or by ar a nits with several buildings. 
Damage is us ally determin  based on fragilit  cu ves, and osses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed s ismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22]    1          
ARMAGEDOM [23]    1,2      3,4 6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]    1,2     5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]    1,2      3 5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]    1,2      4 6      
ELER [19,28]    1      3,4 6      
EPEDAT [29]    1      3 6      
EQRM [19,30]   1,2      5,6      
HAZUS [31]    1,2      4 5,6      
InaSAFE [32]        5      
KOERI  33]    1,2      4 6      
LNECLoss [19,34]    1      3,4 6      
MAEViz [19,35]    1,2     5      
MDL [36]    1,2      4 ?      
OpenQuake [37]    1,2      3 6      
QLARM [38]    1     6      
Qua eIST [39]    1      3,4 5,6      
Risk cape [19,40]    1      3 5,6      
SEISMOCARE [41]    2      4 5      
SELENA 2     1,2      4 5,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1      4 5      
1 D erm nistic; 2 prob bilis ic; 3 empiric l methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  scri tion of a developed s ftware, this paper i  about a proposal of a new 
ap ro ch t  develop SRA tools. This n w approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school b i dings, individu lly, in orde to ank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As present d in Tab e 1, th r are many iffe ent SRA to ls already dev loped worldwide, many 
of them available as free ar  software, and some f them are ven open-source tools. So, the 
d vel pment of new softwar  could be c nsider d a wa te of time, unless so e new developments 
were introduced, to ac ount for the in vidual characteristics of school buildings, f r example. 
T  main idea of the pr po ed ap roach as to transform some already developed computer 
r uti es into a set f independ nt computer objec s hat are total y interconnec able with each other. 
With this approach, it is po si le t  cr a e new comput r tools just by assembli g a set of indepen ent 
computer objects. These obj cts were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely or the creati  f the h zard and v nerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules ere implemente : (1) The school database module 
(the xposure m dule), which consists f a computer object specifically d velope  for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings lik  ge eral characteristics 
of th  buildings, n mely the geographical c ordinates and some photo  of the buildings; (2) the 
5,6
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expect d, the results pre i i n normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 
any p ssibilities to establish the e rthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
au t pla e. Th  site effec s are also or ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnera ility odules, the s ismic performance f a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mech ni al methods. The macr -seism pproach is one of the adopted empirical 
cedures t at re  in large scale tudies. This approach is normally used together with 
e rthquak  intensities. The os  common mec nic l approaches that are imple ente  in 
vuln rability modules of SRA tools ar NSA approac es, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases f le ents exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Damage is sually deter ined b ed on fragility cu ves, and losses are normally computed as a 
funct on of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Ex osur  Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]     1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]    1,2   3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]     1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     1,    3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]    1   ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     1,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]    1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2      5      
MDLA [36]     1,    4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     1,2   3            
LARM [38]     1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]       ,4      5,       
RiskScape [19,40]     1   3      5,6      
ISMOCARE [41]     2   4      5      
ELENA [42]      ,2         ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 Determinist ; 2 probab listic; 3 empir cal methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More h n a de c iption of a develo d oftware, this aper is about a proposal of a new 
a proach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in th  PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at  SRA of schoo  building , indiv dually, in rder to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As p sented i  Tabl  1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as fre war  softwar , and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 
development of new oftware could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were int odu ed, to acc unt f r the individual characteristics of schoo  buildings, for example. 
The main idea of the roposed approach w s t  transform some already developed computer 
routines i o a set of independ n c mputer obj cts that ar  totally interconnectable with each other. 
With his pro ch, it i p ss ble to create new comput r tools just by assembling a set of independent 
c mputer obj cts. Thes  o jects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softw re, name y for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH softw r , thr e m dules wer implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj , with all the information about the chool buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , n mely the g ograp ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
CE IM [19,26]
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expected, the results precisi n normally increases with the complexity of the approach. T ere are also 
many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line s urce r a 3D 
fault plane. The site effects are also nor ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability m dules, the seis ic performance of a building can be com uted thr ugh the 
use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based n fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]      1,2      3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      1,       3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      
L R [19,28]      1      ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2      5      
MDLA [36]      1,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3            
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      5,       
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      
ISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
ELENA [42]      ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed software, this pa er is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemente  in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Appro ch 
As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA t ols already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as freeware s ftware, and some of them are even pen-source tools. So, the 
development of new software coul  be considered a waste of time, unless some new developme ts 
were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics f school buil i gs, for example. 
The main idea of the prop sed approach was to transf rm some already develope  computer 
routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 
With this approach, it is ossible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set f independent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismemberi g the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The scho l database m dule 
(the exposure module), which c nsists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the sc ool buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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exp ted, the resu ts precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 
many po sibiliti s o establi h th  earthq ake source: A simple point sou ce, a line s urce or a 3D 
fault plane. The site effects are also nor ally c nsidered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerabil ty modules, the s ismic performance f a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mec anical methods. The m ro-seismic approach is ne of the adopted e pirical 
proc res that are used in large scale studie . This pproach is normally used together with 
earthquake intensities. The most ommon mechanical approaches that are im le ente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM meth d or the N2 metho . 
The database  of elements exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by a ea units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined bas d o  fragility curves, and losses ar  normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. Som  of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]                    
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2    3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
C DIM [19,26]     1,     3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2    4      6      
ELER [19,28]      1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]     1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,           5,6      
HAZUS [31]     1,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]             5      
KO RI  [33]     ,2    4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1    3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
MDLA [36]     1,2    4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     1,2    3      6      
QLARM [38]      1         6      
Qua eIST [39]      1    3,4      5,6      
Risk cape [19,40]     1    3      5,6      
SEISMOCARE [41]     2    4      5      
SELENA [ 2]     1,2    4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic  3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of  developed softw re, his pa er is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA to ls. This new approach was impleme ted in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school build gs, individually, in order o rank them f r retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Pr posed Approach 
As presented in Table 1, th re are many different SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many 
of th m vailable as free are softwar , and some f them ar  even open-source tools. So, the 
developm nt of new s ftware could be c nsid red a wa te of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to account f r the individual characteristics o  scho l buil ings, for example. 
The main i ea of the proposed p roach was to tr nsform s me already devel ped computer 
routines into a set of independen  compu er objects that are totally nterconnectable ith each other. 
With this appr ach, it is possible to c eate new computer tools just by ass mbling a set of indepe ent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for t e creatio  of the hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft ar , three modul s were implemented: (1) The school database m dule 
(the exposure module), whi  consists f a computer object specifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the infor ation a out the school b il in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results pre ision normally inc e s s with complexity of t e approach. There are also 
many pos ibilities t  establish the arthquak s urce: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
fault plane. Th  site effects are also nor ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulner bility odu es, the seis ic performance of a building can be computed through the 
u e of pirical or echanic l methods. T  macro-seis ic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
proced res that are used in large c e studies. This approach is normally used t gether with 
earthquak inte sities. The m t c mmon echanical approaches that are implemented in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA tools are NSA approach s, like the CSM etho  or the N2 ethod. 
The da abases of elem nts exposed to s ismic ri k may be composed by indivi ual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by are  nits with several buildings. 
Damage is us lly dete min based on fragilit  curves, and losses are norm lly computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR  Tools Haz rd Module Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]              
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,       3,4   6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,    ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,       3   5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     ,2      4         
L [19,28]           ,4         
PEDAT [29]           3   6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,      ,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2      4   ,6      
InaSAFE [32]     5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2      4         
LNECLoss [19,34]           3,4   6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,    5      
MDLA [36]     ,       4   ?      
OpenQuake [37]     ,2      3         
LAR  [38]         6      
QuakeIST 3 ]           ,4   ,       
RiskScape [19,40]     1      3   ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]    2             
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4   5      
1 D erministic; 2 prob bilis ic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  escri tion  a d velo ed s ftware, this aper is ab ut a proposal of a new 
appro ch t  develop SRA tools. This n w approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school bui dings, individually, in order to rank them for r trofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Approach 
As present d in T b e 1, there are many iffe ent SRA t ols already devel ped worldwide, many 
of them available as freewar  soft are, and som  f the  are even open-source tools. So, the 
d velopment f new softwar  could be c nsidered a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to ac ount for the in ividual character st cs of sch ol buildings, f r example. 
The main idea of the pr posed approach as to t a sform som  already d veloped computer 
r utin s into a set of ind pendent computer objec s that are tota ly in erconnectable with each other. 
W  this approach, it is po si le t  create new comput r tools just by assembling a set of independent 
computer objects. These objects were obtai ed by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely for t e creati n f the hazard and v lnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules ere implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists f a computer object specifically develope  for the 
PERSISTAH pr ject, wi h all the informati n about the school bui dings like ge eral characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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exp cted, the results pre i on norm lly increases with the c mplexity of the approach. There are also 
any ssibilitie  to establ sh the e rthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
ult plane. The site effects are also or ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnera ility o ules, the seismic performance f a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mech nical meth ds. The macr -seismic pproach is one of the adopted empirical 
ce ures t at are  n la ge scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
e rthquake i tensities. The os  common mec nic l approaches that are imple ente  in 
vuln rability modul s of SRA tools ar NSA approac es, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases f ele ents exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually eter ined b ed on fragility cu ves, and losses are normally computed as a 
funct on of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Ex osur  Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]              
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,2         ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,       3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     ,2      4      6      
L R [19,28]           ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,            5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]          5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]           3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2         5      
MDLA [36]      ,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2      3            
LARM [38]     1         6      
QuakeIST 3 ]           ,4      ,       
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 Determinist ; 2 probab listic; 3 empir cal methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More th n a desc iption of a develo d oftware, this aper is about a proposal of a new 
a proach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in th  PERSISTAH software, 
aiming t  SRA of schoo  building , individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. T  SRA Pr os d Appr ach 
As presented i  Tab  1, ther  are any different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as fre ware s ftwar , and s me f m are even open-source tools. So, the 
development of n w oftware co ld be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were int oduc d, o acc unt for the individual characteristics of schoo  buildings, for example. 
The main idea f the ropos d approach w s to transform some already developed computer 
routines i o a set of indepe d n c mputer obj cts t at are totally interconnectable with each other. 
With his pro ch, it i p ss ble to create n w computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 
computer obj cts. Thes  o jects were obtained by dis embering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softw re, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH softw r , thr e mo ules w r impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure odule), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj c , with all the information about he school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, mely the g grap ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
ER2-Earthquake [27]
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. T ere are also 
many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source r a 3D 
fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability modules, the seismic perfor ance of a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted e pirical 
procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
earthquake ntensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exp sed to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,       3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      ,2      4      6      
L R [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]            3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2      5      
MDLA [36]      ,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2      3            
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,       
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
ELENA [42]      ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemente  in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, indivi ually, in order to rank th m for retrofitting purposes. 
2. T  SRA Pr posed Approach 
As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA t ols already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even pen-source tools. So, the 
development of ne  software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buil ings, for example. 
The main idea of the proposed approach was to transf rm some already develope  computer 
routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 
With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set f independent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database m dule 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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exp ted, the resu ts precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 
many po sibiliti s o establi h th  earthq ake source: A simple point sou ce, a line s urce or a 3D 
fault plane. The site effects are also nor ally c nsidered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerabil ty modules, the s ismic performance f a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mec anical methods. The m ro-seismic approach is one of the adopted e pirical 
proc ures that are used in large scale studie . This pproach is normally used together with 
earthquake intensities. The most ommon mechanical approaches that are im le ented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM meth d or the N2 method. 
The database  of elements expos  to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by a ea units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined bas d o  fragility curves, and losses ar  normally comp ted as a 
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. Som  of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,     3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,     3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     ,2    4            
L [19,28]          ,4            
PEDAT [29]         3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,        ,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2    4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2    4            
LNECLoss [19,34]          3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      ,       5      
MDLA [36]     ,     4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     ,2    3            
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]          ,4      ,       
RiskS ape [19,40]     1    3      ,6    
ISMOCARE [41]     2                
ELENA [42]     ,2          ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic  3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of  developed softw re, his pa er is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA to ls. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at t e SRA of school build gs, indivi ually, i  order o rank t m f r retrofitting purposes. 
2. Th  SRA Pr posed Ap roach
As presented in Table 1, th re are many different SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many 
of th m vailable as freeware softwar , and some f them ar  even open-source tools. So, the 
developm nt of new s ftware could be c nsid red a wa te of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics o  scho l buil ings, for example. 
The main i ea of the proposed pproach was to tr nsform s me already devel ped computer 
routines into a set of independen  compu er objects that are totally nterconnectable ith each other. 
With this appr ach, it is possible to c eate new computer tools just by ass mbling a set of independent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by disme bering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for the creatio  of the hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH softwar , three modul s were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), whi h consists of a computer object specifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the infor ation a out the school b il in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
4
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ex e t d, the results precision normally increases with the complexity f the appr ach. There are also 
many pos ibilities to est blish the ea thquake s urce: A simp e point source, a line source or a 3D 
fault lane. Th  site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulner bility modules, the s ismic performance of a building can be computed t rough the 
u  of e pi ical or mec anic l methods. T  macro- eis ic approach is one of the a opted empirical 
proced res that are used in large ca e studies. This pproach is normally used together with 
earthquake inte sities. The most common mechanic l pproach s that are implemente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA t ols are NSA approach s, like the CSM  or the N2 etho . 
The databa es of le ents exposed to s i mic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the mo t accurat  approach), or by area un ts with several buil i gs. 
Dam e is usually determ ned based on fragility curves, nd losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Too s Hazard odule Vulnerabili y Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1              
ARM GEDOM [23]      1,2    3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
C DIM [19,26]      1,2     3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2     4      6      
ELER [19, 8       1     3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29       1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2           5,6      
HAZUS 1       1,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]              5      
KO RILoss [3 ]      1,2    4      6      
LN CLoss [19,34]      1    3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
MDLA [36]      1,2    4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2    3      6      
QLARM [38]      1         6      
QuakeIST [39]      1    3,4      5,6      
RiskScape [19,40]      1   3      5,    
SEISMOCARE [41]      2    4      5      
SELENA [42]      1,2    4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical method ; 4 mechan cal methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a descri tion of a developed s ft re, this a er is about a proposal of a new 
a proach to develop SRA to ls. This n w appr ach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aimi g at the SRA of sch ol buildings, indivi ually, in orde  to rank them for retr fitting purpos s. 
2. T  SRA Pr posed Approach 
As pr s ed in Table 1, th re are many iff rent SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many 
of them available s freewar  software, and some of them a e even open-source tools. So, the 
evelopment of new s tware co ld be considered a wa te of time, unl ss some new developments 
were introduced, to a co nt for the in vidual aracteristics of sc ool buildings, for exa ple. 
The m in ide  of the pr posed a pr ach as to tr nsform s m  already developed computer 
ro in s i to a set of independent mpu er objects that ar  otally interconnectable with each other. 
With thi  approa h, i  i possible to create new computer tools ju t by assembling a set of independent 
com uter o jects. These objects were obtained b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely fo  the c eation of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH sof ware, three modules were i plem nted: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which onsists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, with all the i formation bout the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buil i gs, n mely th ge graphical coor i a e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
6
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exp cted, the results pre is on norm lly increases with the c mplexity of the approach. There are also 
any ssibilitie  to establ sh the e rthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
ult plane. The site effects are also nor ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnera ility o ules, th seismic performance f a buil ing can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mechanical meth ds. The macr -s ismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
ce ures t at re  n la ge scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
e rthquake i tensities. Th  os  comm n mechanic l approach s that are imple ente  in 
vuln rability modul s of SRA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
Th  databases of elements exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Da age is usually eter ined b ed on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]     1        
ARMAGEDOM 3]      1,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      1,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]         ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,          5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]         5      
KO RILo s [33]     1,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]      1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2       5      
MDLA [36]      1,    4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2   3            
LARM [38]     1       6      
QuakeIST 3 ]         ,4      5,       
RiskScape [19,40]    1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2   4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probab listic; 3 empir cal methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More th n a desc iption of a developed software, this aper is bout a proposal of a new 
a proach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming t   f scho  bu l ing , in ividually, in o d r to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 
2. T  SRA Pro osed App oach 
As presented in Tab e 1, ther  are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as fre war s f war , and s me f m are even open-source tools. So, the 
development of n w software could be considered a waste of tim , unless some new developments 
were introduc d, o acc unt for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 
The main idea f t e ropos d approach was to transform some already developed computer 
routines into a set of indepe d nt c mputer objects t at are totally interc nnectable with each other. 
With his proach, it i  p ss ble to create n w computer tool  just by ass mbling a set of independent 
comput r objects. These objects were obtained by dis embering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8sp c [46] software, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft r , three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure odule), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, with all he information about h school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, amely the ge grap ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
ELE [19, 8]
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. T ere are also 
many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability modules, the seismic perfor ance of a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mechanical methods. Th  macro-seismic approach is one of the a opted e pirical 
proced res that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 meth d. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buil ings. 
Damage is usually determined based on fr gility c rv s, and losse  are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-R D 22]                     
ARM GEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6     
CEDIM [19,26]      1,       3      5,6     
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      
ELER [19, 8       1      3,4      6     
EPEDAT [29       1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,              5,6     
HAZUS 1       1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5     
KO RILoss [3 ]      ,2      4      6      
LN CLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
M EViz [19,35]      1,2           5     
MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      
QLARM [38]      1           6      
QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6   
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6     
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5     
SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed soft are, this paper is about a prop sal of a e  
approach to develop SR  tool . This new approach was imp emente  i  the PERSISTAH softw r , 
aiming at the SRA f sc ool buildings, indivi ually, in order to rank th m fo  r tro itting pur s .
2. The SRA Propos d A proa h 
As presented in Table 1, there are many ifferent SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 
development of ne  software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 
The main idea of the proposed a proach was to transform some already developed computer 
routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interc nnectable with each other. 
With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 
com uter objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1
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expected, the results pre ision normally increas s with co plexity of the approach. There are also 
many possibilities to establish the arthquak source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
fault plane. The site effects are also nor ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability odules, the seismic p rfor ance of a building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mechanical meth ds. The macro-sei ic approach is o e of the adopted e piric l 
procedur s that are used in large cale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
earthquak intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA tools are NSA ap roaches, like the CSM ethod or the N2 metho . 
The da abases of elem nts exposed to s ismic ri k may be comp sed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by are  units with several buildings. 
Dam ge i  us lly dete mined bas d on fr gility curves, and l ss s are norm lly computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR  Tools Haz rd Module Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]    1            
ARMAGEDOM [23]    1,2      3,4   6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]    1,2       5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]    1,2      3   5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]    1,2      4   6      
ELE  [19,28]    1      3,4   6      
EPEDAT [29]    1      3   6      
EQRM [19,30]    1,         5,6      
HAZUS [31]    1,2      4   5,6      
InaSAFE [32]          5      
KOERI  33]    ,2      4   6      
LNECLoss [19,34]    1      3,4   6      
MAEViz [19,35]    1,2       5      
MDLA [36]    1,2      4   ?      
OpenQuake [37]    1,2      3   6      
QLAR  [38]    1       6      
Qua eIST [39]    1     3,4   5,6      
Risk ape [19,40]    1      3   5,6     
SEISMOCARE [41]    2      4   5      
SELENA 2     1,2      4   5,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1      4   5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a escri tion  a d velo ed software, this aper is about a pro osal of a new 
approach t  dev lop SR  tools. This new approach was i lemente  in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at t  SRA of sc ool bui dings, individu lly, i  r er t  nk h m or r trofitting purp ses. 
2. The SRA Pr posed Ap roach
As present d in T ble 1, there are many different SRA t ols already developed worldwide, many 
of them available as free are software, and som  of them are even open-source tools. So, the 
development f ne  softwar  could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to account for the individual character st cs of school buil ings, for example. 
The main idea of the proposed ap r ach was t  t ansform som  already d vel ped computer 
r utin s into a set of ind pendent computer objects that are tota ly in erconnectable ith each other. 
W h this approach, it is possible to create new comput r tools just by assembling a set of indepen ent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely for t e creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database odule 
(the exposure module), which consists of a com uter object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, wi h all the informati n a out the school bui din s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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exp cted, the resu ts precision normally inc e ses with the complexity f the approach. There are also 
many po ibilities o establi h th  earthquake source: A simple point sou ce, a line source or a 3D 
fault lane. Th  site effects are also nor ally c nsidered in SRA tools. 
In vul er bil ty modu es, the s ismic performance of a building can be computed t rough the 
u e of pirical r ec anic l methods. T  m ro-seis ic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
proc res that are used in large sc e studie . This pproach is normally used together with 
earthquake inte sities. The mo t ommon echanical approaches that are implemented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approach s, like the CSM method or the N2 etho . 
The database of ele ents exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by a ea units with several buildi gs. 
Dam ge s us al y determin d bas d o  fragili  curv s, and loss s ar  normally c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. Som  of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]              
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,       3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     ,2      4            
L R [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]           3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]        5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]            3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      ,        5      
MDLA [36]     ,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     ,2      3            
LARM [38]             6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,6    
RiskScap [19,40]     1      3      ,6   
ISMOCARE [41]     2                 
ELENA [42]     ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 D erministic; 2 prob bilis ic  3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  description of  developed s ftw re, his pa er is about a proposal of a new 
appro ch t  dev lop SRA to ls. This n w appr ach was i l mente  i  th  PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at  SRA of chool build gs, i dividually, i rder ra k he  f r retr fitting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Propos d Approach 
As presented in Tab e 1, th re are many iffe ent SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many 
of th m vailable as freewar  softwar , and some f them ar  even open-source tools. So, the 
velopment of new s ftwar  co ld be c nsid red a wa te of time, unless some new developments 
were introduced, to ac ount for the in ividual characteristics o  sc ool buildings, for exa ple. 
The main i ea of the pr posed pproach as to tr nsform s me already developed computer 
routines into a set of independen  compu er objec s that are totally nterconnectable with each other. 
With this appr ach, it is po si le to c eate new comput r tools just by ass mbling a set of independent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for the creati n of the hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH softwar , thre modul s were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), whi h consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the i formation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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exp ct d, the results precision normally increases with the c mplexity of the approach. There are also 
m ny ssibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 
ault plane The site effects are also nor ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vulnerability o ules, th seis ic p rformance f a buil ing can be computed through the 
us  of empirical or mechanic l methods. The macr -s ismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
procedures that re s  in larg  scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 
earthqu ke i ensities. Th  ost comm n mechanic l approach s that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases of lements xposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
D age is sually eter ine  based on fr gility curv s, and loss  are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability. 
Table 1 Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]     ,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]        ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]        3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]     ,2      5      
MDLA [36]      1,   4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     ,2   3            
LARM [38]     1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]        ,4      5,     
Ri kScape [19,40]    1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]     2   4      5      
ELENA [42]    ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1   4      5      
1 Determin stic; 2 probabili tic; 3 empiric me hods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a descri tion of a developed softw re, this aper is bout a proposal of a new 
a proach to l  SRA tools. T is new pp oach was imp emented in the PERSISTAH softw re, 
ai g t t  SRA of choo bu l ings, indivi ually, in der to ank th m for retrofitting purp ses. 
2. T  SRA Pr s d Approach 
As presented in Tabl  1, there are any different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 
of them a ailabl  a freewar of ware, and some f t em are even open-source tools. So, the 
developme t of n w soft ar  could be consi red a waste of tim , unless some new developments 
were intr duced, to account for th  dividual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 
The ain idea f t  proposed app oach was to transform some already developed computer 
rou ines i to  set of ind pend nt comput r objects tha  are totally interc nnectable with each other. 
With this approach, it i  p ssibl  to create new computer tool  just by ass mbling a set of independent 
comput r objects. Th se objects were obtained by dism mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8sp c [46] software, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure module), which nsists of a ompu er object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all he nformation about th school buildings like general characteristics 
of the bu lding , nam ly the geograp ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases wit  the complexity of the a r ach. T re are als  
many possibilities o establish the ear hquake source: A sim le point source, a li  sourc  or a 3D 
fault plane. The site ffects are also nor lly considered in SR  tools. 
In vulnerability modules, the seis ic performance of  building can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-s ismic approach is one of the adopted e pirical 
procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used t gether with 
earthquake intensities. The most commo  mechanical approaches that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 meth d. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), r by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based o  f gility curves, and losse  are normally comput d as a
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,2      ,      
CEDIM [19,26]      ,       3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]      ,2      4            
L R [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]            3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]            3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      ,       5     
MDLA [36]      ,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2      3            
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,      
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      ,6    
ISMOCARE [41]      2                 
ELENA [42]      ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a prop sal of a e  
approach to develop SRA tools. This new ap oach was imp mente  i  the PERSISTAH soft are, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, indivi ually, in ord r to ank th m for r tro itting purposes. 
2. The SRA Proposed Ap roa h 
As presented in Table 1, there are ma y diff re t SRA tools already devel ped worldwide, any 
of t em vailable as freeware s ftw r , and some of them are even ope -so rce tools. S , the 
development of new softwar  could be consid red a ast  of time, unless some new develop ents 
were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
The main idea of the proposed appr ach as to transform some already developed co uter 
routines into a set f independent c mp ter objects that are t tally interc nectabl  with each other. 
With this approach, it is possible to create new com uter tools just by assembling a set of i dep ndent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1
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ex ected, the results precisio  normally increases with the compl xity of t  a r ac . There are also 
many pos ibilities t  est blish the earthq ake s urce: A si e point s urce, a line s urce or a 3D 
fa lt lane. T e site effects are al o normally considered in SR  tools. 
In vulnerability modules, the s is ic perfor anc  f a building can be compute  thro gh the 
us  of empirical or mec anic l methods. T e acro- eis ic approach is one of the a opted e pirical 
proce ures that are use  in large c l  stu ies. This ppro ch is normally used to et er with 
arthquake intensities. The most common mechanic l pproach s that are im le ente  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA t ols are NSA approach s, like the CSM  or the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exposed to s ism c risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), r by area un ts with several buil ings. 
Damage is usually determ ned based o  f agility c rves, a d losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1            
ARM GEDOM [23]      1,2    3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]      1,2    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2     4      6      
LER [19, 8       1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29       1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,            5,6      
HAZUS 1       1,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]              5      
KO RILoss [3 ]      ,2    4      6      
LN CLoss [19,34]      1    3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
MDLA [36]      1,2    4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2    3      6      
QLARM [38]      1         6      
QuakeIST [39]      1    3,4      5,6     
RiskScap  [19,40]      1   3      5,6    
EISMOCARE [41]      2   4      5      
SELENA [42]      1,2     4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechan cal methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a descri tion of a developed soft re, this aper is about a proposal of a new 
a proach to d velop SRA to ls. This ew app oach was implement d n the PERSISTAH software, 
iming at  SRA f school buildings, indivi ually, i  ord  to ank t m r retrofitting purp ses. 
2. T  SRA Pr pos d A proach 
As pres ted in Table 1, th re are ma y iff re t SRA tools alrea y develo d w rldwide, many 
of them available s fr eware s ftware, and some f t em a e even pen-so rce t ols. So, the 
dev lopment of ne s ftware coul  be considered a a te of time, unl ss some new developments 
were introduced, to acco nt for the individual aracteristics of scho l buil ings, for example. 
The m in ide  of the proposed a pr ach as to tr nsform s m  already d vel ped co puter 
ro tin s i to a set of independent comp ter objects that ar  otally interconnectable ith each other. 
With t i  approa h, i  is possi le to create new computer tools ju t by assemblin  a set of i dependent 
co uter objects. T ese objects w re obtained by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eatio  of th  hazard an  vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation a out the school buil in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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ex cte , the results recisio  normally inc e ses with the complexity f the appr ach. There are also 
many ibilities to est blish the earthquake s urce: A simp e point source, a line s urce or a 3D 
fa lt plane. Th  site eff cts re also nor ally considered in SRA tools. 
In vul er bility modu es, the s is ic perfor nce of a building can be compute  t ro gh the 
u  of pirical or ec anic l met ods. T  macro- eismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
proced res that are use  in large c e stu ies. This pproach is normally used together with 
earthquake inte sities. The mo t common echanic l pproach s that are implemented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA t ols are NSA approach s, like the CSM  or the N2 etho . 
The databases of ele ents exposed to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most ccurate approach), o  b  area un ts with several buildi gs. 
Dam ge is us a ly determ n d based on fr gility c rv s, and losses are normally c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]      1,2    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      1,     3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]      1,2    4      6      
L R [19,28]      1    ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,        5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2    4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      1,2    4            
LNECLoss [19,34]      1    3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      1,2      5      
MDLA [36]      1,     4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2    3            
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]           ,4      5,   
RiskScape [19,40]      1   3      5,     
ISMOCARE [41]      2    4      5      
ELENA [42]      ,2         ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5      
1 D erministic; 2 prob bilis ic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechan cal methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  descri tion of a developed s ftw re, this a er is about a proposal of a new 
a pro ch t  d velop SRA to ls. This n w app ach was imp emented  the PERSISTAH softw re, 
aiming at th  SRA of school buildings, i divi ually, in rde  to k the  f r r tr fitting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Pr posed Approa h 
As resented in Tab e 1, th r are many iff ent SRA tools alrea y devel ped worldwide, many 
of them availabl  s free ar  software, and s me of them a e eve  o e -s urce tools. So, the 
d velopment of new s ftwar  co ld be considered a w te of time, unl ss so e new developments 
er  introduced, to c o nt for t e in ividual aracteristics of sc ool buildings, for exa ple. 
The main ide  of th  pr posed ap r ach as to tr nsform s m  already developed co puter 
routin s i to a set of indep ndent computer obj c s t at ar  otally interconnectable with each other. 
With thi  pproa h, i  is po si le to create n w comput r tools ju t by assemblin  a set of independent 
co puter objects. T ese bj cts were obtained b  dismemb ring t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eati n of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the i formation about the school b il ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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exp ct d, the results precis on or lly increases wit  the c mplexity of the approach. Th re are also 
ny ssibilitie  to establ s the e rthquake source: A sim le oint source, a line sourc  or a 3D 
ult plane T  site ffects are also n r ally consid red in SRA tools. 
In vulnerabilit  o ules, th seismic performance f buil ing can be computed through the 
use of empirical or mechanical meth ds. The macr -s ismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 
proc ure  t at r  s n la g  scale studies. This pproach is norm lly used t gether with 
earthqu ke i ensities. Th  ost comm n mechanic l approach s that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases of elem nts exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurat  approach), or by ar a units with sev ral buildings. 
D age is usually eter ine based on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability. 
Table 1 Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]     1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]     1,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]     1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]        ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     1,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]     1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2      5      
MDLA [36]     1,   4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     ,2   3            
LARM [38]      1      6      
Quak IST 3 ]       ,4      5,     
RiskScape [19,40]    1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]     2   4      5      
ELENA [42]    ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4      5      
1 Determin stic; 2 probabili tic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a descri tion of a developed software, this aper is bout a proposal of a new 
a proac  to e el  SRA tools. This n w approach was imp emente  in the PERSISTAH softw re, 
iming t t   of schoo  bu l ings, in ivi ually, in d r t  rank the  for retrofitting purp ses. 
2. T  SRA Pro s d Appro ch 
As presented in Tab e 1, th r  are ny diff r nt SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 
f t em ailabl  a  fr war f w r , and s m  f m are ev n ope -source tools. So, the 
devel pme t of n w soft ar  could be consid red a wast  of tim , unless some new developments 
were i tr duc d, o cc nt for t  in ividual char cteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
The ain id a f t  propos d app ach was to transf rm some already developed co puter 
ou ines i t  a set f ind pe d nt c mputer objects t at are t tally interc nnectabl  with each other. 
Wit  this a proach, it is p ssible to c at  w comput r tool  just by ass mbling a set of indep ndent 
comput r objects. T se bjects were obtaine  by dismem ering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure module), which c nsists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all he information about h school buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , am ly the ge graphical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
EQRM [19,30]
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expected, the results p cision nor lly ncreas s wit  th  co plexity of th  pproach. T re ar  als  
many poss bilities to establish the e thquake sourc : A s l  point source, a li sour  r a 3D 
fault plane. The site ff cts are als  n rmally consid ed in RA to ls.
In vulnerability modules, the seismic perfor anc  of  building an b  computed th ough the 
use of empirical or m chanic l methods. The macro-s ismic appro c  is one of the opted e pirical 
procedures that are used in large scale stud es. This pro ch is nor ally used t geth r with 
earthquake intensities. The most comm  mechanical approaches that are implemented in 
vulnerability modules of RA t ols are NSA pproac s, like th  CSM m th d r the N2 metho . 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally compute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1               
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]      1,       3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      
ELE  [19,28]      1      3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,             5,6      
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5      
KOERI  33]      ,2      4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      
MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      
QLARM [38]      1           6      
Qua eIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6     
Risk cape [19,40]      1      3      5,6     
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
SELENA 2       1,2      4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SR  tools. This new ap oach was i p mente  i  the PERSISTAH soft re, 
aiming at th  SRA of sc ool buildings, indivi u lly, in order to rank them or r tro itting purp ses. 
2. T  SRA Proposed Ap roach 
As presented in Table 1, there are many d ff ren  SRA t ls alr ady dev l p d rldwide, many 
of t em vailable as free re ftw r , and s m of th  e ven p -sour  tools. , the 
development of ne  softwar  could be consid red a w st  of , u l s so e new dev l p nts 
were i troduced, to accoun  for the individual ch acteristics f school bu l ings, for xample. 
The main idea of th  pr posed ap r ach was to transf rm som  already d v lope  co pu er 
routines into a set f independent c mputer objec s hat are t ally int rc n cta wit  each ot er. 
With this approach, it is possible t  c eate new c m ute  tools jus by assembli g a set f i d p n ent 
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1,2
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xpected, the r su ts pr cision normally inc ase  wit  the com l xity f the a p oach. The  are so
ma y possibilities to establ sh t  arthquak  source: A si le p in s urce, a line sour e or a 3D
fault pl n . The it  e f cts are l  nor a ly con der in RA to ls.
In vulnerability m dules, th  s ismic perform c  of a uilding can be computed rough the 
use f pi ic l  mechanical m thod . The m c o- eismic a pr  is on of the adopted e pi ical
pro u es that r  u d in l rge scale s ud es This ap ach is normally used together with 
earthquake in ensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are imple ented in 
vulnerability modules of RA to ls are NSA approaches, like th  CSM method r the N2 method. 
Th  databases of elements exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area nits with several b ildings. 
Dam ge is usually determ ned bas d on fr gility curv s, nd l sses are normal y comp ted as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools H zard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-RED [22]   1      
AR GEDOM [23]  1,2  3,4     
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]   1,2    5,6   
CE IM [19,26]   1,2  3   5,6   
ER2-Earthquake [27]   1,2    6   
ELER [19, 8]  1  3,4   6   
EPEDAT [29]   1  3     
EQRM [19,30]   1,2     5,6   
HAZUS 1   1,2  4   5,6   
InaSAFE [32]      5   
KOERILoss [3 ]   1,2    6   
LN CLoss [19,34]  1  3,4   6   
M EViz [19,35]   1,2    5   
MDLA [ 6]   ,2  4   ?   
OpenQuake [37]   1,2  3   6   
QLARM [38]   1      
QuakeIST [39]  1  3,4   5,6   
RiskScape [19,40]   1  3   5,6   
SEISMOCARE [41]    4   5   
SELENA [42]   1,2  4   5,6   
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanic l methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a d scription of a develo ed soft are, this paper is about a proposal of a new 
approach to dev lop SRA t ols. Thi new approach was imp em nted in h  PERSISTAH softw re, 
aiming at the SRA of school buildings, indivi u ll , in o der t  rank them for trofitting purp s.
2. Th  SRA Proposed A pro h 
As presented in Tabl  1, th e e ma y differ nt SRA tool  alr a y v l ed worldwide, many
of th m avail bl as fr eware soft are, and som f them are even open-source tools. So,
development of n w oftwa c uld b con id re  a was e of time, unless so new developments 
were i roduc d, to acco nt fo  th  individua c aracteristic  f school buildings, for xample. 
The main id a of the prop sed appr ach as to transf rm ome alr a y dev loped comp ter
routines into a set of inde endent comput r obje ts that are tally in r onnect ble wit  e  ot r.
W  this ap a h, it is possible to c e te new c mpu to ls just by s embling a set f i dep nd t
computer objects. These objects were obtain  by disme bering th  SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the cre tion of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In he PERSISTAH software, three modules were i plemented: (1) The school database module 
(th  exposure module), which consists of a computer object speci ically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with ll the infor ation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildin s, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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exp cted, the result  re is o  norm lly inc e ses wit  the co l xity of t  pproach. Th re are also 
m ny pos ibiliti  t  tablish the earthquake source: A simple point s urc , line source or a 3D 
fa lt p ne. The sit eff cts are also normally considered n SRA tools. 
I  v ner bility odu s, th  s is ic perfor nc  of  il i  can be co p te  thro gh the 
u e of pirical or echanic  ethods. T  macr - is ic ppr ach i  one of th dopted empi ical 
p oce res th t r  used n lar e sc stu ies. This appro ch is normally used t gether with 
arthquake inte sities. The o t c mmon e anical approaches tha  are implemented in 
v n rability m dules of SRA to ls are NSA appro ch s, like the CSM metho  or the N2 etho . 
Th  atabases of elements exposed to seismic risk ma  be composed by indivi ual buildings 
(the m st accu ate pproach), o  by ar a nits with several buildings. 
Damage s us al y determin  bas d on fr gili  cu v s, and osses are n rmally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed s ismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1               
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4     6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3    5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4    6      
ELE [19,28]      1      3,4    6      
EPEDAT [29]      1      3    6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2            5,6      
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4     5,6      
InaSAFE [32]          5      
KOERI  33]      1,2      4     6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4     6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2          5      
MDLA [36]      1,2      4     ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3    6      
QLARM [38]      1         6      
Qua eIST [39]      1      3,4     5,6    
Risk cape [19,40]      1     3   5,6     
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4    5      
SELENA 2       1,2      4    5,6      
SLA-IES [ 3]    1      4 5      
1 D erm nistic; 2 prob bilis ic; 3 empiric l methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  scri tion of a developed s ftware, this paper i  about a proposal of a new 
ap ro ch t  d velop SRA tools. This n w appr ach was i p mented in he PERSISTAH softw re, 
aimi g at th  SRA of school b i di gs, i divi u lly, i  rd to k the  for re rofitting purp ses. 
2. The SRA Prop sed Appr ch 
As pres t d in Tab 1, th r a  ma y iffe ent SRA tools lready d v lop d worldwi , a y 
of t em availabl  s fr ar  s ftware, and s me f the  are ven open-s urc  tools. So, the 
d v l ent of ne softwar  coul  ns d r d a w te of time, l ss so e new evelopmen s 
w r  introduc d, to c ount for the in vidua charact ristics of school build ngs, for ex mple. 
T  m n idea of pr ed ap roach was to transfor s me already d velope  co puter 
r ti s into a set f indep nd nt co puter bj c s t are t t l y interconn c abl  with ach ther. 
With t is ppro ch, it is po si le t  cr a e n  com ut r to ls just y assembli  a set f in epen ent 
c puter objects. T ese bj cts w re obtained by dismemb ring t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely or the creati  f the h zard and v nerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules ere implemente : (1) The school database module 
(the xposure m dule), which consists f a computer object specifically d velope  for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings lik  ge eral characteristics 
of th  buildings, n mely the geographical c ordinates and some photo  of the buildings; (2) the 
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xpe ted, the esults pre ion norm ly c e ses wi  the com lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
a y ssibilities to stablish t  rthquake source: A sim l point source, a line sourc  or a 3D 
u t la e. Th  ite f c s are al o or ally cons d red  SRA to ls. 
In vulnera ilit  dules, the s ismic performanc  f  building can be computed through the 
e of mpiric l or mech ni al m thod . The m cr -s ism pproach is on of the adopted empirical
edures t at re  in larg scale tudies. This approa h is normally used t gether with 
e rthquak  intensities. The os  common mec nic l approaches that are imple ente  in 
v l r bility modules of RA t ols ar NSA approac s, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The databases f le ents exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is sually deter ine  b ed on f gility cu v s, and losses are normally computed as a 
funct on of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Ex osur  Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]        ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]     1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2      5      
MDLA [36]      1,    4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2   3            
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]       ,4      5,     
RiskScape [19,40]     1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2   4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2         ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 Determinist ; 2 probab listic; 3 empir cal methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More h n a de c iption of a develo d oftware, this aper is about a proposal of a new 
proach to el  SRA tools. This new app oach was imp emente  in th  PERSISTAH softw re, 
imi g at  SR  f schoo  buil ing , in iv ually, in rder t  rank the  for retrofitting purp ses. 
2. T  SRA Pro s d Appro ch 
A  p ented  T bl 1, th r  r  a y dif rent SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many
of em vaila l  as fr w r s ftw r , and some of them are even op -source tools. So,
d v lopment of n w ftwar  c uld be consid red waste f time, unless some new developments 
wer  in odu ed, to cc n  f  the in ivi a  ch ract ristics of schoo  buil ings, for xample. 
The main idea f th  roposed appr a h w s t  transform som already developed co puter
r uti es i o a set f i depend n mput r obj cts th t ar  t t ly interconne tabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  is pr , it i p ss ble  crea e new compu r tools just by ss mbling a set of i dep ndent
mputer objects. T es  o ject were obtained by dism mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softw re, name y for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH softw r , thr e m dules wer implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj , with all the information about the chool buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , n mely the g ograp ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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xpected, the results precisi n nor ally incre ses wi  the com lexity f th  app ach. T r  are also
ma y possibilities to establ sh the earthquake sourc : A si le point source, a line sourc  r a 3D 
fault plane. The ite f cts are lso nor a ly con dered in SR  to l .
In vulnerability m dules, the s is ic perfor anc f  building an b  co uted th ugh the 
use of e pirical or mechanic l m thod . The cro- i mic appro ch is on of the a opted empirical
pro edures that are used in l rge scale stud es This a proach is nor ally use  t gether with 
earthquake intensities. The most common ech nic l approach s that ar  impl ented in 
vulnerability modules of RA tools are NSA approaches, like th  CSM method r the N2 m thod. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), r by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based n fr gility c rv s, and losses are normally compute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]             
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,       3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]      ,       4            
L  [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]            3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]            3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,       5      
MDLA [36]      ,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2      3            
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,     
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2                  
ELENA [42]      ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed software, this pa er is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SR  tool . This ew ap oach was imp mente  i  the PERSISTAH soft r , 
aiming at th  SRA f school buildings, indivi ually, in order to rank th m for retrofitting pur se . 
2. The SRA Proposed Ap ro ch 
As presented in Table 1, th e are ma y diff r nt SRA ls already devel ped w rldwide, any
of t em vailable as fr eware s ftw r , and s me of t m are even pe -source tools. So,
development of new softwar  c ul  be consid red a ast  of time, unle s so e new devel pm ts 
were in roduced, to account fo  the individua  characteristics of scho l buil i gs, for xample. 
The main idea of the prop sed appr ac  as to transform some alr ady ev lop  co puter
routines into a set f independent c mputer objects that are tally interconnec abl  wit  e h oth r.
Wi  this approach, it is ossible to cre te n w com u r tools just by assembli g a set f d p ndent
computer objects. These objects were obtaine  by dismemberi g the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The scho l database m dule 
(the exposure module), which c nsists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the sc ool buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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exp ted, the resu ts precisio normally increases with he com lexity of e a proach. Th re re also
ma y po sibiliti s o establ h t  arthq ak  sour e: A si pl point s u ce, a lin s u c  or a 3D 
fa lt plane. The sit  effects are lso nor a ly c n ider in RA t ols.
In vulnerabil ty m dules, th  s ismic p rf rmance f  building can be co pu e  thro gh the 
use of pirical or m c anical methods. T e ro- e mic ppro  i n of the adopted e piric l 
proc res that are use  in l rge scale stud e This ppro ch s normally used to eth r with 
earthquake intensities. The most om on mechanical approaches that are m l ent in 
vulnerability modules of SRA to ls are NSA approaches, like th  CSM meth d r the N2 metho . 
The database  of elements exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most ccurate approach), or by a ea units with several b ildings. 
Damage is usually determined based o  fr gility c rv s, and losses ar  normally comput d as a
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. Som  of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1           
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2    3,4      6   
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2        5,6   
CEDIM [19,26]     1,2    3      5,6   
R2-Earthquake [27]     1,2    4      6   
LER [19,28]      1    3,4      6   
EPEDAT [29]     1    3      6   
EQRM [19,30]      1,           5,6   
HAZUS [31]     ,2    4      5,6   
InaSAFE [32]             5   
KO RI  [33]     ,2    4      6   
LNECLoss [19,34]      1    3,4      6   
M EViz [19,35]      1,2         5   
MDLA [36]     1,2    4      ?   
OpenQuake [37]     1,2    3      6   
QLARM [38]      1         6   
Qua eIST [39]      1    3,4      5,6  
Risk cap [19,40]     1    3      5,6  
EISMOCARE [41]     2    4      5   
SELENA [ 2]     1,2    4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic  3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of  developed softw re, his pa er is about a proposal of a new 
approach to d velop SRA to ls. This new app oach was imp eme ted n the PERSISTAH softw re, 
iming at  SRA of school build gs, indivi ually, i  order o ank t m r retrofitting purp ses. 
2. The SRA Pr pos d Ap roach 
As pres nted in Table 1, the e a  a y differ nt SRA tools alrea y devel d w rldwid , ma y 
f th m vailable as free are soft are, nd som  f t e  ar  even p n-s urce t ols. So, the 
developm nt  n w s ftware c uld be c nsid red a wa e of time, unless so e new developments
w re introduced, to accou t f r the indivi al c aracteristics cho l buil ings, for exampl . 
The main i ea of the prop s d r ach wa  to tr nsf rm s me alre d dev l ped co put r 
rout nes in o a set of inde enden  c mputer objects at re otally nt rco nectable ith each oth r. 
With this appr ach, it is possibl  t  c e te new computer t ols just by ass mblin  a set f depe t
computer objects. These bjects were obtain d by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for t e creatio  of the hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft ar , three modul s were implemented: (1) The school database m dule 
(the exposure module), whi  consists f a computer object specifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the infor ation a out the school b il in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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exp cte , the re ults re ision normally inc s s wit  complexity f the pproach. Th re ar  also 
many pos bilities t  establish the thquak s urce: A s m le point s urc , a li e sourc  or a 3D 
fault plane. Th  site ff ct are als  n r ally conside ed in SRA to ls. 
I  vulne bility odu es, the s is ic perform nce of  building can be co p ted through the 
 of mpir cal or cha ic l m thods. T  macr -s is ic ppr ach is one of th  dopted empi ical 
proced res that are used n lar e c stu ies. This approach is normally used t gether with 
e rthquak inte siti s. Th m t c mmon chanical approache  that are implemented in 
vulnerability modul s of RA t ol  ar NSA approach s, like the CSM etho  r the N2 ethod. 
The da abases of elem nts exposed to s ismic ri k may be composed by indivi ual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), o  b  ar  nits with several buildings.
Dam ge s us l y dete min bas d on fr gili  curv s, and osses are n rm lly computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR  Tools Haz rd Module Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]              
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,       3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     ,2      4            
L [19,28]           ,4            
PEDAT [29]           3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]           3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,       5      
MDLA [36]     ,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]     ,2      3            
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]          ,4     ,     
RiskScape [19,40]     1     3     ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]     2                 
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4   5      
1 D erministic; 2 prob bilis ic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  escri tion  a d velo ed s ftware, this aper is ab ut a proposal of a new 
appro ch t  develop SRA tools. This n w appr ach was i emente  in he PERSISTAH softw re, 
aimi g at th  SRA of school bui di gs, i divi ually, i  rd r t  r k he  for r trofitting purp ses. 
2. The SRA Pr posed Appr ch 
As res nt d in T b e 1, ther a e many iff e t SRA t ols already ev l ped worldwide, a y 
of t em vailabl  as free ar  ft r , and s m of th  a e eve  o e -s urc  tools. So, the 
d v lopment f new sof war  could be c nsi r d a w st  of time, u less so e new evelop en s 
er i troduc d, to c u  for t n ivi ual charact r st s of sch ol build ngs, f r xample. 
The main idea of pr s d ap r ach as to t a sfor s m already d v lope  co pu er 
r utin s int  a set of ind p ndent c mputer obj c s at a e t ly in e conn ctabl  wit  each other. 
W  this ppr ch, it is po si le t  c eate n  c mput r t ols just by assembling a set f in ep ndent 
computer objects. These bj cts were obtai ed by dismemb ring the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely for t e creati n f the hazard and v lnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules ere implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists f a computer object specifically develope  for the 
PERSISTAH pr ject, wi h all the informati n about the school bui dings like ge eral characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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x t d, t  esults re i on or lly in rea es wit  he c m lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
a y ssibili i  to stabl s the rthquake source: A sim le point source, a line sourc  or a 3D 
ult plane. T e ite f cts are also r ally cons d re  in SRA to s. 
In vuln r i ity ules, th  seismic perfor anc  f building can be co puted through the 
use of e piri l or mech nical m h d . The m cr -s ismic pproach is on of the adopted empirical
ures t at ar   in la g scale studi . This pproach is normally used t gether with 
e rthquake i tensities. The os c mon m c nic l app oaches that are imple ente  in 
vuln rabili y odul s f RA tools ar NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The databases f ele ents exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate appro ch), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually ete ine b ed on f gility cu v s, and losses are normally computed as a 
funct on of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Ex osur  Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]     1           
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2          ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,       3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2      4      6      
L R [19,28]           ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,             5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]           5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]     1      3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2          5      
MDLA [36]      1,       4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2      3            
LARM [38]     1         6      
QuakeIST 3 ]          ,4      5,     
RiskScape [19,40]     1      3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 Determinist ; 2 probab listic; 3 empir cal methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More th n a desc iption of a develo d oftware, this aper is about a proposal of a new 
proach to el  SRA tools. This new approach was imp emente  in th  PERSISTAH softw re, 
iming t  SR  f schoo  buil ing , in ivi ually, in rder to ank th m for retrofitting purp ses. 
2. T  SRA Pr sed Approach 
As pre nt d i  Ta  1, th r   y diff nt SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many
of t em vaila le as f war  s ftw r , a d m  f m are even ope -source tools. So,
v lopment of n w ftwar  c d be consid r d a wast  of time, unless some new developments 
were i oduc d, o acc nt fo  t individua  characteristics of choo  buildings, for xample. 
The main idea of the r pos d appr ach w s to transform some already developed co puter
r utines i  a set f i d pe d n c mput r obj ct at are t tally interconnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  his p ch, it i p ss ble to r at w compu r tools j st by sembling a set of i dep ndent
computer bj cts. T es  o ject  were obtaine  by dis mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softw re, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH softw r , thr e mo ules w r impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure odule), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj c , with all the information about he school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, mely the g grap ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
InaSAFE [32]
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expected, the r sults pr cision normally increa es with th  complexity f he a proac . The  re lso
many possibilities to establ sh th  eart a  s urce: A i l  p int source, a line source or 3D
fault plane. The sit  eff cts are l  nor a ly con idered in RA t ls.
In vulne bility modules, the s ismic perform nce of a uilding c n be compu d through th  
use of empir c l or mechanic l ethods. The ma o-s ismic app c  is one f the adop d pirical 
procedures th t are us d n l rge scale stud s This approach is normally us d together with 
earthquake intensities. Th  most comm n mechanical ppro che  that are imple ented in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA tools are NSA approache , like th  CSM method or the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several b ildings.
Damage is usually determine based o  fr gility curves, and losses ar  normally comp d as a
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-RED [22]      1            
R AGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4   6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6    
CE IM [19,26]      1,2      3    5,6    
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4    6    
ELER [19,28]      1      3,4    6    
EPEDAT [29]      1      3   6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,            5,6    
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]              5    
KOERILoss [33]      ,2      4    6    
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4   6      
M EViz [19,35]      1,2         5    
MDLA [ 6]      ,2      4    ?    
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3   6     
QLARM [ 8       1         6    
QuakeIST [39]      1      3,    5,6    
RiskScape [19, 0      1      3    5,6    
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4    5    
SEL NA [42]      1,2      4    5,6   
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed soft are, this paper is about a proposal of a ne  
approach to d velop SRA tools. This new a proach was implem nt d in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming t the SRA of school buildings, individu lly, in order to r nk them for r t o itti g purp s .
2. The SRA Proposed A pro h 
A  presented in Tabl  1, the e a e any diffe nt SRA t ol  alr dy dev l pe  orl wide, any 
f the  avail ble as freeware soft are, a d some of the  ar  ev n ope -source tools. So, the 
development of new oftware could be consid red a w ste of time, unl ss so ew d velopments
were introduced, to acc unt for the indivi al cha acteristics f sc ol buildings, f r x mple. 
The main idea of the proposed approach as to transform om  alr ady comp ter 
routines into a s t of inde end nt c mputer je s tha  ar  ota ly i terc nnectable i h ach o r. 
With this ap a h, it is possible t  c e te new c mpute  to l just by as embling a se  of independ t
computer objects. These objects were obtain  by dis emb ring the SIMULSIS [44,45]  the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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x ected, the r sults pr cision ormally incr as  with the com l xity of th  ap ach. Ther  re so
ma y pos ibilitie  to st b sh t e earthquake s urce: A simp e p in s urce, a line sour e or  3D
fault plane. The it  e f cts are lso n rmally ns der d in SRA to ls. 
In vulner bility dules, the ismic p rf manc  of a uilding can be computed rough the 
us f e pi ical o  mec nic l m thod . The m cro- eismic a p oach is on of the adopted empi ic
r edu es that r  used in large c le s udies. This p ach i  no ally used togeth r with 
earthquake intensities. Th  ost common mec anic l ppro ch that are impl ented in 
vulnerability modules of RA t ols r  NSA approach s, like the CSM  r the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exposed to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area un ts with sev ral buildings. 
Dam ge is usually determ ne  bas d o  fr gility curves, and losses are normal y comp t d as a
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Hazard odule Vulnerability Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]  1    
ARM GEDOM [23]   1,2  3,4   
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]   1,2    5,6 
CE IM [19,26]   1,2  3   5,6 
R2-Earthquake [27]  1,2    6 
LER [19, 8]   1  3,4   6 
EPEDAT [29]   1  3   
EQRM [19,30]  1,2     5,6 
HAZUS 1    1,2   4   5,6 
InaSAFE [32]      5 
KO RILoss [3 ]  1,2    6 
LN CLoss [19,34]   1  3,4   6 
M EViz [19,35]   1,2    5 
MDLA [36]   1,2  4   ? 
OpenQuake [37]   1,2  3   6 
QLARM [38]  1      
QuakeIST [39]   1 3,4  5,6 
R kScap  [19,40]   1 3  5,6
EISMOCARE [41]    4   5
SELENA [42]   1,2   4   5,6 
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechan cal methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a descri tion of a developed soft re, this aper is about a proposal of a new 
a proach to dev lop SRA to ls. This new approach was implem nted in th  PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at t  SRA of school buildings, i div du ll , in ord  to ank them f r etrofitting purp s s.
2. Th  SRA Propos d A p o ch 
A  pres nt d in Table 1, th r  re ma y d ff r nt SRA to l  alr a y develo ed worldwide, m ny
of the  availabl s fr war  soft are, and som  f them a e even op -source tools. So,
d velopment of n w ftware c uld b  co idere  a wa te of tim , unl s so  new d velop ents 
were in roduced, to acco nt fo  the individua a act ri tics of chool buildings, for xample. 
The main id  of the proposed appr ach was t tr n f rm som  alr a y d velo d comp t r
routin s i to a set of independ n  c mput r obje ts that a  tally in r onnect le w t  e  other.
Wi thi  ap r a h,  is p ssibl  to creat new compu r tools ju t by ss mbling a s t f i dep ndent
computer objects. T se objects ere obtain d by disme bering th  SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eation of th  hazard an  vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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exp cted, th resul s re isi n n r ally increas s with l xity f  appro ch. Th r  are also 
ma y possibiliti s t establish the arthqu k sour e: A simpl point source a lin s urc or a 3D
faul  n . Th  ite ff cts ar als  nor lly consider d in SRA t ol . 
In vulner ility d le , e seis i  erfor anc of a b ilding can be co puted t rough the 
us  of e pirical or ic l m h d . The m cro-seis ic approach i one of th  a opted empiric l 
proc ures that are used in large scal  st ies. This appro ch is nor ally used togeth r with 
arthquak int ns ties. The m t c m on echanical app oach s that are mplemente  in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA tools ar  NSA approaches, like the CSM ethod r the N2 etho . 
The databases of ele ents exposed to seismic risk ma  be composed by individual buildings 
(the most ccurate approach), or by are  units with several buil i gs.
Dam ge is us ly det m ned based on fr gility c rv s, and losses are norm lly c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Tabl  1. Some of the worldwide developed s ismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Haz rd Module Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]    1              
ARM GEDOM [23]    1,2    3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]   1,2          5,6      
C DIM [19,26]   1,2     3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]   1,2     4      6      
ELER [19, 8    1     3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29     1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]   1,2           5,6      
HAZUS 1  1,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]            5      
KO RILoss [3 ]   1,2     4      6      
LN CLoss [19,34]    1    3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]   1,2          5      
MDLA [36]   1,2     4      ?      
O nQuake [37]    1,2     3     6      
QLARM [38]   1         6      
QuakeIST [39]    1     3,4      5,6    
RiskScap [19,40]   1     3      5,6   
SEISMOCARE [41]   2     4      5      
SELEN  [42]   1,2     4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43] 1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  scr tion  a d veloped s ft are, this pa er is about a proposal of a new 
approach t  d velop SRA tools. Th s new appr ch was im mented i  the PERSISTAH softw re, 
aimi g at  SRA f scho l bui dings, i divi ually, in der t r k the  for retr fitting purp s s. 
2. T  SRA Prop s d Approach 
As pr s d in T bl  1, there a  a y iffere t SRA t ls already velop d w rldwid , a y 
f th  vailable s fr war softwar , nd som  of th  are even ope -s urc  tools. So, the 
ev lop nt  new softwar c l  be consi re  a wast  of ime, unless some new developments 
were introduc d, to acc u t for the in ivi al ch r cter stics f sc ool bui dings, for exa ple. 
T e m in idea of h  proposed a p oach s to t ansf rm s me alre d d veloped comp t r 
tines into a set f independe c mput r o je ts  ar tota ly in rconnectable with each oth r. 
W h t is approach, it is p s i l t  create ew com ut r to ls just by assembling a set of dependent 
co uter objects. T se objects w re obtained b  dismemb ring the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] s ftware, n mely for t e creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure odule), which consists of a compute  object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, wi h all the i formati  about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of th  buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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x e ted, h esults e ision ll  in rea es wit  the c m lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
ma y ossibili ies to stablis  th  arthquake source: A sim le point s urce, a line sourc  or a 3D 
au t pla e. T  ite f c s are al o nor ally cons dered  SRA to ls. 
In vulner bility dules, th s is ic performanc  f  buil ing can be co puted through the 
use of e piric l or mech i al m hod . The m cr -s ism ppr ach is on of the adopted empirical
r dure t at re used in larg  scale tudi . This pproach is nor ally used t gether with 
arthquak  int sities. Th  ost c mm n mechanic l app oach s that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability dules of RA tool are NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate appro ch), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Da ag  is sually dete mine  based on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]     1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]         ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]      1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2       5      
MDLA [36]      1,   4      ?      
Ope Quake [37]     ,2   3          
LARM [38]     1      6      
Quak IST 3 ]        ,4      5,     
Ri kScape [19,40]     1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2   4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabil stic; 3 em irical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
Mor  han a de cription of a developed oftware, this aper is bout a proposal of a new 
p roac  to e el  S A tools. This new approach was imp emente  in the PERSISTAH softw re, 
aiming at th  SRA f cho  bu l ings, indiv ually, in der to ank th m for retrofitting purp ses. 
2. Th  SRA Pr os d Approach 
As p e nt d i  Ta l  1, th re  a y dif nt SRA tools already dev loped worldwide, many
of em aila le a  fr ew r s f w r , and ome of them are eve ope -source tools. So,
v lopmen  of new softwar  c uld b  consid r d a wast  of tim , unless some new developments 
were in rodu ed, to acco nt f the indivi a  ch racteristics of chool buildings, for xample. 
T e ain idea f t proposed appr ach w  t  transform some al eady developed co puter
uti es into a set f i depend nt c mput r objects that ar  t tally interc nnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  this a pr ach, it i p ssible  rea e new ompu r ool just by ss mbling a set of i dep ndent
c put r bj cts. T ese object were obtained by dis mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, am y for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
I  the PERSISTAH soft are, three m dules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the expo ure odule), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proje t, with all he information about th chool buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
KO RILoss [33]
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xpected, the results precisi n nor ally incre s s wit  th  co l xity of th  c . T r  are als
ma y ossibilities to establish the earthquake sourc : A si le oint ource, li e s urc  r a 3D
fault plane. The ite f cts are also normal y co s der d in SR  to ls. 
In vulnerability m dules, the s is ic perfor anc  of  building an b  co ut d th ugh the 
use f e pirical or mechanic l m thod . The cro-s ismic a pro ch s on of the a opted empiric l
pro edures that are used in large sc le studies. T is ppr ach is nor ally used t gether ith 
earthquake intensities. The m st c mm  echanical app oach s that ar  impl mented in
vulnerability modules of RA tools are NSA appr aches, like the CSM m tho  r the N2 metho . 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), r by ar a units with several buildings.
Damage is usually determined based n fragili  c rves, a d losses are normally compute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1                
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      
C DIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      
ER2- arthquake [27]      1,       4      6      
LER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19, 0]      1,2             5,6      
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5      
KO RILos  [33]      1,2      4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      
MDLA [36]     1,2      4      ?      
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6    
QLARM [38]      1           6      
QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      
EISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
SE ENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of a developed s ftware, this pa er is about a proposal of a new 
approach to develop SRA t ols. This ew ap roach was imple ent  i  th  PERSISTAH soft are, 
aiming at the SRA f school buildings, indivi ually, in ord r to rank them fo  retrofitting purp ses. 
2. Th  SRA Pr posed A roach 
As presented in Tabl  1, th re re ma y diff r t SRA ls already d vel p d w rldwide, many
of t em vailable as fr e are s ftw r , a d some of t m ar  eve pe -so e tools. S ,
development of new softwar  c ul  be co sid red a ast  of time, unle s some ew dev l p ts 
were in roduced, to account fo  the individua  characte istics  sch ol buil i gs, for xa ple. 
The main idea f the rop sed ap r ach s to tran f rm som  already dev lope  o puter
routines into a set f ind endent c mp t r objects that are t tal y interc n ctabl  wit h other.
Wi  this approach, it is oss ble to cre te new com u r tools just by assembli g a set f i d p ndent
computer objects. Thes  objects were obtained by dismemberi g the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for t e creation of the hazard and vulnerability m dules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three modules were implemented: (1) The scho l database m dule 
(the exposure module), whic  c nsists of a computer bject specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the sc ool buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1,2
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xp ted, the resu ts pr cision norm lly increases wit  he co lexity of the app oach. Th r  are lso
ma y po sibiliti s o est li h t e arthq ake source: A si le oint s u ce, a line s u c  or a 3D 
fault plane. The it  f cts are als  nor ally c n der in RA to ls. 
In vulnerabil y m dules, th  s ismic rf r anc  f  build ng ca  be co pu ed through the 
use of pirical or m c nic l m thod . T  ro- ic pproa  is n of the ad pt d empirical
pro res that are used in large scale studie . This ppro ch s normally used t t r with 
earthquak  int nsities. The m st om on mec anical approaches that are m l ment  in 
vulnerability modules of RA to ls are NSA approaches, like the CSM meth r the N2 metho . 
The database  of elements exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most ccurate approach), or b a a units with several buildings. 
Damage is us ally det m ned bas d o  f agility c rves, a d losses ar  normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. Som  of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1             
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,     3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]     1,2    3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     1,2    4      6      
LER [19,28]      1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]     1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2          5,6      
HAZUS [31]     ,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]              5      
KO RI  [33]     1,2    4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1    3,4      6      
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
MDLA [36]    1,2    4      ?    
O enQuake [37]     1,2   3      6    
QLARM [38]      1         6      
Qua eIST [39]      1    3,4      5,6      
Risk ape [19,40]     1    3      5,6     
EISMOCARE [41]     2    4      5      
SELENA [ 2]     1,2    4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic  3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description of  developed softw re, his pa er is ab ut a proposal of a new 
approach to d velop SRA to ls. This ew appro c  was im le e t d in the PERSISTAH software, 
aiming at t  SRA f school build gs, indivi ually, i  rd r  ank t em or retrofitting purposes. 
2. Th  SRA Propos d Ap roach
As pres nted in Table 1, th re are a y diff rent SRA tools alr a y devel d w rldwide, many
of t  vailable as fr re s ft r , and som  f t em ar  even p -s urce ols. So,
developm nt of n  s ftwar c uld be c nsid red a wa of time, unless so e new dev lopments
w re in roduced, to accou t f  the individua  c aracteristics cho l buil ings, for xampl . 
The main i ea of the prop s d r ach wa  to tr sf rm s m  already devel ped co puter
rout nes in o a set f independen  c mpu er objects that re t tally n rco necta l  it  e h other.
Wi  this appr ach, i  is possible to c e te new compu r t ols just y ass mbling a set f i dep e t
computer objects. These bjects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for t e creatio  of the hazard an  vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft ar , three modul s were implemented: (1) The school database m dule 
(the exposure module), whi  consists f a computer object specifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH pr ject, w th all the infor ation a out the school buil in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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ex e t d, th  re ults recisi n nor ally increases wit   l xity f  appr ch. Th r  are also 
ma y pos ibilities t  est blish the a thquak s ur e: A sim point source a lin s urc or a 3D
faul  pl ne. Th  ite ff ct  ar als  nor ally consi er d in SRA t ol . 
In vulne bility m dule , th  seis ic erf r anc  of  b ilding can be computed t rough the 
se of e pi cal or m c ic l m thod . T m cro- ismic approach i one of th  adopted empiric l 
proce res that are used in large ca  stu ies. This ppro ch is nor ally used t gether with 
rthquak  inte siti s. T e mo t comm n m chanic l pproach  tha are mplemented in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA t ols ar  NSA approach s, like the CSM  r the N2 etho . 
Th  databa es of ele ents exposed to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m t ccurat  approach), r b  ar a un ts with several buildi gs. 
Dam e s usual y determ ned bas d on fr gili y c rv s, nd losses are normally c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Too s Hazard odule Vulnerabili y Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]             
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,     3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,     3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]      ,2    4            
L R [19,28]          ,4            
PEDAT [29]          3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,          ,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2    4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]         5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2    4            
LNECLoss [19,34]          3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      ,       5      
MDLA [36]     ,    4     ?      
OpenQuake [37]      ,2    3           
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]          ,4      ,   
RiskS ape [19,40]      1    3      ,6    
ISMOCARE [41]      2               
ELENA [42]      ,2          ,6      
SLA-IES [ 3]      1    4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical method ; 4 mechan cal methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a descri tion of a developed s ftw re, this a er is ab ut a proposal of a new 
a proach to d velop SRA to ls. This new app ach was i p e ented  the PERSISTAH softw re, 
iming at t  SRA of sch ol buildi gs, i divi ually, in rde  to k the  f r retr fitting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Propo ed Ap oach
As pr s ed in Table 1, th re a ma y iff re t SRA tools alrea y ev l p d w rldwid , a y 
f t m vailabl  s fr war s ft r , nd some of th m a e even ope -s urc  tools. So, the 
dev l pment new s war c l  be consid red a wa t  of time, unless some new developments 
were introduc d, to a c t f r th n vi al r cteristi s of sc ool buildings, for xa ple. 
The m in ide  of th  pr posed appr ach w s to tr sf rm s m  alre d d veloped co put r 
o i s i to a set f independe t pu r obje ts a  ar  tally inte connectabl  with each oth r. 
W th t i  appr a h, i  i p ssibl  t  create new computer t ols ju t by assembling a set of dep ndent 
co puter jects. T ese bjects w re obtained b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely fo  the c eatio  of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH sof ware, three modules were i plem nted: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which onsists f a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH pr j ct, with all the i f rmation bout the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buil i gs, n mely th ge graphical coor i a e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
6
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x ted, the esu ts pre is on ll  increases wit  the c m lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
a y ssibili ie  to stabl sh the rthquake source: A sim le point s urce, a line sourc  or a 3D 
ult plane. T  ite f cts are also normally cons dere  i  SRA to ls. 
In vuln r ility m ules, th seismic perfor anc  f buil ing can be co puted through the 
use of e p ric l or mecha ical m h d . The m cr -s ismic appr ach is on of the adopted empirical
e ures t at re  in la g scale s udies. This pproa h is nor ally used t gether with 
e rthquake i t sities. Th  os  c mm n mecha ic l app oach s that are imple ente  in 
vuln rability dul s of RA tool are NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
D age is sually eter ine b ed on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]         ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]      1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2       5      
DLA [36]     1,   4      ?    
OpenQuake [37]     ,2   3           
LARM [38]      1      6      
Quak IST 3 ]        ,4      5,     
RiskScape [19,40]      1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2   4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probab listic; 3 empir cal methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More th n a desc iption of a developed software, this aper is bout a proposal of a new 
a proac  to l  SRA tools. This n w approach was imp emente  in the PERSISTAH softw re, 
i ing t  SR  f scho  bu l ing , in ivi ually, in o d r to ank th m for retrofitting purp ses. 
2. Th  SRA Pro os d Approa h
As pre nted i  Tab e 1, th r  r  m y di f r nt SRA tools already dev loped worldwide, many
f t e  vaila le a  fr r s f w r , and s me f m are eve op -source tools. So,
ev lopmen  of new softwar  c ld be c nsid red a wast  of tim , unless some new developments 
were in roduc d, o acc nt fo the in ivi  characteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
T e main id a f t ropos d appr ach w  to transform som  al eady developed co puter
r utines in o a set f i depe d nt c mput r objects t t are t tally interc nnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  his pr ach, it i  p ss ble to create n w ompu r ool  just by ss mbling a set of i dep ndent
comput r obj cts. T ese object  were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft r , three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, with all he information about h school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, amely the ge grap ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
LNECLoss [19,34]
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expected, the results precision n rmally incre s s wit  the com l xity of e a proach. T re are also
ma y possibilities to establ sh th  earthquak  sour : A si l point ource, a lin s urc  or a 3D 
fault plane. The site ffects are ls  norma ly con ider  in RA t ols.
In vulnerability m dules, the s ismic p rfor ance f  building an b computed through the 
use of e pirical r m chanic l methods. The cro-s ismic appro c  i one of the a opted e piric l
procedures that are used in l rge scale stud es This approach is normally used t geth r with 
earthquake intensiti s. The most common m ch nical approach  tha are imp e ented in 
vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like th  CSM metho  r the N2 meth d. 
The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by ar a units with several b il ings. 
Damage is usually determined based on fr gility c rv s, a d losse  are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools.
SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AF D-R D [22]      1               
ARM GEDOM [23]      ,2      3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6     
CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6     
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,       4      6      
ELE  [19, 8       1      3,4      6     
EPEDAT [29       1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6     
HAZUS 1       1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5     
KOERILoss [3 ]      1,2      4      6      
LN CLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      1,2           5     
DLA [36]      1,2      4     ?    
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6    
QLARM [38]      1           6      
QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6    
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6    
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5     
SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than a description f a devel p d soft are, this paper i  about a prop sal of  e
approach to devel p SRA tools. This ew app oach was imp ment  i  he PERSISTAH s ft re,
aiming at the SRA f school buildings, ndivi ual y, in ord r o rank th  for retro itting pu p s . 
2. The SRA Pr posed A roa h 
As presented in Table 1, the e a  a y iff r nt SRA tools already devel p d w rldwid , y 
f t em vailable as freeware s ft r , nd some of t  are even ope -source tool . So, th  
development  ne  softwar c uld be consid red a ast  of tim , unless so  new developments 
were introduced, to account for the indivi al characteristics  sc o l buildings, for xa ple. 
The main idea of the proposed a pr ac  was to transf rm some alr d ev lop d co put r
routines into a set f inde endent c mput r objects at are tal y interc nnectabl  with each th r. 
With this approach, it is possibl  t  cre te new com ut r to ls just y assembling a set f d p nd t
com uter objects. These objects were obtain  by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1
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expecte , the re ults pr ision normally inc e s s wit co pl xity of t  r c . Th re ar  also 
many poss bilities t  establish the e thq ak source: A s m le oint sourc , line sourc  or a 3D
fault plane. The site ffec re also n r al y co si e ed n SR  to ls. 
In vul e ability odules, the s is ic perf r ance of  building can be co puted through the 
se of empir cal or m cha ic l methods. T e cro-s ismic a roac  s one of the op ed empirical 
proce ur s that are used in large c le studies. This ppr ach is normally used t gether with 
earthquak intensities. The most com on mechanical approach s at a e implement in 
vulnerability modul s of RA t ols are NSA appr ach s, like the CSM thod r the N2 metho . 
The da abases of elem nts exposed to s ismic ri k may be comp sed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), r b  ar  units with several buildings. 
Dam ge is us lly dete mined based on fragili  c rves, and losses are norm lly computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools Haz rd Module Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22]    1            
ARMAGEDOM [23]    1,2      3,4   6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]    1,2       5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]    1,2      3   5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]    1,       4   6      
ELER [19,28]    1      3,4   6      
EPEDAT [29]    1      3   6      
EQRM [19,30]    1,2        5,6      
HAZUS [3 ]    ,2      4   5,6      
InaSAFE [32]          5      
KOERI  33]    1,2      4   6      
LNECLoss [19,34]    1      3,4   6      
MAEViz [19,35]    1,2       5      
DL [36]    1,2      4   ?   
O enQuake [37]    1,2      3   6   
QLARM [38]    1       6      
Qua eIST [39]    1     3,4   5,6      
Risk ape [19,40]    1      3   5,6     
SEISMOCARE [41]    2      4   5      
SELENA 2     1,2      4   5,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1      4   5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 e pirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
Mor  tha a escri tion a velo d s ftw re, this aper is bout a pro sal of a new 
approach t  develop SR tool . This ew ap roa h wa  im lemente i  t  PERSISTAH oftwar ,
aiming at t  SRA f sc ool bui dings, indivi ually, i  r  nk h m fo  r trofit ing pur se .
2. Th  SRA Pr pos d Appro h
As res t d in T bl  1, there re a y diff r t SRA ols already v l p d worldwide, many
of t em vailabl  as free are ft r , and som of th  a  ev n o -so ce t ols. So, th  
dev lopment f n  s f war  could be co si red a st  of time, u less some ew dev lopments 
were i troduced, to acc unt f r t ndividual characte st s of school buil ings, for xample.
The main idea of the roposed ap r ach s t  t an f rm some lready d v l ped o er 
routin s into a set f ind pendent c mp t r objects hat are ta ly in e conn ctabl  it  ach other. 
W h this appr ach, it is p ss le t  c ate new c mput r t ols just by assembli g a set of i ep n e t 
co puter obj cts. T es  objects w re obtained by dismemb ring the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely for t e creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database odule 
(the exposure module), which consists of a com uter object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, wi h all the informati n a out the school bui din s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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xp cted, th  re u ts recisi n nor ally inc e ses wit   lexity f t e app o ch. Th r  are also
ma y po ibiliti s o establi h t arthquak source: A sim le point sou ce a line s urc or a 3D
faul  lane. Th  it  f ct  ar als  nor ally c n der d in SRA to l . 
In vulne bil ty m du e , the s ismic rf rm nc  of  b ilding can be computed t rough the 
e of pir cal or c ic l m thod . T  m ro-s is ic approach is on of th  adopted empirical
pro res that are used in large sc e studie . This pproach is normally used together with 
earthquak  inte siti s. The mo t om on chanical approach  tha are mplemented in 
vulnerability modul s of RA tools ar  NSA approach s, like the CSM method r the N2 etho . 
The database of ele ents exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), o  by a a units with several buildi gs. 
Damage s us al y det m n d bas d o  fr gili y curv s, and losses ar  normally c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. Som of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]      1,2      3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     1,       3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]     1,2      4      6      
L R [19,28]      1      ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,        5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     1,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      1,2        5      
DLA [36]     1,       4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]     1,2     3         
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      5,    
RiskScape [19,40]     1     3      5,     
ISMOCARE [41]     2      4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 D er inistic; 2 prob bilis ic  3 empirical ethods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  desc iption of  devel ped s ftw r , his p er is about a prop sal of a new
appro ch t  d v lop SRA to ls. This n w ppr c w s i em nted i  t e PERSISTAH softw r , 
aimi g at th  SRA of scho l uild gs, indivi ually, in rd r r k the  fo r tr fi ting purp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr pos d Ap roa h 
As pres nted in Tab e 1, th r are a y iff e t SRA tools alrea y ev loped worldwide, any
of t m vailabl as fr war s ftw r , and s me f th  ar  even ope -s urc  tools. So,
velopm nt f new s f war c ld be c nsid red a w t  of time, unless so e new developments 
w r in roduced, to c u t fo  th n ividua  ch r cteristi s  sc ool buildings, for xa ple. 
The main i ea of th  pr pos d pr ach as to tr nsf rm s me already d veloped co puter
outines into a set f indep nde t c mput r obj s t a re t tally nt connectabl  wit  e h oth r.
W  this ppr ach, it is p sible t  c eate n w comput r t ols just by ass mbling a set of i dep ndent
computer objects. These bj cts were obtai ed b  dismemb ring the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for the creati n of the hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH softwar , thre modul s were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), whi h consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the i formation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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x ct d, the resu ts precision normally increases wit  he c m lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
y ssibili i s to establish the earthquake source: A sim le point source, a line sourc  or a 3D 
fault lane  Th ite f cts are also n r ally cons dere  in SRA to s. 
In vuln r bilit  ules, th seismic p rformanc f  buil ing can be co puted through the 
s  of e p ric l or mechanical m hod . The m cr -s ismic pproach is on of the adopted empirical
pro e ure  that re s  in large scale studies. This approa h is nor ally used t gether with 
earthqu k  i sities. Th  ost c mm n mecha ic l app oach s that are imple ente  in 
vulnerabili y odules of RA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The databases of lements xposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurat  approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
D age is sually ete ine  based on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1 Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      1       
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]     1,2      ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
L R [ 9,28]        ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]     1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]     ,2       5      
DLA [36]     1,   4      ?     
O enQu ke [37]    ,2  3           
LARM [38]     1      6      
Quak IST 3 ]         ,4      5,     
RiskScape [19,40]   1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]     2   4      5      
ELENA [42]    ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1   4      5      
1 Deter in stic; 2 probabili tic; 3 empiric me hods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More than  descri tion f a ev l ped softw re, this a r is bo t a proposal of a new
p oac  o l  SRA tools. T is n w approach was imp ement  in the PERSISTAH softw re,
ng at t   f schoo bu l ings, i ivi u lly, in der t  rank the  for retrofitting purp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr s d Appro h 
As pre nt d in T bl  1, th re r  y di f r nt SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many
f t em ailabl a fr ew r s f w r , a d some f m are even op -source tools. So,
evelopme t of n w s ft ar  c uld be c nsi r d waste of tim , unless some new developments 
were in r duced, to cco nt fo th  ivi  characteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
The ain id a f t  pr posed app ach was to transform som  already developed co puter
u ines i o  set f i depend nt mput r object th ar t tally interc nnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi this app a , it i  p ss bl  to c eate new compu r tool  j st by s mbling a set of i dep ndent
omput r bjects. T se objects were obtained by dism mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure module), which nsists of a ompu er object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all he nformation about th school buildings like general characteristics 
of the bu lding , nam ly the geograp ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
AEViz [19,35]
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expected, the results precisio  normally incre s s wi h th  complexity f th  r ac . T ere ar  als
m ny poss biliti s to stabl sh the e thquake sourc : A s mpl  point source,  li e source r a 3D 
fa lt pl ne. The site effects are lso n r a ly con ide ed in SR  to l .
In vulnerability modul s, th  s ismic perfor anc of  building an b  co pute  th o gh the 
use of empirical or mechanical methods. The cro- i mic appro ch is one of the opted e pirical 
procedures that are used in l rge sc le stud es This pr ach is nor ally used together ith 
earthquake intensities. The most c mm  mechanical app oaches that ar  impl m nt in 
vulnerability modules of RA t ols are NSA approach s, like th  CS  method r the N2 m tho . 
The da abases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), r by area units wit  several buildings.
Damage is usually determined based on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally compute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asse ment tools.
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1              
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      
R2-Earthquake [27]      1,       4      6      
LER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2            5,6      
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5      
KO RI  33]      1,2      4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      
DLA [36]      1,2      4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6    
QLAR  [38]      1           6      
Qua eIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6     
Risk cape [19,40]      1      3      5,6     
EISMOCARE [41]     2      4      5      
SELENA 2       1,2      4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5    
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabil stic; 3 empir cal m thods; 4 mechan c l methods; 5 indivi ual unit ; 6 grou  uni s. 
More than a descriptio  f a devel p d software, this pap r i  bout a pro osal f a new
approach to devel p SR  tools. This new a ach was i p m nt  i  the PERSISTAH soft r ,
aiming at th  SRA of sc ool buildings, indivi u ly, in o d r to ra k the  r r tro itting pu p s s. 
2. The SRA Pr posed A roa h 
As presented in Tabl  1, th e are ma y differ t SRA ls lready devel p d w rldwide, many 
of them available as free are ft are, and s me of t  a e even pen-so r e tools. S , the 
development of ne  software could b  consid red a ste of time, u l s so e new dev l p nts 
were i troduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buil ings, for exa ple. 
The main idea of the proposed ap roach s to transf rm som already dev lope  co pu er 
routin s into a set f ind pendent comp t r bjects hat are otally interc n c abl  wit  ach th r.
With this approach, it is possible t  c e te n w c m uter tools just by assembli  a set f d pen ent
c mputer objects. Thes  obj cts were obtained by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and t e 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1,2
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xp cted, the r su ts pr cision normally increas  with the co plexity of the a proach. The e re so 
many possibilitie  to est lish t  arthquak  s urce: A si ple in  s urce, a line sour  or a 3D
fault pl n . The sit  eff cts are als  nor ally consider in RA t ols. 
In vulne bili y m dules, th ismic p rf rm ce of a uilding can be computed rough the 
us  of mpir cal r mech ical meth s. Th  mac - eismic a pr  is n  f the ad pted pi ical
proc ures th t are u ed n large scale s udie . This ap ach i  no mally used togeth r with 
ea thquake in ensiti s. Th  most common m c anical approach tha  are impl ented in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA to ls are NSA approache , like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
Th  datab s s of elemen s exposed to seis ic ris  may be composed by individual buildings
(the most ccurate approach), or by area nits with several b ildings. 
Dam ge is usually determ ned bas d on fr gility curv s, nd l sses are normal y comp ted as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. ome of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools.
S A Tools H zard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1              
RMAGEDOM [23]     1,2    3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
C DIM [ 9,26]     1,2    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2    4      6      
ELER [ ,28]     1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [ 9]     1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2          5,6      
HAZUS [31]     1,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]              5      
KO RILoss [33]     1,2    4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]     1    3,4      6      
MAEViz [19, 5]      1,2         5      
DLA [36]     ,2    4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]     1,2    3      6      
QLARM 8       1         6      
QuakeIST [39]     1   3,4      5,6     
RiskScape [19, 0     1   3      5,6      
SEISMOCARE [41]     2    4      5      
SEL NA [42]     1,2    4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1      4      5      
1 Deterministic; 2 probab listi ; 3 empirical methods; 4 me hanic l methods; 5 indiv dual units; 6 group un ts. 
Mo e th n a d scripti n of a devel ed soft ar , this paper is b ut a pro os l f a n w 
approach to dev l p SRA tool . Thi n w appr ch w s imp em d in h PERSISTAH softw e, 
a ing at the SRA of cho l buildings, i divi u ll , in o d r t ra k t m for trofitti g rp s.
2. T  SRA P pos d A pr h
A  present d in Table 1, there e many different SRA to l  alr y velo ed worldwide, many
f th  available as fre war  soft ar , a d som f them are ev n op -source ools. So, the 
developm nt of n w softwa c uld b con idere  a w s of time, unless so new d velop ents 
w re i roduc d, to acc t fo  th  indivi al c a acteristic  f school buildings, for x mpl . 
The main idea of the prop s d a pr ach was to transf rm om alr ady comp t r 
routines into a s t of inde end nt c put r obje s that e t tally i r onnect ble with eac  o her. 
W th this ap r ach, i  is possibl  t  cre t  new comput  tool just by ass mbling a set f indep nd t 
computer objects. Th se bjects were obtain d by disme bering th  SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the cre tion of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In he PERSISTAH software, three modules were i plemented: (1) The school database module 
(th  exposure module), which consists of a computer object speci ically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with ll the infor ation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildin s, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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xp t d, the results re ision nor ally inc as s wit l xity f t  app o ch. Th r  are also
a y pos ibilities t  establish the a thquak source: A sim le point source a line s urc or a 3D
fault plane. Th  ite f cts ar als  nor ally cons der in SRA to l . 
I  vulner bility dule , th  s is ic erfor nc of  b ilding can be co puted t rough the 
u  of pi cal r mec anical m t od . T  m cr - i mic pproa h is on of th  ado ted empirical
pro e res that are used in large sca  stu ies. This appro ch is normally used together with 
arthquak inte sities. The mo t c m on mechanical app oach s that are mplemented in 
vulnerability modul s of RA to l  ar  NSA approaches, like the CSM ethod r the N2 etho . 
Th  da aba es of ele nts expos d to seismic risk ma  be composed by individual buildings 
(the mo t accurat  approach), o by ar  units with several buildi gs. 
Dam e is us ly determined based o  f agility c rv s, nd losses are norm lly c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed s ismic risk assessment tools. 
S Too s Haz rd odule Vulnerabili y Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,2      ,       
CEDIM [ 9,26]      ,       3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      ,2      4      6      
L R [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,        5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]            3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      ,2      5      
DLA [36]      ,     4     ?     
O enQuake [37]     ,2     3         
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,6     
RiskS ape [19,40]      1      3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2    4      5      
ELENA [42]      ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5     
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabilist c; 3 e pir cal ethods; 4 mechan cal meth ds; 5 indivi ual units; 6 gr u  un ts. 
Mor  than  criptio  a d v l ped s ftw r , this p er is about a proposal of a ew
a proach t  devel  SRA tools. This w ap r ach was i l m n e  i  the PERSISTAH oftwar ,
a ming at t SRA of sch ol ui dings, divi ually, i  rd r t k he  f r tr fitti  purp s s. 
2. T e SRA Pr posed Ap r a
As pr s d in T ble 1, th r  are a y ifferent SRA t ols already dev lop d worldwide, any
of t m availabl s fr ewar s ftw r , and s m  of th  are even ope -s urc  tools. So,
dev lopment of n w s twar c l  be consi r d a w s of time, unless so e new developments 
wer  in roduc d, to cou  fo  the in vidua  char ct r stics f sc ool bui dings, for xa ple. 
T e m in ide  of th  pr p s d appr ach as to t ansform s me already d veloped co puter
r nes in  a set f indep ndent mputer obj cts t at a e ta ly in erconnectabl  wit  e h oth r.
W  t is ppro ch, it i possible t  cre te n w compu r t ols just by assembling a set of i dep ndent
co puter o jects. T ese bj cts w re obtained b  dismemb ring the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely fo  t e creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH sof ware, three modules were i plem nted: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which onsists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, wi h all the i formati n bout the school b il ings like general characteristics 
of th buil i gs, n mely th ge graphical coor i ates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
5
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xpect d, t e results re sion ll  creases wit  he c m lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
y ssibiliti s to establish the e rthquake source: A sim le point source, a line sourc  or a 3D 
f u t pla e. T  ite f c s are also nor ally cons dered in SRA to s. 
In vuln r i it  m dules, th s ismic performanc  f  buil ing can be co puted through the 
u e of piri l or mecha i al m thod . The macr -s ism  pproach is n of the adopted mpirical
e ure  t at re  in larg scale t dies. This pproa h is nor ally used t gether with 
rthquak  int sities. Th  os  c mm n mechanic l app oach s that are imple ente  in 
vuln rabili y modules of RA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurat  approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Da age is sually deter ine  b ed on f gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]     1        
ARMAGEDOM 3]     ,    3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]     1,2       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]     ,    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
L R [19,28]        ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,          5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2   4            
LNECLoss [19,34]     1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2       5      
DLA [36]    1,   4      ?     
OpenQu ke [37]    ,2  3           
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]       ,4      5,     
RiskScape [19,40]     1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]     2   4      5      
ELENA [42]    ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1   4     5     
1 Deter inistic; 2 probab listic; 3 empir cal methods; 4 e hanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
M re h n de iptio  f  d v l ped oftw r , this aper is bout a proposal of a new
pr ach o e el  SRA tools. This w app ach was imp mented in  PERSISTAH softw re,
i i g at  SR  f scho  bu l ing , in iv ually, in d r t ra k t  for retrofitting purp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr p s d Appro h 
As p ent d  T ble 1, th re r  y diff rent SRA tools alrea y developed worldwide, many
f them vailable a  f w r s f w r , a d some of them are even op -source tools. So,
development of new s ftwar  c u d be consid r d a wast  of tim , unless some new developments 
wer  in rodu ed, to acc n  f  t in ivi a  characteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
The main idea f t r posed appr ach w  t  transform som  already developed co puter
utines into a set f i depend nt c mput r object h t ar t tally interc nnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  his p ach, it i  p ss ble to c eat new ompu r tool j st by s mbling a set of i dep ndent
c mput r bj cts. T se objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, ame y for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft r , three m dules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj t, with all he information about th chool buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , namely the geograp ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
MDLA [36]
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expected, the results ecisi n nor lly i cre s s wi  th  co plexit  f th  ppr ach. T re ar  also 
many poss bilities to establish the e thquake sourc : A s l  oint source, a line s urc  r a 3D
fault plane. The site ffects are also n r al y co side ed in SR  to l . 
In vulnerability m dules, the s is ic performanc f  b ilding an b  co uted th ough the 
use of empirical or mechanic l methods. The cro- i mic appro ch s ne of the opted mpirical 
procedures that are used in large scale studies. This a proach is nor ally use  t gether ith 
earthquake intensities. The most common mech nical approaches that ar impl nted in 
vulnerability modules of RA t ols are NSA appr ach s, like the CS  m thod r the N2 m thod. 
The datab s s of elemen s exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), r by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based n fr gility c rv s, and losses are normally compute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asses ment tools.
SR  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]            
ARMAGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      ,       ,       
CEDIM [19,26]      ,       3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      ,2      4            
L  [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]            3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2      4            
LNECLoss [19,34]          3,4      6     
AEViz [19,35]      ,       5      
DLA [36]      ,       4     ?    
OpenQuake [37]      ,2      3         
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,     
RiskScape [19,40]     1      3      ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]      2                  
ELENA [42]     ,2            ,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5     
1 Deter inistic; 2 probab listic; 3 empiric l met ods; 4 m hanical methods; 5 individual nits; 6 group units. 
More th n a description f a devel p d s ftware, this a r is bout a pro al f  new
approach to devel p SR  tool . This ew ap ach was imp m nt  i the PERSISTAH soft r ,
ai ing at the SRA of sc o l buildings, ndiv ually, in ord r t  r nk t  for retrofitting pur s .
2. Th  SRA Pr pos d Approa h
As presented in Table 1, there re ma y diff rent SRA ls alrea y d vel p d w rl wid , many
of t em vailable as freeware ft r , and s me of th  a  ev  pe -sou ce tools. So, t e 
development of new softwar  coul  be co sid red a st  of time, u le s so e ew devel pm ts 
were i troduced, to account for the individual characte istics of scho l buil i gs, for xa ple. 
The main idea of the rop sed appr ac  as to tran form some alr ady ev lop  o pu er 
routines into a set f independent c mputer objects hat are t tally interconn c abl  wit  each other.
With this approach, it is oss ble t  c e te n w c m ut r tools just by assembli g a set f d p ndent 
computer objects. These objects were obtaine  by dismemberi g the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The scho l database m dule 
(the exposure module), which c nsists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the sc ool buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1,2
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xp ted, the re u ts ecisio nor ally increases with e com lexity of the a p oach. Th r  re also
ma y po sibiliti s o establ h t  earthq ak source: A si ple point s u ce, a line s u ce or a 3D 
fa lt plane. The it  e f ct  are lso nor a y c n dered in RA to ls.
In vulne abil ty m dules, the s ismic p rf r anc  f  b ilding can be comp e  thr gh the 
se of e pir cal or m c a ic l m th . T e -se mic ppr c is n of the ado ted e pirical
pro res that are use  in l rge scale stud e This ppro ch s nor ally used to et r with 
earthquake intensiti s. The most om on m chanical approach  tha are m l ment  in 
vulnerability modules of RA tools are NSA approaches, like th  CSM meth d r the N2 metho . 
The database  of elemen s exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most ccurate approach), or by a ea units with several b ildings. 
Damage is usually determined based o  fr gility c rv s, and losses ar  normally comput d as a
function of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. om  of th  worldwide devel ped seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]      1            
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2    3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2         5,6      
C DIM [ 9,26]     1,2    3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2    4      6      
ELER [19,28]      1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [ 9]     1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,           5,6      
HAZUS [31]     ,2    4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]             5      
KO RI  [33]     ,2    4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]     1    3,4      6     
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
DLA [36]     1,2    4     ?     
O enQuake [37]     1,2    3      6     
QLARM [38]      1         6      
Qua eIST [39]      1    3,4      5,6    
Risk cape [19,40]     1   3      5,     
SEISMOCARE [41]     2    4      5      
SELENA [ 2]     1,2    4     5,6    
SLA-IES [43]     1    4      5     
1 Dete inistic; 2 probab lis i  3 empirical m thods; 4 mechanic l met ods; 5 individual units; 6 group unit . 
More than a description of  devel ped softw re, his pa r is bout  prop sal f  n w 
approach to d v lo  SRA tools. This n w app oach w s imp em n e  n th PERSISTAH softw , 
ing at th SRA of scho l build gs, ind vi uall , i  order o ank t m  retrofi ting purp ses. 
2. Th  SRA Pr posed Ap r a  
As pres nted in T ble 1, th e ar a y differ t SRA to ls alrea y ev l ed w rldwide, many
of th m vailabl as fr e a e s ft ar , nd some f t e  ar  even p -s urce t ols. S ,
developm nt f ne  s f ware c uld be c nsi red a wa te of time, unless so e new developments
w re in roduced, to acc u t f  th ndividua  c aracteristi s chool buil ings, for exampl . 
The main i ea of the propos d roach wa  to tr nsf rm s me already d v l ped co puter
routines into a set of inde endent compu er objects that re tally nt co nectable it  e h oth r.
Wi  this appr ach, it is possible t  c e te new comput r t ols just by ass mblin  a set f i depe t
computer objects. These bjects were obtain d by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for t e creatio  of the hazard an  vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft ar , three modul s were implemented: (1) The school database m dule 
(the exposure module), whi  consists f a computer object specifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the infor ation a out the school b il in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
4
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x t , the re ults cisi  nor ally inc as s with e lexity f t e app ch. Th r  are also
ma y possibilities t  est blish the ea thquak s ur e: A simp e point source a line s urc or a 3D
fault l ne. Th  ite eff ct  ar  als  nor ally cons der d in SRA to l . 
I  vul e bility m dul , the seis ic rf r anc  of a b il ing can be co puted t rough the 
 of pi cal or m c ic l m th . T  m c - eis c pproach is n of th  ado ted mpirical
pro ed res that are used in large sca e stu ies. This pproach is nor ally used togeth r with 
ea thquak  int sitie . The m st c m n mechanic l pp oach s that are mplemented in 
vulnerability modules of RA t ol  ar  NSA approach s, like the CSM  r the N2 etho . 
Th datab s of ele ents expos d to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the mo t cc rat  approach), or b  area un ts with several buildi gs.
Dam e is us a ly det m ned based o fragility c rves, nd losses are normally c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Too s Hazard odule Vulnerabili y Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      1       
ARMAGEDOM 3]      1,      3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2      ,       
CEDIM [ 9,26]      1,      3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2     4      6      
L R [19,28]           ,4            
PEDAT [ 9]      1     3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,        5,       
HAZUS [3 ]      1,2     4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]      1,2     4            
LNECLos [19,34]     1     3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2      5      
DLA [36]     1,     4      ?    
O enQuake [37]     ,2     3          
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]           ,4      5,     
RiskScape [19,40]      1   3     ,    
ISMOCARE [41]      2     4      5      
ELENA [42]     ,2           ,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1    4      5     
1 Deterministi ; 2 probabilisti ; 3 e pir cal ethod ; 4 e han c l methods; 5 individual units; 6 gr up un ts. 
M re th n  de c i tion f a d vel ped s ftw , t is er is ab ut a proposal f a ew
a proach d v lop SRA to ls. This w p r c  was i lemented i  t  PERSISTAH oftware, 
ai i g at the SRA of sch ol uil ings, dividually, in r to r k t  fo r tr fitti  purp ses.
2. Th  SRA Pr pos d Ap roach 
As pr s d in Table 1, th re ar  a y iff rent SRA to ls alrea y ev l p d worldwide, any
of th  availabl s fr e ar s ft ar , nd some f th m e eve -s urc  tools. S ,
ev lopment f new s tware c ld be c nsi er d a wa t  of time, unl ss so e new developments 
ere in roduc d, to a c  fo  t nd vidua  r ct ristics of sc ool buildings, for exa ple. 
The m in ide  of th  propos d a roach s to tr sform s m  alr ady d veloped comp t r
ro ines i t  a set of independent mpu er objects t at a  tally int connectable wit  e h oth r.
Wi thi  ap r a h, i  i p ssi l  t  create new compu r t ols ju t by assembling a set of i dependent
co puter o jects. T se bjects were obtained b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely fo the c eatio  of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH sof ware, thr e mo ules were i plem nted: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which onsists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, with all the i formation bout the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buil i gs, n mely th ge graphical coor i a e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
?
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 
many possibilities to stabli h t e earthquak  sourc : A si  poi t source, a lin sou ce or  3D 
f ult lan . Th  i e ff cts are also nor l y c side ed in SRA t ols. 
In vuln rability m dul s, th  s is ic erformance of a building can be computed through th  
se of empirical or m hanic l m thods. Th  cr -seismic a pr ac  is of the ad p ed empirical 
r ced res t at ar  used in large s l studies. This p r h is orm lly use  tog ther with 
arthquake intensities The m t o m n ec ni al appro c th t re impl nted in 
vulner bility odul of SRA ol  r  NSA pproac s, l k  t  CSM th d r t e N2 e od.
The datab es of ele e s exp d to sei mi  ri k ay b  mp d by individual buil gs 
(th  os  accura approac ),  by area units w th s v ral bu ldings.
Da age is us all d ter in  base o fra ility curves, an  losses r  n rmally c mp ted s a 
function f d m g  pr bab l ty. 
Table 1. So e of the w rl wi e developed s i mic ri k asse smen  tools.
SRA Tools Hazard dule Vul rability Module Expo u e odul  GIS O tput Re ults 
AFAD-RED [22]      1            
MAGEDOM [23]      1,2     3,4      6    
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      
CEDIM [19,26]      1,2   3     5,6     
ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      
ELER [ 9,28]      1     3,4     6     
EPEDAT [29]      1     3      6    
EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      
HAZUS [31]     1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5      
KOE ILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      
LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      1,2     5      
M LA [36]      1,2   4   ? 
OpenQuake [37]      1,2   3   6   
QL RM [38       1     6 
QuakeIST [39]      1   3,4   5,6 
RiskScape [19,40]      1   3   5,6 
S ISMOCARE [41]     2   4   5 
SELENA [42]    1,2   4    5,6   
LA-IES [43]   1   4    5 
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 
More han desc iption of a dev lop  softw re, t is paper is about a proposal of new
appro ch to dev lop SR t ols. This new p ach w s i lem nted i  PERSISTAH software,
aiming a  the SRA of scho l building , individually, i  order t  r nk th m fo  retrofitting p rpos s. 
2. The SRA Proposed proach 
As prese ted in Tabl  1, there ar  any ifferent SRA tools alre dy develo ed w rldwide, many 
of them available as fr eware softw re, nd s m of hem a eve ope -s urce tools. So, the 
dev lopm t of e  sof  c uld b c sid r d a wast of tim , u l ss s me new dev l p ents
wer  introd ced, to account f r the in ividual c aract ristics of sch ol buildings, for xample. 
The main i a f the propos d app o  was to tran f r  s  lr a y d vel p d c put  
routi s into  s t f i de endent comput r bjects th t re totally int c n ectable with ch othe . 
With t s ppr ch, t is ssible to crea  n w c mput r t ls just by a s mbling a set of independent 
com uter obj cts. h bjec s w re bta d by dis m e i  h SIMULSIS [44,45] a  the
EC8sp c [46] soft are, nam ly f r the c tion f th  haz rd an vuln rability module .
In th  PERSIS H oft are, th  ul s w r i pl m t : (1) T sch ol ata a e od le 
(th  exposure module), ic c ns sts of a compu r obj ct sp c f cal y ev lop d f r the 
PERSISTAH proj c , with all t  i f ation about the sch ol buil i gs like g n ral charac eristics 
of e build gs, n m ly the ge gra hical co rdinat an  so e p t s f h  buil ings; (2) the 
OpenQuake [37]
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xpected, the results p ecisi n normally ncre s s wit  the co l xity of th  a ac . T r  are also
ma y possibilities to stablish the arthquake sourc : A sim le point ource,  lin s urc  or a 3D 
fault plane. The ite f cts are also normally cons d r d in SR  to ls. 
In vulnerability m dules, the s ismic p rfor anc  f  building an be co puted th o gh the 
use of e pirical or mechanical m thod . The cro-s ismic appro ch is n of the a opted mpiric l
pro edures that are used in large sc le stud es. This appr ach is nor ally used t gether ith 
earthquake intensities. The most common mech nical approaches that ar  impl nt in 
vulnerability modules of A tools r NSA approac s, like the CS  metho  r the N2 method. 
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), r by ar a units with several buildings.
Damage i  usually determined bas d on fr gility curves, and l ss s are normally compute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asses ment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vuln rability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      1      
ARMAGEDOM 3]      1,2      3,4      6      
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2     ,      
C DI  [19,26]      1,       3     5,6      
R2- arthquake [27]      1,2      4     6      
L R [19,28]      1      ,4           
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RIL s [33]     1,2      4           
LNECL ss [19,34]     1      3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2      5     
DLA [36]      1,       4      ?   
OpenQuake [37]     1,2      3          
LARM [38]      1       6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      5,       
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      
ELEN  [42]      ,2            ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1     4      5    
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabil stic; 3 empirical methods; 4 me hanical methods; 5 in ivi ual unit ; 6 group un ts.
More th n a description f a devel p d ftware, this ap r i  bou  a pro o al f  new
approach to dev l p SR  tools. This new a r ach was i pl m nt  i he PERSISTAH s ft ar ,
ai ing at th  SRA of sc o l buildings ndiv du l y, in d r t  r k t o r trofitting pu p s s. 
2. The SRA Pr posed A ro h 
As prese ted i  Tabl  1, th re a e y diff r  SRA t ol alr a y d vel p d w r wide, many
 m vailable s fr eware s ft r , and some of th m re even o e -so rc to ls. ,
development of ne  softwar  c uld be consid red a ast  of me, unl s so e new dev l pm nts 
were in roduced, to account fo  the individua  ch acteristics  scho l bu ldings, for xa ple. 
The main idea of th  pr posed appr ac  w s to transf rm some alr ady ev lop d co puter
routines into a set f ind pendent c mp t r objec s that are t tal y interc nn ctab  wit h other.
Wi  this approach, it is possible to create new com u tools just by assembli g a set f i d p ndent
computer objects. Thes  objects were obtaine  by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1,2
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exp ted, the resu ts precisi n normally increases wit  he complexity of the proach. Th re ar  lso 
many p s biliti s  est li h  thq ake source: A i e int s u c , a line sou c  or a 3D 
fault plane. The sit ffects are als  n r ally c n ide in RA to ls. 
In vulnerabil y m dules th  s ismic p rf ance of  build ng can be co p ed thro gh the 
use of mpirical or m c ic l meth s. T - mic pproa  is on of the d pt d empirical
proc ures that ar  used in large scale studie . This ppro ch s normally used t eth r with 
earthquake intensities. The most m on mechanical app oaches that are mpl ent  in 
vulnerability modules of SRA t ls are NSA approach s, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The da abase  of elements exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most ccurate approach), or by a a units with several b ildings. 
Dam ge is us ally determined bas d o  fragilit  c rv s, a d loss s ar  normally computed as a 
functio  of damage probability. 
Tab e 1. om  of th  worldwide devel ped seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22]     
ARMAGEDOM 3]   ,   3,4  6   
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]   ,  ,    
C DI  [ 9,26]   ,   3  5,6   
R2- arthquake [27]   ,2   4     
L [19,28]     ,     
PEDAT [ 9]         3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,        ,       
HAZUS [31]     ,2    4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RIL s [33]    ,2    4           
LNECLoss [19,34]         3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      ,        5      
DLA [36]     ,     4      ?     
O enQuake [37]     ,2   3        
LARM [38]             6      
QuakeIST 3 ]          ,4      ,6     
RiskScap [19,40]     1    3      ,6    
ISMOCARE [41]     2                
ELENA [42]     ,2         ,6     
SLA-IES [43]     1    4      5     
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabilisti  3 empir c l m thods; 4 echan c l methods; 5 indivi al units; 6 gro  unit . 
More than a descr ptio  f  devel d softw re, this pa r is about a proposal f  new
approach to devel SRA tools. This ew approach was im l m n  in th PER I TAH softw ,
a ming at SRA f chool uild gs, ind vidually, i rder  ra k  o  retrofitting purp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr pos d Ap a  
As pr s ted i Table 1, re are ny diff e  SRA t l alrea y d velo d w r wid , m y 
of t m vailable as fre ware oft r , and som  f t  a  even p -s urc l . S , the 
developm nt of n w s ftwar could be c nsid red a w of time, u less so e new developments
w re i troduced, to accou t for the individual c aracteristics chool buildings, for xampl . 
The main i ea of the prop s d pr ach wa  to tr nsf rm s me already dev loped co pu er 
rout nes in o a set f inde enden c mpu er objects hat re t tally n rco n ctabl  wit  each other. 
With this appr ach, i  is possible t  c e te new c mputer t ols just by ass mbling a set f indep nd t 
computer objects. These bjects were obtain d by disme bering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for the creation of the hazard an  vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH softwar , three modul s were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), whi h consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the infor ation about the school b il ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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ex t d, th  results precisi  n r ally inc eas s with th  l xity of e appr ch. Th r  are also 
ma y pos ibili ies t est bl h th  a thquake our : A imp point source a lin s urc or a 3D
faul  l n . Th  ite ff cts ar als  nor lly consider d in SRA t ol . 
In vulner ility m dule , e s is ic erfor anc  of a b ilding can be co puted thro gh the 
us  of e pi ical r m c ic l m hod . T m cro- eismic appr ach i ne of th ado ted empiric l 
proce res that are used in large ca e stu ies. This ppro ch is nor ally used togeth r with 
a thquake inte siti . The most c m n mechanic l pp oach s that are mplemented in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA t ols ar  NSA approach s, like the CSM  r the N2 method. 
Th databa es of elements expos d to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the mo t cc rat  approach), or by area un ts with several buildings. 
Dam e is us ally determ n d based on fr gility curv s, nd losses are normally c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Too s Hazard odule Vulnerabili y Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
FAD-R  [22]      
ARMAGEDOM [ 3]   ,   3,4   6   
APRA+CRISIS [24,25]   ,2   ,   
C DI  [ 9,26]   ,   3   5,6   
ER2- arthquake [27]   1,2   4   6   
L R [19,28]      ,      
PEDAT [ 9]      1    3      6      
EQRM [19, 0]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2    4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5      
KO RIL ss [33]     ,2    4            
LNECL ss [19,34]         3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      ,2      5      
DLA [36]     1,     4      ?    
O nQuake [37]      ,2   3           
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST [3 ]          ,4      5,6    
RiskS ape [19,40]      1    3      ,6    
ISMOCARE [41]      2    4      5      
ELENA [42]      ,2         ,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1  4      5     
1 Dete ministi ; 2 probabilis ; 3 empir cal ethods; 4 mechan c l meth ds; 5 in ivi al units; 6 gr up un ts. 
M r  than d cri tion f a d vel ped s ftw , t s p r is about  proposal f a w
a proach dev lop SRA to ls. T is w p roach as i m nte  i  th  PERSISTAH oftw r , 
ai ing at t e SRA of s h l uildi gs, divi uall , i  r r k h  f retr fitti  purp ses.
2. Th  SRA Prop s d Ap roa h
As pr s d i Tabl 1, th re  y iff t SRA tool  lrea y velop w r wid , a y 
 m available s fr war s ftw re, nd some f th m e even op -s urc  tools. S ,  
ev lop nt  new s tware c ul  be consi ered a wa t  of time, unl ss some new developments 
were introduc d, to a c t for the in vi al r cteristics f school buildings, for example. 
The m in ide  of h  pr posed app oach s to tr nsf rm s m  alre d d veloped comp t r 
o in s i to a set f independe t mpu r o je ts a  ar otally int rconnectable with each oth r. 
W th t i  approa h, i  i p ssibl  t  create new com ut r to ls ju t by assembling a set of dependent 
co puter o jects. T se objects w re obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely fo  the c eation of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH sof ware, three modules were i plem nted: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which onsists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, with all the information bout the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buil i gs, n mely th ge graphical coor i a e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
6
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x ted, th esults pre is on ll  in rea es wit  the c m lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
a y s ibili i  to stabl s th  rthquak source: A s m le point urce, a ine sourc  or a 3D 
ult plane. T  ite f cts are al o nor ally cons dered  SRA to ls. 
In vulner ility ules, th seismic performanc  f buil ing can be co puted thro gh the 
use of piric  or mecha ical m h d . The macr -s ismic ppr ach is n of the adopted mpirical
ures t at re  in la g scale st di . This pproach is nor ally used t gether with 
rthquak  i tensities. Th  os  c mm n mechanic l app oach s that are implemented in 
vuln rability dul s of RA tool are NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate appro ch), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Da age is usually eter in b ed on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability. 
Table 1. Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22]     1             
ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2   3,4      6      
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]     1,2        5,6      
C DIM [19,26]     1,2   3      5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27]     1,2   4      6      
ER [ 9,28]     1   3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]     1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     1,2          5,6      
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]            5      
KO RILoss [33]    1,2   4      6     
LNECL ss [19,34]     1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]     1,2        5      
DLA [36]    1,2  4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]      1,2   3      6     
QLARM [38]     1        6      
Quak IST [39]     1   3,4      5,6     
RiskScape [19,40]    1   3      5,6     
EISMOCARE [41]     2   4      5      
SELENA [42]    1,2   4     5,6      
SLA-IES [43]   1   4      5      
1 Deter inistic; 2 probab listic; 3 empir al methods; 4 e hanical methods; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group units. 
M re th n  desc iptio f  vel ped softwar , this aper is bout a proposal of a new
a pr c  o devel p SRA tools. This w app a h w s imp eme te  i  the PERSISTAH softw re,
i i g t e SR  f ch  b l i g , in ivi ually, in d r to a k t  for retrofitting purp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr sed Approa  
As pr ted i  Ta e 1, t r  y dif  SRA ools alr ady dev lop d worldwide, many 
 m v ila le  fr w r f w r , and me m are eve ope -source tools. So,
v lopmen  of new softwar  c uld be consid r d a waste of tim , unless some new developments 
were in roduc d, o acc nt fo the indivi a  ch racteristics of chool buildings, for xample. 
T e main idea f t ropos d appr ach w  to transform some al eady developed co puter
r uti es into a set f i depe d nt c mput r objects t at are t tally interc nnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  his pr ach, it i  p ss ble  rea e n w ompu r ool just by ss mbling a set of i dep ndent
comput r bj cts. T ese object  were obtained by dism mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft r , three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj ct, with all he information about h school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, amely the ge grap ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
QLAR [38]
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expected, the results precisio  n r ally increases wi  the co l xity of e a ac . T er  are ls
ma y possibilities to establ sh the e rthqu ke s ur : A i pl poin  source, a lin sourc  or a 3D
fa lt plane. The site effects are lso norma ly con idered in SR t ols.
In vulnerability m dules, the s ismic p rf r nce f a b ilding an b compute  thr gh the 
use of e pirical or mechanic l methods. The m cro-seismic appr ch i n  of the a o e e piric l
procedures that are use  in l rge scale stud es This approach is nor ally used together with 
earthquake intensiti s. The most common m ch nical approach  tha are imp e ent in 
vulnerability modules of SR  tools are NSA approaches, like th CS method r th N2 meth d. 
The databases of elemen s exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most acc rate approach), r by area units with several buil ings.
Damage is usually determined based o  f agility c rves, a d losse  are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asse sment tools.
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22] 
ARM GEDOM [23] ,2 ,4 6 
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1,2 ,6 
C DIM [19, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19, 8       1      3,4      6     
EPEDAT [29       1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,              5,6     
HAZUS 1       1,2      4      5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5     
KO RILoss [3 ]      ,2    4     6     
LN CLoss [19,34]     1     3,4     6     
EViz [19,35]      1,2           5     
DLA [36]      1,2      4     ?    
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6     
QLARM [38]      1           6      
QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6     
RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6    
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4     5     
SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6    
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Dete inistic; 2 probab lis ic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechani al m t ods; 5 indiv dual units; 6 group u it . 
More than a descri tion f a develop d soft e, this pap r is bo t  prop al f a n  
approach develop SRA tools. This w a oach was im ment  i  th  PERSISTAH s ft r , 
ai ing at th  SRA f sch l uildings, ndiv ua l , in order  ank th  f r retro itting purp ses.
2. The SRA Propos d A proa h 
As presented in Table 1, e a  y iffer SRA t ls already d vel ped worldwid , y 
f them available as fr eware soft are, nd some of t e  ar  even ope -so rce tool . S , the 
development  ne  software c uld be considered a ste of tim , unless som  ew developments 
were introduced, to account for the indivi al characteristic  f sc o l buildings, for exa ple. 
The main idea of the proposed a proac  as to transf rm some alr d ev lop d co put r
routines into a set of independent c mp t r objects at are ot y interc nnectable with each th r. 
With this approach, it is possibl  to cre e new com ut r to ls just y assemblin a set f depe ent
com uter objects. These objects were obtaine  by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1
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exp ted, the esu ts precision rmally increases wit  the co plexity f  a roach. Th e re a so 
many po sibiliti s stab h e thquak  s urc : A i le p in  u ce, a lin  sour  or a 3D
fault plane. The sit  ffects are ls  n r ally nsidered in RA t ls. 
In vulnerabil ty dules, the seis ic perf r anc  of  building can be co puted ro gh the
use of e pirical r mec anic l ethods. The m - ismic a p ac i ne of the ado ted empi ic
r c ures that are used in large scal  s u ie . This ap ch is normally used t gether with 
arthquake intensities. Th  most mm n mechanical app oaches that are imple ented in 
vulnerability modules of SR  tools r  NSA approaches, like the CSM method r the N2 method.
The database  of elements exposed to seis ic ris may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most acc rate approach), or by a a units with several b ildings. 
Dam ge is usually determine bas d o  fr gility curves, and losses ar  normal y comp t d as a
function of damage probability.
Tab e 1. om of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools.
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22]   
ARM GEDOM [23] ,2 ,4 6
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1,2   ,6 
C DIM [19, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
ELER [ 8]   1   3,4   6   
EPEDAT [29]   1   3   6   
EQRM [ 9,30]   1,2      5,6   
HAZUS 1      1,2    4   5,6   
InaSAFE [32]        5    
KO RILoss [3 ] 1,2     6   
LN CL ss [19,34]   1    3,4  6   
AEViz [19, 5]   1,2    5   
MDLA [36]    1,2   4  ?     
OpenQuake [37]   1,2    3  6   
QLARM [38]  1        
QuakeIST [39]  1  3,4  5,6   
R kScap  [19,40]   1  3  5,6   
SEISMOCARE [41]     4   5   
SELENA [42]   1,2  4   5,6   
SLA-IES [43]      1   4      5      
1 Dete mi istic; 2 probabilis ic  3 mp cal methods; 4 m han cal methods; 5 indiv ual units; 6 group u t . 
Mo e than a descri tion f a develo ed sof a , his pa er is ab ut a propos l f a new 
approach dev l p SRA t l . This n w approach was implem n e  in th PERSISTAH software, 
ai ing at t  SRA of sch ol uildi gs, indiv du ll , in ord r o ank th for trofitting rp s s.
2. T  SRA P opos d A p o ch 
A  pres ted i  T ble 1, ther ar ny d ff r nt SRA to l  lr a y devel d w rldwid , m y
  vailable s fr ware s ft r , nd some f the  ar ven op - ur e t ols. So,  
d v lopm nt  new oftwar c ul  b  c id re  a wast  of tim , unless so  new d velop ents 
were in roduced, to acco nt for the ind vi al c aract ri tics  chool buildings, for xample. 
The m in i ea of the proposed ppr ach was t tr n f rm m  alre d d v lo d co put r 
ro tines into a set f inde enden  c mput r objects at are t tally n er onnect l  w th eac  other. 
With t i  appr ach, t is p ssi l  t  c eat new compute  tools just by ass mbling a s t f i dep nd t 
co puter objects. T ese objects w re obtain d by disme bering th SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softwa , namely for the cre tion of the hazard an  vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH softwar , three modul s were i plemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), whi h consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the infor ation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, name y the geographical coordinates and some photos of t e buildings; (2) the 
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ex cte , th  re ults pre isi  nor ally inc e s s wit lexity f e appr ch. Th r  are also 
ma y p s ibi iti s to stablish t  arthquak sour e: A s m l point ource a in s urc or a 3D
faul  lane. Th  ite effect  ar ls  nor ally consider d in SRA t ol . 
In vul e ability du , the seis ic erf r ance of  b ilding can be computed t rough the 
e of pi cal or c ic l m tho . T m cro-s is ic appr ach i ne of th  ado ted empiric l 
proced res that are used in large sc e stu ies. This approach is nor ally used together with 
e rthquak inte siti s. The mo t common chanical approach  tha are mple ente  in 
vulnerability modul s of SRA tools ar  NSA approach s, like the CSM ethod r the N2 etho . 
The databases of ele nts expos d to seismic risk ma  be composed by individual buildings 
(the most ccurate approach), or b  ar  units with sev ral buildi gs. 
Dam ge is us ly det m n d based on fr gility c rv s, and losses are norm lly c mpute  as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed s ismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Haz rd Module Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22]   1   
ARMAGEDOM 3]   1,   3,4   6   
APRA+ RISIS [24,25]   1,   ,   
C DIM [19,26]   ,    3   5,6   
R2-Earthquake [27]   1,2   4   6   
R [19, 8]           ,4           
PEDAT [ 9]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]     1,2      4            
LNECL s  [19,34]      1     3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2       5      
DLA [36]      1,      4      ?     
O nQuake [37]     ,2     3          
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      5,    
RiskScap [19,40]      1      3      ,6   
ISMOCARE [41]     2    4     5      
ELENA [42]      ,2         ,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1     4     5    
1 D e inisti ; 2 prob bilis ; 3 pir cal th ds; 4 echanic l methods; 5 individual units; 6 gr up un ts. 
M re than cri tion  a d v l ped s ftw , t is p er is bout  proposal of a w
a pro ch t  d v l p SRA to ls. T is w p ro ch was i e ented i  the PERSISTAH oftw r ,
ai ing at  SRA of scho l ui dings, divi uall , in r r to r k the  fo retr fitti  purp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr po d Ap oa h 
As res ted in Tab e 1, re ar  y iff  SRA t l  l ady ev l pe  w rldwid , a y 
f t em vailabl  s fre ar s ftw r , nd s m  f th m r  eve  o -s urc  tool . S , the 
velopment new sof war c ld be consid red a wast  of time, unless some new developments 
ere introduced, to ac u t for t n ivi al ch r cter sti s of sc ool bui dings, for xa ple. 
T e main idea of the pr posed ap r ach as to t ansf rm s me alre d d veloped co put r 
outines into a set f independe t c mput r obje s a  are t ta ly in e connectabl  with each oth r. 
W h this appr ach, it is p si l  t  create new comput r t ols just by assembling a set of dep ndent 
co puter objects. T ese objects were obtained b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely for t e creati n of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, wi h all the i formati n about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of th  buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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x ecte , th r su ts preci ion or ally inc ease  wit  the c lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
a y ssibili ies tabli th e rthqua  ource: A s m le point urce, a ine sourc  or a 3D 
au t pla e  T  ite f c s are also n r ally cons d re  i  SRA to ls. 
I  vuln r bilit  dules, th s ismic perfor anc  f  buil ing can be co puted thro gh the 
use of e p ric  or mechani al m hod . The macr - i m  appr ach is n of the adopted mpirical
pro edures t t r  s  in larg  sc le t dies. This pproa h is nor ally used t gether with 
earthqu k  in sities. Th  ost c mm n mecha ic l app oach s that are imple ente  in 
vulnerability dules of RA tool are NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Da age is sually dete ine  based on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability.
Table 1 Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR  Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,  ,4 6 
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] ,  ,  
C DIM [19, 6] 3
ER2-Earthquake [27] ,2 
R [19,28]         ,4            
PEDAT [29]         3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]        5      
KO RILo s [33]     ,2   4            
LNECL ss [19,34]        3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,        5      
DLA [36]      ,   4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]      ,2   3           
LARM [38]            6      
Quak IST 3 ]        ,4      ,     
Ri kScape [19,40]     1   3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2            
ELENA [42]   ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1   4      5      
1 Deter in s ic; 2 probabili tic; 3 empir al ethods; 4 me hanical methods; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group units. 
M re th n a de ription f a evel ped oftw re, this aper is bout a proposal of a new
ppr ac  o e el  SRA tools. This n w appr ach was imp eme te  i   PERSISTAH softw re,
ai ing at t e SRA of cho  bu l i gs, indiv ually, i  d r to a k t  for retrofitting purp s s. 
2. T  SRA Pr os d Approa h
As p t d i  Ta l 1, re e y di f r t SRA tools alr ady dev lop d worldwide, many 
 m ail bl  fr war f w r , and s m of m are eve op -source tools. So,
evelopme  of new soft ar  c uld be c nsid red a waste of tim , unless some new developments 
were i r du ed, to acc unt f th  in ivi u  characteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
T  ain id a f t proposed app ach was t  transform som  al eady developed co puter
r u in s i  a set f i p nd nt c mput r objects th t ar  t tally interc nnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  this a pr ach, it is p ssible to cr at  ew compu r ool just by ss mbling a set of i dep ndent
c mput r bjects. These objects were obtaine  by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, ame y for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three m dules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure module), which c nsists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proje t, with all he information about th chool buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , nam ly the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
QuakeI T [ 9]
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exp cted, the results precisi n norm lly incre s s with th  co pl xity of th  p a h. T r  ar  als  
many poss bilities to establish e e thquake sourc : A si pl  int ourc , a line s urc  or a 3D 
fault plane. The site eff cts are als n r al y co sid d in RA to ls. 
In vulner bility m dules the seis ic p rf rmance f a building an b com uted thr gh t e 
us  of empirical or m ch nic l methods. The cro-seismic appr c is ne of the o te empiric l
procedures that ar  used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used togeth r with 
earthquake intensiti s. The most common m ch nical approach  tha are imp e ente  in 
vulnerability modules of S A t ols are NSA appr ac s, like the CS m tho r the N2 meth d.
The databases of elemen s exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determined based on fr gility curv s, and losse  are normally comput d as a
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. ome of the worldwide developed seismic risk asse sment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vul erability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,  3,4 6
APRA+C ISIS [24,25] , ,
CEDIM [19,26] ,  3 ,6 
R2- arthquake [27]      ,2    4      
R [19,28]           ,4          
PEDAT [29]            3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         ,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]         5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2     4         
LNECLoss [19,34]           3,4     6     
EViz [19,35]      ,       5     
DLA [36]      ,       4     ?     
OpenQuake [37]      ,2     3         
LARM [38]            6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,    
RiskScape [19,40]      1     3     ,6    
ISMOCARE [41]     2                  
ELENA [42]      ,2           ,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Dete inistic; 2 probab lis ic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical m thods; 5 individual units; 6 group un ts.
More than a descri tion f a devel p d s ftw re, this aper is bout  prop al f a 
approach to devel p SRA tools. This n w ap oach was imp m n e  i  th PERSISTAH s ft r ,
ai ing at the SRA of scho l buildings, ndiv uall , in ord r  rank th  for retro itting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Pr posed Ap oa h 
As present d in Table 1, re re ny diff ren  SRA ls alr ady d velop d w rldwid , ny 
of them vailable as freew r  oft re, and some of th  a  even ope -sou c to l . S , the 
development of ne  software could be co sid red a st  of tim , u less so  ew dev lopments 
were i troduced, to account for the individual characte istics  sc o l buildings, for exa ple. 
The main idea f th roposed approac was to tran f rm som  alr ady v lop d mp r
routines into a set of independent comput r objects hat are total y int rc nn cta l  wit each ther. 
With this approach, it is possibl  t  c eate new c m ut r to ls just y assembli g a set f i d pendent 
computer objects. Th se objects were obtained by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creati n of the azard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The sch ol database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1
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xp cted, the result  e isi  norm lly inc eas s wit co l xity of t  ac . Th re ar  als  
m ny ssibiliti  t  tablish the arthq ak source: A imp int source, line sourc  or a 3D
fa lt p ne. The sit  effects are also normal y co si ered in SR  tools. 
In vulnerability modul s, th  s is ic perf r anc of  il i  can be co p te  thro gh th  
use of empi ical or mechanic l etho s. T e c - ismic a roac  one of the pt d empirical
proce ures th t r  used in large c l  stu ies. T is ppr ch is normally used together with 
arthquak intensities. The m st com on mechanical approach s at a e implement in 
vuln rability modul s of S  tools are NSA appr ches, like the CSM tho  or the N2 metho . 
The da abases of elem nts exposed to s ismic ri k may be comp sed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), r by are  units with several buildings. 
Dam ge is us lly dete mined based on fr gility c rv s, and losses are norm lly computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Table 1. Some f the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SR  Tools Haz rd Module Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED 22] 
ARMAGEDOM [23] ,2 ,4 6
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1,2 ,6
C DI  [19, 6] 3
ER2- arthquake [27] ,2 6
ELE  [19, 8]    1     3,4   6      
EPEDAT [29]    1      3   6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2          5,6      
H ZUS [3 ]    1,2      4   5,6      
InaSAFE [32]          5      
KOERILos  [33]    1,2      4   6     
LNECLoss [19,34]   1      3,4   6     
AEViz [19,35]      1,2        5      
MDLA [36]    1,2     4   ?     
O enQuake [37]    1,2      3   6   
QLARM [38]      1        6      
QuakeIST [39]    1     3,4   5,6     
RiskS ape [19,40]     1      3   5,6    
SEISMOCARE [41]    2      4   5      
SE ENA [42]    1,2      4   5,6    
SLA-IES [43]    1      4   5    
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabilis ic; 3 e pir cal methods; 4 echa cal met ods; 5 indiv dual units; 6 grou  un ts. 
More than a escri tio  a d v l ed ftw re, this ap r is bout a pro osal of  new
approach t  devel p SR t l . This ew appr ach wa  im ente i  e PERSISTAH ftw r ,
aiming at t  SRA f school bui dings ndivi al y, i  r r  k h  fo  r trofitting pur . 
2. Th  SRA Pr posed A ro ch
As pr s t d i  T bl  1, th r  r  a  diff r t SRA ls lre y d v l d worldwi , many
of t em available as fr a  s ft re, and som  f th  ar ev  pe -so c  t ls. S , t  
dev lo ent f ne softwar  coul  b o s d red a aste of time, l ss some ew dev lopments 
were introduced, to account for the individual charact st cs of school buil ings, for ex mple.
The m n idea of the roposed ap roach s to t an f rm some already d v l ped o ter 
r tin s into a set f ind endent comp t r bjects that are ta ly in erconn ctabl  ith ach ther. 
W h t is approach, it is poss le to cr te new com ut r to ls just y assembli a set of i epe e t 
c puter objects. T es  obj cts w re obtained by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely for t e creation of the hazard and vulnerability dules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database dule 
(the exposure module), whic  consists of a com uter bject specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, wi h all the informati n a out the school bui in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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ex cte , the resul s r cisio  nor lly incr ases with t  co pl xity of the ppr ach. There ar  also 
many pos biliti  t  st bl h th  e qu k s urce: A s mp e point urc ,  ine source or a 3D 
fa lt p n . The site ff cts re also rmally conside ed in SRA to ls. 
In vul erability mod l s, th  s is i perf r nce f buildi g can be co p te  thro gh the 
us  of empir cal r e hanic l methods. The macr - i ic ppr ach is one of the dopted mpi ical 
proce ures that are used n lar e cal st dies. This pproach is nor ally used t gether with 
ea thquake in ens ti . The m st c mm n echanic l pp oach s that are implemented in 
vuln rability modules of RA t ols are NSA appro ch s, like the CSM  r the N2 etho . 
The da abases of elements exposed to s ismic risk may be composed by indivi ual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), o b  area n ts with several buildings. 
Damage is us ally det m ne bas d on fragili c rves, and osses are n rmally computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Tabl  1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
SRA Tools Haz rd odule Vulnerability Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED 22] 1        
ARMAGEDOM [23] 1,2    3,4 6      
CAPRA+ RISIS [24,25] 1 2  5,6      
C DIM [19,26] 1 2    3 5,6      
ER2-Earthquake [27] 1,2   4 6      
E E  [19,28] 1   3,4 6      
EPEDAT [ 9] 1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30] 1 2          5,6      
HAZUS [31] 1 2    4      5,6      
In SAFE [32]        5      
KOERI 33] 1,2    4      6      
LNECLos [19,34] 1    3,4      6      
M EViz [19,35] 1,2         5      
MDLA [36] 1,2    4     ?     
O nQuake [37] 1,2    3     6    
QLARM [38] 1         6      
Qua eIST [39] 1    3,4      5,6      
Risk cape [19,40] 1    3     5,6     
SEISMOCARE [41] 2    4     5      
SELENA 2  1 2    4      5,6     
SLA-IES [ 3] 1   4      5     
1 Deter inistic; 2 prob bilistic; 3 e pir cal methods; 4 echan cal meth ds; 5 indivi u l units; 6 grou  units. 
Mor than descri tio  of a d v l s ftw , this aper is ab ut  pr po al of a ew 
a ro ch t  d v lop SRA tool . T is w appr c s i l nted in  PERSISTAH softwar , 
aiming at th  SRA f s ho l buildi gs, ind vidually, in d  r k the  for retrofi ting purp ses. 
2. The SRA Pr p sed Appr ch 
As rese ted in T bl 1, h r  a  y iff re t SRA tools lr a y dev l p d worldwide, a y 
 m availabl  s free are f are, and s me of th  a eve  o n-s urc  tools. S ,  
d v lop ent of n w s ftware cou d b  c nsid re  a w te of time, u l ss so e new evelopmen s 
wer  i troduced, to cco nt f r t  in ividual r ct ristics of sch ol build ngs, f r example. 
The m n ide  of pro ed ap roach was to tr sfor s m lready dev lope  co pu er 
r utin s i to a se  f indep nde  co puter obj cts t are ot lly interconn ctabl  wit  ach ther. 
Wi h thi  pproa h, i  is p s i le t  c ate n  c m ut r to ls ju t y assemblin  a set f in epen ent 
c puter obj cts. T se bj cts w re obtai ed by dismemb ring t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, n mely for the c eation f th  hazard an  v lnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules ere implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure odule), which consists f a compute obj ct s cifically develope  for the 
PERSISTAH pr ject, with all the informatio  about the school buildings like ge eral characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
5,6
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xp t d, t  esul s p i ion ll  increases wit  he co lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
m y ssibilitie  tablish th  arthqua  ourc : A s m le point ource, a ine sourc  or a 3D 
ult plane T ite f cts are al o or ally cons dered  SRA to s. 
In vulner bility dules, th  seismic p rformanc f  building can be co puted thro gh the 
us of e piric l or m ch ical tho . The macr - i mic pproach i  n of the adopted mpirical
pr edures that re s  in larg  scale st dies. This pproa h is nor ally used t gether with 
earthqu k  i sities. Th  ost c mmon mec ic l app oaches that are imple ente  in 
vulnerabili y modules of RA tools ar NSA approaches, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The datab s s f le ents xposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
D mage is sually eter ine  based on fr gility cu v s, and losses are normally computed as a 
funct on of da age probability.
Table 1 Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Ex osur  Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,2 ,4 6
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] , ,
C DIM [19, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19,28]      1   ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
In SAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]    1,2   4           
LNECL ss [19,34]   1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]     1,2       5      
DLA [36]      1,    4      ?     
O enQu ke [37]    1,2  3           
LARM [38]     1      6      
Quak IST 3 ]       ,4      5,     
RiskSc pe [19,40]    1  3     5,6     
ISMOCARE [41]     2  4     5      
ELENA [42]  ,2         ,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1      4     5      
1 De er in s ; 2 probabili tic; 3 empir c e hods; 4 me ha ical methods; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group units. 
More h n  des ri tion f  dev l d oftw re, this aper is about a proposal of a new
a roac  to l  SRA tools. T is n w appr ach was imp eme te  in  PERSISTAH softw re,
ai ng at t   of scho uil i gs, i ivi ually, i  rd r to a k t  for retrofitting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Pr s d Approa h
As prese t d i  T l 1, r   y dif r t SRA ools alr a y develop d worldwide, many 
 m ail l fr ew re ftw r , a d s me of m are even op -source tools. So,
d v lopme t of n w ft ar  c ld be consi r d a wast  of time, unless some new developments 
were in duced, to acc nt fo  th  ivi a  ch racteristics of schoo  buildings, for xample. 
The ain idea f th  pr osed app ach w  to transform som  already developed co puter
rou i es i to  set f independ n c mput r obj ct th are t tally interconnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi this app o ch, i i p ss bl  crea e new ompu r tools j st by s mbling a set of i dep ndent
computer obj cts. T s o ject were obtained by dism mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softw re, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thr e mo ules w r impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure module), which nsists of a ompu er object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH projec , with all the nformation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the bu lding , n m ly the g ograp ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
Ris Scape [19,40]
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expected, the results precisi n normally incre s s wi  th  c m l xity of  a ach. T re are als
ma y possibilities to establ sh th  earthquak  sour : A si l p int ource, a lin s urc  or a 3D 
fault plane. The site ffects are ls  nor a ly con ider d in RA t ols.
In vulnerability m dules, the s ismic p rf rmance f building an b co puted thro gh the 
use of e pirical or m chanic l methods. The cro-s ismic appro c  i ne of the adopte iric l
procedures that are used in l rge scale stud es This approach is normally used t geth r with 
earthquake intensities. The most common mech nical approaches that are imple ent in
vulnerability modules of S  tools are NSA approaches, like th CS metho r the N2 meth d.
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), or by ar a units with several b ildings.
Damage is u ually determined based o  f agility c rves, and losse  are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asse sment tools. 
S  Tools Haz rd Module V l erability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22]     1    
AR AGEDOM 3]      ,2    3,4 6
APR +C ISIS [24,25]      1,2    5,  
CEDIM 19,26]      1,     3 5 6
R2- arthquake [27]     1,       4 6    
R [19,28]      1      ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      ,2      4      ,6     
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]      1,2     4         
LNECLoss [19,34]      1    3,4     6     
EViz [19,35]      1,2      5      
DLA [36]      1,     4      ?    
OpenQuake [37]      1,2     3         
LARM [38]      1      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      5,      
RiskScape [19,40]     1      3      5,6     
ISMOCARE [41]     2     4      5     
ELENA [42]      ,2           ,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empiric l methods; 4 me han cal m thods; 5 individual units; 6 gro p un ts.
More th n a description f a develo d s ftware, this aper is about a prop al f a e
approach to develop SR  tool . This new a ach was imp mented i  the PERSISTAH s ft r ,
ai ing at the SRA f sc o l buildings, ndiv ua ly, in ord r  ra k t  f r retro itting pur s . 
2. The SRA Pr posed Ap roa h 
As presented in Table 1, e a   diff r n SRA t ls lready d vel p d w rldwid , y 
f t em vailable as freeware soft r , nd some of th  ar  even o e -sourc to l . S , th  
development  new softwar c uld be consid red a ast  of time, unless so  new developments 
were introduced, to account for the indivi al characteristics  sc o l buildings, for xa ple. 
The main idea of the proposed appr ac  was to transform some alr d ev lop d co put r
routines into a set f inde endent c mput r objects at are tal y interc nnectabl  with each th r. 
With this approach, it is possibl  t  cre te new com ut r to ls just y assembling a set f p nd t
computer objects. These objects were obtain  by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1
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x cted, the results precisi n norm lly increa s wit  he co l xity of t app ach. Th r  re also
ma y pos ibilities t  st bl sh the rthq ak  s urc : A s mp  p int urce, a ine s u c  or a 3D 
fault plane. The ite e f cts are ls  nor a ly con der in RA to ls.
In vulner bility m dules, th  s is ic perfor anc  f building can be co p ed thro gh the
us  of pi ical or m c nic l m tho . T e cr - e ic ppr is n of the a o ted empirical
pro e ures that are used in l rge c le stu es This ppro ch s nor ally used to eth r with 
rthquake intensities. The most common mechanic l pproach s that are m l ent  in 
vulnerability modules of RA t ls are NSA approach s, like th  CSM r the N2 method.
The databases of elemen s exposed to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), or by area un ts with several buil ings. 
Damage i usually determ ned based on fragilit c rves, a d loss s are normally computed as a 
function of damage probabil ty.
Table 1. Some of the worldw de devel ped seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Haz rd Module Vulner bility Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22]   1      
AR GEDOM [23]  1,2  3,4   6   
CAPR + RISIS [24,25]   1,    5,6   
C DIM 9,26]   1,2  3   5,6   
ER2-Earthquake [27]   1,2  4  6   
E E  [19, 8       1    3,4      6   
EPEDAT [ 9       1    3      6   
EQRM [19,30]      1,             5,6   
HAZUS 1       ,2   4     5,6   
InaSAFE [32]              5   
KOERILoss [3 ]     ,2     4      6   
LN CL ss [19,34]     1     3,4      6   
AEViz [19,35]      1,2         5    
MDLA [36]    1,2    4     ?   
O enQuake [37]      1,2     3     6   
QLARM [38]      1          6   
Q akeIST [39]      1     3,4      5,6  
RiskScap  [19,40]     1   3      5,6  
SEISMOCARE [41]      2   4      5   
SELENA [42]      1,2    4      5,6  
SLA-IES [43]      1     4     5    
1 Dete inistic; 2 probab lis ic; 3 e pirical m thods; 4 echan c l methods; 5 indivi al units; 6 group unit . 
More than a descri tion f a dev l ped soft , this a r is bout  proposal f  n w
a proach to d vel p SRA to ls. T is w a p oach was imple nt  n th  PERSISTAH softw ,
i ing at  SRA f cho l buildings, ind vid a l , in orde  to ank th   retrofitting purp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr pos d Ap roach 
As pres t d in Table 1, th e are y iff r t SRA tools alr a y d vel d w rldwide, m y 
 m vailable s fr ewar  soft re, and som  f the  a e even p -s urc  t ls. S ,
dev lopment of n w s ftware c ul  be considered a wa e of time, unl ss so e new dev lopments
were in roduced, to account fo  the individua  aracteristics of chool buil ings, for exampl . 
The m in ide  of the prop sed a pr ach wa  to transf rm s m  already d vel ped comp t r
ro t n s i o a set of independent computer objects that ar  tally int rco necta l  it  e h oth r.
Wi t i  approa h, i  is possi l  to cre te new compu r t ols ju t y ass mbling a set f i depende t
co uter objects. T se objects w re obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eatio  of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation a out the school buildin s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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ex ected, th  resul s e isio  normally inc ase  with  co p xity of t  pproach. There ar  also 
m ny poss bili i s t stabl h t  e thqu k urc : A s mple point urc ,  ine source or a 3D 
fa lt p n . Th  site ffects are als  n r lly conside ed in SRA to ls. 
I vulnera ility od l s,  seis i perf r nc f buildi g can be co p te  thro gh the 
 of empi cal or e hanic l m h s. The macr -s is ic ppr ach is one of the dopted mpi ical 
proce ures that are used n lar e cal st ies. This appro ch is nor ally used t gether with 
rthquak  intens ties. Th mo t c mm n echanical approaches that are implemented in 
vulnerability modul s of R  t ol  ar NSA approach s, like the CSM etho  r the N2 ethod. 
The da abases of elements exposed to s ismic ri k may be composed by indivi ual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by are  nits with several buildings. 
Damage s usu l y dete mine bas d on fragili  c rv s, and osses are n rm lly computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Tabl  1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Haz rd odule Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,  ,4 6 
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] ,  
C DIM [19, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 
 [19, 8]    ,4            
PEDAT [29]    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]       ,       
H ZUS [3 ] 1 2   4     ,6      
I aSAFE [32]      5      
KO RILo s [33] ,2    4            
LNECLos  [19,34]    3,4      6      
EViz [19,35] ,      5      
DLA [36] ,     4     ?    
O nQuake [37] ,2    3         
LARM [38]      6      
QuakeIST 3 ]      ,4      ,      
RiskScape [19,40] 1   3    ,6      
ISMOCARE [41] 2              
ELENA [42] 2          ,6     
SLA-IES [ 3] 1    4    5    
1 Deter inistic; 2 p ob bilistic; 3 e pir cal methods; 4 echan cal methods; 5 indivi u l units; 6 grou  units. 
More than a escri tio  a d v lop s ftw re, this aper is b ut  pr po al of a ew 
ap ro ch t  d v lop SRA to l . This new appr ac w s i pl m nte in PERSISTAH softwar , 
ai ing at the SRA f s ho l bui di gs, i d vidually, i  d r r k the  for r rofi ting purp ses. 
2. e SRA Pr p ed App o h 
As pr s d in T bl  1, th re  many iff re t SRA t ls lr a y v lop d worldwide, a y 
of them availabl  s fr eware f ware, and s m of th  a e eve  p n-s urc  tools. S , the 
d v lop nt f new softwar  cou  b  c nsi r  a w ste of time, u l ss so e new evelopmen s 
wer  i troduc d, to acc u  for the in ividual char ct r st s f school build ngs, f r example. 
The m in idea of pro s d app oach wa  to t ansfor s m already d v lope  co pu er 
r tin s int  a set f ind pende  co puter jects t a ot ly in erconn ctabl  wit  ach ther. 
W h t is ppro ch, it is pos i le t  c eat  c m ut r tools just by assemblin  a set f in ependent 
c puter objects. T se bj cts w re obtained by dismemb ring t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] s ftware, n mely for t e creation f the hazard and v lnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules ere implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure odule), which consists of a compute object specifically develope  for the 
PERSISTAH project, wi h all the informati  about the school bui dings like ge eral characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
5,6
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x ct , the r su ts pr ci on nor lly increases wit  the c lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
m y ossibili ie  tabl sh the ar hqua  ourc : A s m le point ource, a ine sourc  or a 3D 
ult lane  Th  ite f cts are also or ally cons dere  in SRA to s. 
In vuln r bilit ules, th  seismic perfor anc  f  building can be co puted thro gh the 
se of e p ric l or m ch nical m h d . The macr -s ismic pproach i  n of the adopted mpirical
pro e ure  t at re s in la ge scale st dies. This approa h is nor ally used t gether with 
arthqu ke i ensi ies. The ost c mmon mec nic l app oaches that are imple ente  in 
vulnerabili y odul s of RA tools ar NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The datab s s f ele ents exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurat  approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually eter ine based on fr gility cu v s, and losses are normally computed as a 
funct on of da age probability.
Table 1 Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Ex osur  Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,2 ,4 6
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1, ,
C DIM [19, 6] 3
ER2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19,28]           ,4            
PEDAT [29]     1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]     ,            5,       
HAZUS [31]    1,2     4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]          5      
KO RILo s [33]   ,2      4           
LNECL ss [19,34]         3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2         5      
DLA [36]    ,      4      ?     
OpenQu ke [37]    ,2     3           
LARM [38]     1         6      
Quak IST 3 ]         ,4      ,     
RiskScape [19,40]    1    3     ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]     2     4     5      
ELENA [42]    ,2           ,6      
SLA-IES [43]      1      4     5      
1 De er in st ; 2 probabili tic; 3 empirical methods; 4 me ha ical methods; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group units. 
More t an  des ription f a ev lo  oftw re, this aper is about a proposal of a new
a r ac  to e lo  SRA tools. T is n w app ach was imp eme te  in  PERSISTAH softw re,
i i g t the SR  f scho  uil ings, i ivi ually, in rder to a k t  for retrofitting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Pr p s d Approa h 
As pr t d i  T e 1, th r  y di f r t SRA tools alr a y develop d worldwide, many 
 m ailabl  fr w re ftw r , a d s me m are even op -source tools. So,
evelopme t of n w ft ar  c uld be c nsid r d waste of time, unless some new developments 
were in duc d, o cco nt fo th  in ivi  characteristics of schoo  buildings, for xample. 
The ain id a f th  pr pos d app ach w s to transform som  already developed co puter
u ines i o a set f i depe d n mput r obj ct t t ar  t tally interconnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  this a p , it is p ss ble to c eate n w compu r tools j st by s mbling a set of i dep ndent
omput r bjects. T s o jects were obtained by dis mbering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softw re, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thr e mo ules w r impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure odule), which c nsists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH projec , with all the information about he school buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , m ly the g graphical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
SEISMOCARE [41]
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xp cted, the results precision normally incre s s with th  c m l xity f th  a ac . T r  are lso
ma y possibilities to est lish the earthquake sourc : A si pl oin ource, a line s urc  or a 3D
fault plane. The ite e f cts are also nor ally con der d in SR  to ls. 
In vulner bili y m dules, the s ismic p rf r anc  f a build ng an b com uted thro gh the
us  of e pirical or mech nical m thod . Th cro-seismic appro ch is n of the ad pt m iric l
pro edures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is nor ally used togeth r with 
earthquake intensiti s. The most common m ch nical approach  tha are imple ent  in 
vulner bility modules of  tools are NS approaches, like the CS metho r the N2 meth d.
The datab s s of elemen s exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most acc rate approach), r by area units with several buildings.
Damage is usually determined based o  f agility c rves, a d losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asse sment tools. 
 Tools Hazard Module Vuln rability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22]            
AR AGEDOM 3]      ,       3,4 6    
PR +C ISIS [24,25]      ,2   ,    
CEDIM 19,26]      ,       3 5 6    
R2- arthquake [27]      ,2      4 6    
L R [19,28]            ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,        5,      
HAZUS [31]      ,2    4     ,6    
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]      ,2    4         
LNECL ss [19,34]         3,4      6     
AEViz [19,35]      ,2       5      
DLA [36]      ,     4      ?    
OpenQuake [37]     ,2      3          
LARM [38]      1      6     
QuakeIST 3 ]            ,4      ,      
RiskScape [19,40]     1     3      ,6    
ISMOCARE [41]     2     4      5     
ELEN  [42]      ,2           ,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Deterministic; 2 probab listic; 3 empirical methods; 4 me hanical m thods; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group un ts.
More th n a escription f a deve op d ftwa e, this aper is bout  prop al   e
approach develop SRA tools. This e  ap ach was p mented i  h PERSISTAH ft r ,
ai ing at the SRA f sch l uildings, ndivi ual y, in ord r ra k  f r retr itting purp ses.
2. T  SRA Proposed A oa h 
As present d in Table 1, th re are m  differ t SRA to ls lready develop d w rldwide, ny 
 m vailable s fr war  soft ar , and some of t  ar  even o e -s rce o l . So,
development of ne  software c uld be considered a ast  of time, unless som  new developments 
were in roduced, to account fo  the individua  characteristics  sc o l buildings, for exa pl . 
The main idea of the proposed approac  as to transform some alr ady ev lop d comp t r
routines into a set of independent comp t r objects that are t tal y in rc nnectable wit e h ther.
Wi  this approach, i  is possibl  to create new com u r to ls just y ass mbling a set f i pendent
computer objects. Th se objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
2
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x ected, the re ults pr cisi  n rm lly increa s with e co lexity of t e appr ach. Th re re also
ma y pos ibilities to st bl sh t e arthq ak s ur e: A s mp p int urce, a in s u c  or a 3D 
fa lt plane. The sit eff ct  are ls  nor a ly con ider d in RA t ols.
In vulne ability m dules, the s ismic p rf rmance f building can be co p e  thro gh the
s  of e pi cal or m c a ic l metho s. T e cr - e ic ppro c  i ne of the adopted mpiric l
procedures that are use  in l rge c le stud es This ppro ch s nor ally used to eth r with 
earthquak  int nsities. The m st c m on mechanic l pp oach s that are m l ent  in 
vulnerability modules of S A t ols are NSA approach s, like th CSM  r the N2 method.
The datab s s of elemen s exposed to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most ccurate approach), or by area un ts with several buildings.
Damage is usually determ ned based on fr gility c rv s, a d losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Table 1. ome of the worldw de devel ped seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulner bility Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,  , 6 
PRA+CRISIS [24,25] ,  ,  
C DIM [ 9, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 
R [19, 8]          ,4         
PEDAT [29]          3      6   
EQRM [19,30]      1,         ,    
HAZUS [31]      ,2     4      ,6   
I aSAFE [32]      5   
KO RILo s [33]     ,2    4         
LNECLo s [19,34]          3,4      6    
AEViz [19,35]      ,        5   
DLA [36]      ,     4     ?   
OpenQuake [37]     ,2    3        
LARM [38]            6   
QuakeIST 3 ]           ,4      ,  
RiskScap  [19,40]      1  3      ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2         
ELEN  [42]      ,2        ,6    
SLA-IES [43]      1     4     5    
1 Deter inistic; 2 probab listic; 3 e pirical m thods; 4 me han c l ethods; 5 individual units; 6 group unit . 
More th n a de cri tion of a dev oped s ftw re, this a r is bout a pr p al   n w 
a proach to d v lo  SRA to ls. This e  app ac w s i p emen  n h PERSISTAH oftw , 
ing at SRA f s ho l buildings, i vi ually, i  ord to ra k t m f  retr fi t ng purp ses. 
2. Th  SRA Pr pos d Ap r a  
As pres ted in T ble 1, e ar  diff r SRA t ls alr a y v l d w rldwid , m y 
f the  availabl  s freewa e soft r , nd some f t e  a  even p -s urc  t l . S , the 
development new s f ware c uld be consi ered a wa te of time, unl ss so e new dev lopments
w re introduced, to acc t for th ndivi al aracteristi s f chool buil ings, for exampl . 
The main ide  of the propos d a pr ach wa  to tr nsf rm s m  alre d d vel ped co put r 
routin s i to a set of independent c mputer objects at r  otally int co necta l  ith each oth r. 
With thi  appr a h, i  is possibl  to cre te new computer t ols ju t y ass mblin  a set f depende t
computer objects. These bjects were obtained by dismembering t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eatio  of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation a out the school buildin s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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x ecte , the result  precisi  nor ally inc s s wit  t  lexity f t  app ch. Th r  are also
ma y p s ibi iti s t  st blish th arthquak source: A s m e point ource a ine s urc or a 3D
fault pl ne. Th  ite e f cts ar als  normally cons der in SRA to l . 
I vul er bility m du e , th  s is ic erfor anc  of b ilding can be co puted t ro gh the 
u  of pi cal or ec anic l m tho . T  macr - i ic pproa h is n of th a o ted mpirical
pro ed res that are used in large c e stu ies. This pproach is nor ally used together with 
earthquak inte sities. The mo t c m on echanic l pp oach s that are mplemente  in 
vulnerability modules of R  t l  ar  NSA approach s, like the CSM r the N2 etho . 
The datab s s of ele ents expos d to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most cc rate approach), or b  ar a un ts with several buil i gs. 
Dam ge is us a ly det m n d based on fr g lity c rv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of damage probability.
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22]      1           
AR GEDOM [23]      1,2    3,4   6      
CAPR +C ISIS [24,25]      1,2      5,      
C DIM 9,26]      1,2    3   5,6     
ER2- arthquake [27]     1,2    4   6      
E ER [19, 8       1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29       1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2           5,6     
H ZUS 1     1,2     4     5,6      
InaSAFE [32]              5      
KO RIL ss [3 ]     1,2     4      6     
LN CLo s [19,34]      1     3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
DLA [36]     1,2    4      ?    
OpenQuake [37]      1,2     3     6     
QLARM [38]      1          6      
Qu keIST [39]      1     3,4      5,6     
RiskScape [19,40]    1   3     5,6   
SEISMOCARE [41]    2   4     5      
SELENA [42]      1,2     4      5,6     
SLA-IES [43]      1      4     5    
1 D er inistic; 2 prob bilis c; 3 e pirical methods; 4 me han c l methods; 5 indivi al units; 6 gr up un ts. 
M re th n  d c i tion of a d v lop s ft , thi r is bout a proposal f a ew
a pro ch d vel p SRA to s. This w ap r ch was i em nted in PERSISTAH oftw r , 
aiming a th  SRA of sch l il , divi ua ly, in rd to r k t  fo retr fitt  urposes.
2. Th  SRA Pr p s d Ap roach
As pr s ted in Tab e 1, th re are y iff t SRA tools lr a y devel p w rldwide, any 
m availabl s fr e ar s ftw r , nd som  f th m e eve o -s urc  tools. S ,
d v lopment of n w s ftwar c ld be consi r d a wa of time, unless so e new developments 
ere in roduc d, to ac ou  fo  t e in ividua  ar ct ristics f sc ool buildings, for xa ple. 
The main ide  of th  pr p s d a r ach s to transform s m  already developed co puter
rout n s i  a set f independent c mputer objec s t at a  tally interconnectabl  wit  e h oth r.
Wi thi  appro h, i  is po si le t  cre te new compu r t ols ju t by assembling a set of i dep ndent
co uter objects. T ese objects were obtained b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eati n of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the i formation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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xp t d, t e esults r c s on or lly creases wit  the c lexity of the app oach. Th r  are also
a y ssibilitie   tabl s the r hqua  ource: A s m le point ource, a ine sourc  or a 3D 
f ult plane T  ite f cts are also n r ally cons d red in SRA to s. 
In vuln r bi ity ules, th seismic performanc  f  buil ing can be co puted thro gh the 
u e of e piri l or mechani al m th d . The macro- i mic pproach i  n of the adopted mpirical
pro e ures t at re s in la g  scale studies. This pproa h is nor ally used t gether with 
arthqu k  i sities. Th ost c mm n mechanic l app oach s that are imple ente  in 
vuln r bili y modul s of RA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Da age is usually ete ine based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability.
Table 1 Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,2 ,4 6
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1, ,
C DIM [19, 6] 3
ER2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19,28]         ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,          5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]        5      
KO RILo s [33]    1,2   4            
LNECL ss [19,34]     1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2       5      
DLA [36]     1,   4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]      ,2   3           
LARM [38]     1       6      
Quak IST 3 ]       ,4      5,       
RiskSc p  [19,40]    1  3     ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2   4     5      
ELENA [42]      ,2       ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4     5      
1 De er in s c; 2 probabili tic; 3 empir cal ethods; 4 me ha ical methods; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group units. 
M re th n  escripti n f  developed software, is aper is bo t a prop sal of a new
o c  o e el  SRA t ols. This n w appr a h was impleme te  in th PERSISTAH software,
ai ing t t  SR  f sch l l ings, i ividually, i  d r to a k t  f r retrofitting purpos s. 
2. The SRA Pr s d Approa  
As pr e t d  T e 1, th r r  y diff  SRA tools alr a y develop d worldwide, many 
 m ila l  f war s f w r , a d s m  m are even op -source tools. So,
dev lopme t of n w s ft ar  c u d be consid r d a wast  of tim , unless some new developments 
wer  i r duc d, o acco n  fo  t in ivi ua  characteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
The ain idea f t pr pos d app ach was to transform som  already developed co puter
r u ines i t  a set f i d pe d nt c mput r object t are t tally interc nnectabl  wit  e h other.
Wi  this a p ach, it is p ss ble to cr at w compu r tool  j st by s mbling a set of i dep ndent
comput r objects. T ese object were obtaine  by dis embering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure odule), which c nsists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all he information about h school buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , am ly the ge graphical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
SELENA [42
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xpected, the results ecision normally ncre s s wi  th  co lexity f the ac . T r  ar  als
ma y possibilities to stablish the arthquake source: A sim l point source,  li source r a 3D 
fault plane. The ite f cts are also nor ally cons d red in SR to l . 
In vulnerability m dules, the s ismic perfor anc of b ilding an be co puted th ugh the
use of e pirical or mechanical m thod . The acro- i mic appro ch is n of the a opted mpirical
pro edures that are used in large sc le stud es. This pr ach is nor ally used t gether ith 
earthquake intensities. The most comm mechanical approaches that ar impl m nted in
vulner bility modules of  tools are NS  approac s, like the CS  method r the N2 m tho . 
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most accurate approach), r by ar a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually det rmin d based on fr gility c rv s, and losses are normally compute  as a
function of damage probability.
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asses ment tools. 
R  Tools Hazard Module V lnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22] 
ARMAGEDOM [23] ,2 ,4 6
CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1, ,
C DI  [19, 6] 3
ER2- arthquake [27] ,2 6
ELE  [19,28]      1      3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,2           5,6     
HAZUS [31]     1,2     4     5,6      
InaSAFE [32]                5      
KOERI  33]     1,2      4    6    
LNECLoss [19,34]     1      3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      
MDLA [36]      1,2      4     ?    
OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6   
QLARM [38]    1           6     
Qua eIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6     
Risk cape [19,40]      1      3     5,6     
SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4     5      
SELENA 2       1,2      4      5,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1     4      5   
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabil stic; 3 empirical eth ds; 4 me hanical thods; 5 in ividual unit ; 6 group un ts.
More th n a escripti n f a dev lop d ftware, this ap r i  b ut a pro o al f  new
approach to develop SR tool . This e  a roach was i p nted i  h PERSISTAH s ftw r ,
ai ing at the SRA f scho l bu ldings ndiv ual y, in o d r t  ra k t  f retrofit ing pur s . 
2. The SRA Pr posed A proach 
As prese ted i  Tabl  1, th re a  ma  diff r  SRA l  alr a y devel p d w wide, many 
of t em vailable as fr e are s ft r , and s me of t m re even e -so r  tools. ,
development of ne  softwar  c uld be consid red a ast  of me, unl s so e new dev l p nts 
were in roduced, to account fo  the individua  ch acteristics f school bu l ings, for xa ple. 
The main idea of th  pr posed ap r ach w s to transf rm som already develope  co puter
routines into a set f ind pendent c mp t r objec s that are t tally interc n c ab  wit  h other.
Wi  this approach, it is possible to create new com u tools just by assembli g a set f d p n ent
computer objects. Thes  objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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xp ted, the resu ts pr cisi n norm lly increa es wit  he co plexity f t e pproach. Th re r  also
many p s biliti s  establ h  thq ake source: A si p int s u ce, a line s u c  or a 3D 
fault plane. The sit ff cts are ls  n r a ly c n ide  in SRA to ls.
In vulner bil ty m dules th s ismic p rf r ance f building can be comp ed thro gh the
use of mpirical or m c a ic l meth s. The m - mic ppro  is on of the dopted empirical
proc ures that ar  used in l rge scale stud e This ppro ch s nor ally used t get r with 
earthquake intensiti s. The most om on m chanical approach  tha are m l ent  in 
vulnerability modules of  t ls are NSA approach s, like th CSM meth d r the N2 method.
The da abase  of elements exposed to seis ic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most ccurate approach), or by a a units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually determin d based o fr gility c rv s, a d losses ar  normally computed as a 
functio of damage probability.
Tab e 1. om  of th  worldwide devel ped seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulner bility Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,2 ,4
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] , ,
C DIM [ 9, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
L R [19,28]      1    ,4            
PEDAT [ 9]         3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,       5,      
HAZUS [31]     ,2    4     ,6     
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]    1,2   4          
LNECL ss [19,34]     1    3,4      6     
EViz [19,35]      1,2      5      
MDLA [36]    1,      4     ?     
O enQuake [37]     1,2    3           
LARM [38]     1     6     
QuakeIST 3 ]          ,4      5,     
RiskS ape [19,40]      1  3     5,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2  4     5      
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6    
SLA-IES [43]      1    4      5      
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabilis i  3 empir cal thods; 4 m c an c l eth ds; 5 ind vi ual uni s; 6 gro  unit . 
More than a escripti  of  devel ed s ftw re, is pa r is ab ut a pr p sal  n w
approach to d v l  SRA to ls. T is ne  pp ac  wa  imp e n e  n th PERSISTAH s ftw ,
ing at th SRA f school u ld gs, ind vi ually, i  ord r  a k th o  retrofitting purposes. 
2. The SRA Pr posed Ap ac
As pr s nted in T ble 1, th e ar  n  diff r t SRA t ols alr a y d v l p d worldwide, m y 
 m vailable s freew e oft r , and som  f th  a e even op -s urc  to ls. S ,  
developm nt of n w s ftwar could be c nsid red a w of time, u less so e new dev lopments
w re i troduced, to accou t for the individual c aracteristics chool buil ings, for xampl . 
The main i ea of the prop s d pr ach wa  to tr nsf rm s m  already dev l ped co pu er 
rout nes in o a set f independen c mpu er objects hat re tally nt rco n cta l  it  each oth r. 
With this appr ach, it is possible t  c e te new c mputer t ols just y ass mbling a set f i dep nde t
computer objects. These bjects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] softwar , namely for the creatio  of the hazard an  vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH softwar , three modul s were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), whi h consists of a computer object specifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, w th all the infor ation a out the school buil in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinate  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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ex cted, the results isio  norm lly inc s s with  co pl xity of the ppr ach. There ar  also 
m ny p s biliti  t  tablish the thquake s urce: A s mp e point s urc ,  line source or a 3D 
fa lt p ne. T e site ff cts re als  n rmally conside ed in SRA to ls. 
I vul er bility odu s, th  s is ic perf r nce f  buildi g can be co p te  thro gh the 
u  of mpir cal or chanic l m hods. T  macr - i ic ppr ach is ne of the dopted mpi ical 
proce r s that are used n large c studies. This approach is nor ally used t gether with 
earthqu k inte siti s. The mo t c m on echanical approaches that are implemented in 
vuln r bility modul s of R  t ols ar NSA appro ch s, like the CSM etho  r the N2 etho . 
The da ab s s of elem nts exposed to s ismic ri k may be composed by indivi ual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), o  b  are  nits with several buildings.
Dam ge s us l y dete min bas d on fragili  curves, and losses are n rm lly computed as a 
function of damage probability. 
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S A Tools Haz rd odule Vulnerability Module Expos re Module GIS Output Results 
AFAD-RED [22] 
ARMAGEDOM [23] 1,2 3,4 6
CAPRA+ RISIS [24,25] 1, 5,
C DI  [19,26] ,2 3 ,6 
ER2- arthquake [27]     1,2      4   6      
LER [19,28]     1      3,4   6      
EPEDAT [29]     1      3   6      
EQRM [19,30]     1,2        5,6      
H ZUS [3 ]     1,2     4    5,6      
In SAFE [32]          5      
KO RI  33]   1,2     4    6     
LNECL s  [19,34]    1     3,4    6      
AEViz [19,35]      1,2        5      
MDLA [36]    1,2     4   ?     
O nQuake [37]     1,2    3   6     
QLARM [38]      1        6      
Q a eIST [39]     1     3,4   5,6      
Risk cape [19,40]      1   3  5,6     
EISMOCARE [41]      2      4  5      
SELEN  2     1,2     4    5,6     
SLA-IES [ 3]      1    4   5     
1 D er inistic; 2 p ob b lis ic; 3 e pirical m th d ; 4 e hanica  eth s; 5 individu l units; 6 group units.
M re th   cripti n  d velope  s ftw re, this aper is ab ut pr po al of a ew
a pro ch t  vel p SRA too . This n w ppr ch was i pl te in  PERSISTAH softwar ,
ai i g at th  SRA of s ho l ui i g , i vidua ly, i  rd r r k t  for r trofitt ng urp s. 
2. he SRA Pr posed Appr ach 
As pr se d i T b 1, th r a  any iff rent SRA t l  lr a y dev l p d wor wide, any 
of t em available as free ar  f are, and s m of th  a eve  n-sourc  tools. S , the 
d v lop ent f n w s ftwar  could b  c nsi r d a w ste of time, u l ss so e new evelopmen s 
wer  i troduc d, to c ou  f r t  in ividual charact r st cs of school build ngs, f r example. 
The ma n idea of pr s d ap roach was to t ansform s m lready d v loped co pu er 
routin s int  a set f ind p ndent co puter bj c s at a e ot ly in erconn ctabl  wit  ach ther. 
W h this ppro ch, it is p si le t  c ate n w c m ut r to ls just y assemblin  a set f indepen ent 
c puter obj cts. T ese bj cts w re obtained by dismemb ring t e SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] s ftware, namely for t e creati n f the hazard and v lnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules ere implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically develope  for the 
PERSISTAH project, wi h all the informati n about the school bui dings like ge eral characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
5,6
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x t d, the esults pre i on m ll  increases with he c lexity of the app oach. Ther  are also
a y s ibili i  to stabl h th rthqua  ource: A s mple point ource, a ine source or a 3D 
ult plane. T  ite f cts are al o or ally cons dered  SRA to s. 
In vulner ility ules, th  seis ic performanc  f a building can be co puted thro gh the 
use of pirica  or mech ical m h d . The macr -s ismic pproach is n of the adopted mpirical
e ures t at are  in la g scale st dies. This pproa h is nor ally used together with 
rthquake i tensities. The os  c mmon mec nic l app oaches that are imple ente  in 
vuln r bili y odul s of RA tools ar NSA approac es, like the CSM method r the N2 method. 
The datab s s f ele ents exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 
Damage is usually ete ine b ed on fr gility cu v s, and losses are normally computed as a 
funct on of da age probability.
Table 1. Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Ex osur  Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,2 ,4 6
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1, ,
C DIM [19, 6] 3
ER2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19,28]         ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,         5,       
HAZUS [31]      1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]       5      
KO RILo s [33]    ,2  4           
LNECL ss [19,34]      3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2       5      
DLA [36]      1,    4      ?     
OpenQuake [37]     ,2   3           
LARM [38]     1      6      
Quak IST 3 ]       ,4      5,     
RiskScap  [19,40]    1  3     ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2  4     5      
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]    1     4      5      
1 De r inist ; 2 robab istic; 3 empir al metho s; 4 hanica  tho s; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group units. 
M re th n  esc iptio   v lo d oftware, this aper is about a prop sal of a new
pr ac  o elo  SRA tools. This ew ppr a h was imp eme te  i  th PERSISTAH softw re,
ai ing t e  of sch  b il i g , in ivi ually, in ord r to a k t  f r retrofitting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Pr os d Approa  
As pr t d i  Ta  1, th r ar  y dif er t SRA tools alr a y develop d worldwide, many 
 m vaila le  fr w re s ftwar , a d s me m are even op -source tools. So,
v lopment of new ftware c uld be consid r d a waste of time, unless some new developments 
were in oduc d, o acc nt fo  the in ivi a  ch racteristics of schoo  buildings, for example. 
The main idea f th  r pos d approach w  to transform som  already developed computer
r uti es i o a set of i depe d n c mput r obj ct t t are t tally interconnectable wit  e h other.
Wi  his p ch, it i p ss ble crea e n w ompu r tools j st by s mbling a set of i dependent
computer obj cts. T es  o ject  were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] softw re, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH softw r , thr e mo ules w r impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH proj c , with all the information about he school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, mely the g grap ical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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exp cted, the results precision n r lly incre s s with the co l xity of e ap ach. T re ar  also 
ma y possibilities to stabl sh the earthquak sour : A s mpl poin  ource, a in s urc  or a 3D
fault plane. The site eff cts e ls  norma ly con ider d in RA t ols.
In vulner bility m dules, the s ismic p rf r nce f a b ilding can b  computed thr ugh the
us  of e pirical or m ch nic l methods. The cro-seismic appr c i n  of the a o e em iric l 
procedures that are used in l rge scale stud es This approach is nor ally used togeth r with 
earthquake intensiti s. The most common m ch nical approach  tha are imple ent in 
vulnerability modules of S A tools are NS approaches, like th  CS metho r the N2 meth d.
The databases of elemen s exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buil ings.
Damag  is sually d termined based on fr gility c rv s, and losse  are normally computed as a 
functio  of damage probabil ty.
Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk asse sment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module V lnerability odule Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22] 
AR GEDOM [23] ,2 ,4 6 
C PR +CRISIS [24,25] 1,2 ,6 
C DIM 19, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19, 8       1      3,4      6    
EPEDAT [29       1      3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,             5,6    
HAZUS 1       1,2      4      5,6    
InaSAFE [32]           5     
KO RILoss [3 ]     ,2     4     6    
LN CLoss [19,34]      1     3,4    6     
MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5    
DLA [36]      1,2      4     ?    
OpenQuake [37]     1,2     3    6     
QLARM [38]      1        6    
QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4     5,6   
RiskScape [19,40]     1      3      5,6   
EISMOCARE [41]      2     4     5    
SELENA [42]      1,2      4     5,6   
SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5     
1 Dete inistic; 2 probab lis ic; 3 mpi ical method ; 4 mechani al m t ods; 5 indiv dual unit ; 6 group unit . 
More than a escri tion of a deve op d soft re, this pap r is bo t  prop al  ne  
approach to dev lop SR  tool . Thi n  app oach w im ent  in h  PERSISTAH ft r , 
ai ing at th  SRA f scho l buildings, indiv ual , in ord r  rank th m for retr itting pur se . 
2. Th  SRA Propos d A p oach 
As prese t d in Table 1, e ar   iffer SRA t ls alr ady devel p d w rldwid , a y 
f them vailable as fr ew r  soft are, nd some of t em ar  even ope -source tool . S , th  
development  ne  software c uld be considered a ast  of tim , unless some new dev lopments 
were introduced, to account for the indivi al characteristics f scho l buildings, for exa ple. 
The main idea of the proposed a proac  was to transf rm som  alr d v lop d comp t r 
routines into a set of independent c mput r objects at are otal y int rc nnecta l  with each oth r. 
With this approach, it is possibl  to cre te new com ut r tools just y assembling a set f pendent
com uter objects. Th se objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability odules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation about the school buil ings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1
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x ected, the results cision norm lly increas s wit  th  com lexity f t  app ach. Th r  are also
ma y p s ibiliti s t  st bl sh t e arthq ak  s urce: A s m p int urce, a ine s urc  or a 3D 
fault plane. The ite f cts are ls  nor a ly co s der  in RA to ls.
In vulnerability m dules, th s ismic p rf rmanc  f building can be co ted through the
use of pirical or m c a ic l m th . T e ac - ismic appro  is n of the adopted mpirical
pro edures that are used in l rge c le stud es This ppro ch is normally used t eth r with 
earthquak int nsities. The m st com on mechanic l pproach s that are m l ent  in
vulnerability modules of  t ls are NSA approach s, like th  CSM r the N2 method.
The datab s s of elements exposed to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings
(the most ccurate approach), or by ar a un ts with several buildings. 
Damage is us ally det m ned based on fragilit c rves, a d loss s are normally computed as a
function of damage probabil ty.
Table 1. Some of the worldw de devel ped seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulner bility Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22]
ARMAGEDOM 3] 1,2 3,4 6
APRA+C ISIS [24,25] 1, 5,
C DIM [ 9,26] ,  3 ,6 
ER2- arthquake [27]      ,2    4    6      
R [19,28]      1    ,4            
PEDAT [ 9]          3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      1,       5,      
HAZUS [31]      1,2    4      ,6     
InaSAFE [32]      5     
KO RILo s [33]     ,2   4         
LNECLo s [19,34]         3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2      5     
DLA [36]      ,     4      ?     
O enQuake [37]    ,2   3        
LARM [38]      1    6      
QuakeIST 3 ]           ,4      ,      
RiskS ape [19,40]      1  3     ,6      
ISMOCARE [41]     2   4     5     
ELENA [42]     ,2        ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4      5     
1 Deter inistic; 2 probabilis i ; 3 pi ic l m thod ; 4 e han c l met ds; 5 individ a  u its; 6 gro p unit . 
More th n a desc i tion of a devel ed s ftw re, his a r is ab ut a pr p sal f  n w 
a proac  to v lop SRA to ls. T is ew a pr ch w s im le nt  in  PERSISTAH softw , 
i ing at th  SRA f chool bu ldings, ind vidua ly, i  rd  t  ra k t m  retrofi t ng purp ses.
2. The SRA Pr pos d A p oa h
As pr s ted in Table 1, th e are a  diff r t SRA to ls alr a y devel ed w rldwide, m y 
of t  vailable s fr ew re s ft r , nd som  f t e  a e even pe -s urce t ls. So,
developm nt of n w s ftwar c uld be considered a wa of time, unless so e new dev lopments 
w re in roduced, to accou t fo  the individua  aracteristics f school buil ings, for xample. 
The main ide  of the prop s d a pr ach was to transf rm s m  already devel ped co puter
rout n s i o a set f independent c mputer objects that r  tally int rconnecta l  it  e h oth r.
Wi thi  approa h, i  is possible to cre te new compu r t ols ju t y assembling a set of i dep ndent
computer objects. These bjects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eatio  of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for t e 
PERSISTAH project, with all the infor ation a out the school b il in s like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
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x ected, th  re ults recisi  nor ally inc e es wit   c l xity f t e app ach. Th r  are also
ma y p s ibiliti s t  st bl h th  arthquak source: A s m e point ource, a ine s urc  or a 3D 
faul l ne. Th ite e f ct are ls  nor ally cons der d in SRA to ls. 
In vulne bility modu s, the seis ic perf r anc  of building can be co puted t rough the 
e of pi cal or c ic l m tho . T m cro- is ic appr ach is n  of th  a o ted empirical
pro e res that are used n large c e stu ies. This ppro ch is nor ally used together with 
rthquak  inte sities. The most c mmon echanic l pp oach s that are mplemented in 
vulnerability modul s of R  t ols ar  NSA approach s, like the CSM  r the N2 etho . 
The databases of ele ents expos d to s ismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the most ccurate approach), or by ar a un ts with several buil i gs. 
Dam ge s us al y determ n d bas d on fr gili y curv s, and losses are normally c mpute  as a 
functio of damage probability.
Table 1. Some of the worldw de developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S  Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Mod e GIS Output Results 
AF D-RED [22]
ARM GEDOM [23] ,2 ,4 6
C PRA+CRISIS [24,25] , ,
C DIM [19, 6] 3
R2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19, 8       1    3,4      6      
EPEDAT [29       1    3      6      
EQRM [19,30]    1,2         5,6     
H ZUS 1    1,2   4     5,6      
InaSAFE [32]            5     
KO RILoss [3 ]    1,2    4     6    
LN CL s [19,34]      1   3,4      6      
EViz [19,35]      1,2         5      
DLA [36]     1,2    4      ?    
O nQuake [37]    1,2   3      6    
QLARM [38]     1        6      
Q keIST [39]     1   3,4      5,6   
RiskScap  [19,40]     1   3    5,6    
EISMOCARE [41]     2  4     5      
SELENA [42]      1,2  4      5,6     
SLA-IES [43]     1   4     5     
1 D e inisti ; 2 prob bilis ; 3 mpir cal etho s; 4 echan c l etho s; 5 individua  units; 6 gr up un ts. 
M re than  sc i tion f a d v l p s ft r , t i r is bout  prop sal o  a w
a ro c   d v l p SRA to ls. This w p r ach w  i em nte  PERSISTAH s ftw r ,
ai i g a e SRA of school il s, i divi all , i  r  t r k he f r tr fitti  urp s s. 
2. Th  SRA Pr p s d Ap roa h 
As pr s ted in Tab e 1, re are y iff  SRA t l  l a y ev lop w rldwid , many 
of t m vailabl s fr war  s ftw r , nd some f the   eve op -s urce tool . S ,
v lopment f new s f war  c l  be consid red a wa t  of time, unless so e new developments 
were in roduc d, to ac t fo  th n ividua  r cteristi s of sc ool buildings, for xa ple. 
The m in ide  of th  pr posed a pr ach s to tr nsform s m  already d veloped co puter
o tin s i to a set f independe t c mput r obje s t a ar  tally inte connectabl  wit  e h other.
W t i  appr a h, i  is p si le t  create new comput r t ols ju t by assembling a set of i dep ndent
co uter objects. T ese objects w re obtained b  dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8spec [46] sof ware, namely for the c eati n of th  hazard an  vulnerability modules. 
In th  PERSISTAH software, thre modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer obj ct s cifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all the i formation about the school buildings like general characteristics 
of the buildings, namely the geographical coordina e  and some photos of t  buildings; (2) the 
5
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x t d, th  esu ts pre is on ll  incre ses wit  he c plexity of the approach. Th re are also 
many s ibili i  to stabl sh the ar hqua  ource: A s m le point ource, a ine sourc  or a 3D 
f ult plane  T e site ffects are also normally considere  in SRA too s. 
I vuln r bility o ules, th seismic perfor ance f  buil ing can be co puted thro gh the 
use of e p ric  or mecha ical me h d . The macr - i mic pproach is ne of the adopted mpirical 
pr ce ures t at re s n la g  scale studies. This pproa h is nor ally used t gether with 
arthqu ke i sities. Th  ost c mm n mechanic l app oach s that are imple ente  in 
vulner bility odul s of SRA tools are NSA approac es, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 
The datab s s of elements exposed to seismic r sk may be composed by individual buildings 
(the m st accurate approach), or by ar a units with several buildings. 
Da age is sually eter ine based on fr gility curv s, and losses are normally computed as a 
function of da age probability.
Table 1 Some of th  worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 
S Tools Hazard Module Vulne ability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 
F D-R  [22] 
ARMAGEDOM 3] ,2 ,4 6
APRA+CRISIS [24,25] 1, ,
C DIM [19, 6] 3
ER2-Earthquake [27] ,2 6
R [19,28]         ,4            
PEDAT [29]      1   3      6      
EQRM [19,30]      ,        5,       
HAZUS [31]     1,2   4      ,6      
InaSAFE [32]      5     
KO RILo s [33]   1,2   4           
LNECL ss [19,34]     1   3,4      6      
AEViz [19,35]      ,2       5      
DLA [36]     1,   4      ?     
O enQuake [37]     ,2  3           
LARM [38]     1       6      
QuakeIST 3 ]        ,4      5,     
Ri kScape [19,40]    1  3     ,6     
ISMOCARE [41]      2   4     5      
ELENA [42]   ,2       ,6      
SLA-IES [43]     1   4      5      
1 Deter in s ic; 2 probabili ic; 3 mpir cal e hods; 4 me hanical tho s; 5 indivi ual units; 6 group units. 
M re th  es ripti n f  dev loped softw r , is a r is bout a prop sal of a new
app oac  o e l  SRA tools. Thi new app ach was imp eme te  i  PERSISTAH softw re,
ai i g t t  SRA f h  bu l i gs, indivi ually, i  d r t ra k t f r retrofitting purp s s. 
2. The SRA Pr pos d Appro h 
As pr t d in Tab e 1, her  e y di f r t SRA tools alr a y develop d worldwide, many 
 m ail l   fr w r f w r , a d s me f m are even op -source tools. So,  
ev lopme t of new s ft ar  could be c nsid r d a waste of tim , unless some new developments 
were intr duc d, o acco nt for th  in ivi l characteristics of school buildings, for xample. 
The ain id a f t  pr pos d app ach w  to transform som  already developed co puter 
r u ines i o a set f i depe d nt c mput r object t t are t tally interc nnectabl  with each other. 
With this a pr ach, it is p ss ble to create n w omputer tool  j st by s mbling a set of indep ndent 
comput r obj cts. T ese object were obtained by dis embering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and t  
EC8sp c [46] software, amely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 
In the PERSISTAH soft are, three mo ules w re impl mented: (1) The school database module 
(the xposure odule), which c nsists of a omputer object specifically developed for the 
PERSISTAH project, with all he information about h school buildings like general characteristics 
of the building , am ly the ge graphical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units.
Mor than a description of a devel p d s ft are, t is paper is about proposal of a new approach
to develop SRA tools. This new approach was i plemented in the PERSISTAH software, aiming at the
S of scho l ildi gs, individu lly, in or r to rank them f r retr fit ing purpo es.
2. Th SRA P p sed Approac
As pres nted n T bl 1, there are m y iff ren SR ools lre dy d vel ped worldwi e, any of
t em available as fre war s ft ar , an som of th v n p n-source to l . So, h ev l ent
of new soft ar could be c nsidere a w st f ti , nl ss m ew d v l m nt w re i t oduced,
to account f r nd vidu l cha cteri tics f l buildings, xa p e.
Th m idea of th pro e r ch was tr sf rm s me rea y ev lo e compu r
routines i t a t f indep n nt co puter obj cts that ar to ally nt c nnec abl with ach other.
With this proach, it possible t cre te n o put r oo s j st y a se li g s t f in e n e t
co ut r bject . T bj cts w r b in by me b ring th SIMULSIS [44,45] and th
EC8s c [46] software, nam ly for th r at n hazar d v l rability od l .
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In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the PERSISTAH
project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics of the buildings,
namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the seismic action module
(the hazard module), where a code-based seismic action (an EC8-type response spectrum) or an
earthquake scenario can be selected, through the use of several independent computer objects
developed for that task, which are also shared with other developed software (like the new versions
of the SIMULSIS and EC8spec software); and (3) the damage assessment module, which is able to
evaluate the seismic behaviour of an individual building. The capacity curve computer object (the
vulnerability model) is used by the school database module and by the damage assessment module for
the seismic assessment of each building. NSA methods were adopted for damage evaluation, namely
the CSM and the N2 method, together with the use of fragility curves.
This approach leads to a very complex programming task, because, when developing an object, it
is necessary to figure out which functions will be provided for the other objects. This paper will only
focus on the last two modules, which are not specific for the PERSISTAH project, so it can be replicated
for other tasks. Figure 2 presents the global scheme of analysis, which will be described in detail in the
following sections. Each box of the figure is a different computer object. Each computer object has its
own independent input/output user interface, where all the text is written in three different languages:
Portuguese, Spanish and English. This means that all the developed computer objects can be used in
the future to create new software, just like a puzzle, to be used in different regions of the world were
these languages are currently spoken. All the computer code was developed in Object Pascal (Delphi).
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3. Seismic Action
3.1. EC8-Type Response Spectrum
An object class was developed to deal with the EC8-type response spectrum (Figure 3). Then, it
was possible to create several sub-classes (for each country/region), where all the specific values are
defined, namely by municipality. In the context of the PERSISTAH software, two sub-classes were
created: One for all Portuguese regions; and another only for the Huelva region (Spain). The great
advantage of this approach is that the damage assessment module will always call the same computer
routines, no matter the region where the building is located, simplifying this task.
For the PERSISTAH objectives, this computer object is important mainly to rank the school
buildings for retrofitting purposes, based on the seismic security level of each individual building in
accordance with the official seismic hazard of each country. This functionality can also be very useful
to compare the seismic action proposed by different national codes in the borders of neighbouring
countries, as is the case of Portugal and Spain.
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3.2. Earthquake Scenario
This module allows to predict the structural seismic response of an individual building when
subjected to a given earthquake scenario, and is composed of four different computer objects, (1) deals
with all the basic characteristic of an earthquake (event magnitude, date, hour, epicentre coordinates,
focus depth, etc.); (2) deals with the seismic sources (type of fault, azimuth, dip, etc.); (3) deals with the
GMPEs, which compute a response spectrum for a given site, earthquake location and type of seismic
source; and (4) is an object that fits a EC8-like response spectrum to the values obtained throughout
the GMPEs.
3.2.1. Ground-Motion Prediction Equations
It is frequent to use GMPEs to assess the effects of earthquakes, which are also usually designated
as attenuation laws. Normally, GMPEs are functions of the type of seismic fault (a strike-slip fault, a
normal fault or a reverse fault), earthquake magnitude (M), a distance to the earthquake and the local
geological characteristics of the studied site.
The result of the GMPEs may be an earthquake intensity, the PGA or some spectral coordinates
of a response spectrum. In the proposed approach, only the latter GMPEs were implemented in the
developed software. Moreover, three types of sources were considered: A point source, a line source
and a fault plane (rectangular). Therefore, four possible distances were also considered (Figure 4)
for an earthquake with a given focus depth (zf): The epicentre distance (D); the focus distance (R);
the closest distance to the fault rupture (Rf); and the distance to the surface projection of the closest
distance to the fault rupture (Df).
The results may be very different, depending on the option selected by the user, especially for near
source earthquakes with high focus depth, or for very high magnitude earthquakes that present huge
rupture lengths. When considering line sources or fault plane sources, the definition of the percentage
of the fault length where the focus is located (related to the fault origin) and the azimuth (φs) of the
fault trace (the angle to the north direction) is also necessary. The dip angle (δ) is also necessary for
fault plane sources, as presented in Figure 4. This means that results will be dependent on the quality
of the earthquake data. If just the earthquake epicentre location is known, obviously a point source
and the epicentre distance must be considered. If the focal mechanism is also known, or just guessed,
it is possible to compute rupture dimensions based on empirical expressions.
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It is also well known that the ground motion duration is an important issue in damage assessment
and that is also possible to adopt empirical expressions to compute the vibration durations.
All the described approaches were implemented in the developed seismic assessment tool.
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3.2.2. Adjusted Response Spectrum
When assessing a high number of individual buildings, as was the case of the school buildings
included in the database of the PERSISTAH software, with hundreds of buildings that were meant to
be studied for seismic retrofitting purposes, it is important to use a fast and accurate enough method.
For the earthquake scenario option, this is much more important. Because the buildings’ seismic safety
evaluation process was meant to be closely related to the EC8 approaches, namely by using NSA
methods, it was desirable to adopt an EC8-like response spectrum. Moreover, that response spectrum
should match, as much as possible, the NT spectral coordinates obtained throughout the GMPEs.
Therefore, it was necessary to develop an algorithm to satisfy two major objectives, simultaneously,
which is not an easy task: It should be as fast and accurate as possible.
To adjust an EC8-like response spectrum to the results of the GMPEs, the following mathematical
optimization problem is proposed:
Minimize F(αa, TB, TC, TD) =
∑NT
i=1
(
Se,GMPE(Ti) − Se,EC8(Ti,αa,TB,TC,TD)
)2
, (1)
Subject to
0 ≤ TB ≤ TC ≤ TD ≤ 4 s, (2)
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αa ≥ 0, (3)
where TB, TC, TD are the periods of the response spectrum that are established in the EC8, and αa is a
parameter that reflects the maximum spectral amplification (which is equal to 2.5 in the EC8, but in this
work it was left to the optimization process to compute that value). The EC8 spectrum is a parametric
function, given by
Se,EC8(T,αa,TB,TC,TD) =

ag·S·
[
1+ TTB ·(η·αa − 1)
]
, 0 ≤ T ≤ TB
ag·S·η·αa , TB ≤ T ≤ TC
ag·S·η·αa·TCT , TC ≤ T ≤ TD
ag·S·η·αa·TC·TDT2 , TD ≤ T ≤ 4 s
(4)
with S being the soil factor and η a correction factor, which is a function of damping (ξ in percentage)
η =
√
10
5+ ξ
≥ 0.55. (5)
Observing Equations (1)–(3), it is possible to conclude that this optimization problem has a
nonlinear objective function, but the problem restrictions are linear, so it is important to keep this
in mind when selecting an optimization algorithm, which should be accurate and fast enough as
mentioned above.
In Figure 5, an example of an EC8-like response spectrum adjusted to the results of a GMPE
is presented.
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In the implemented approach, the optimization problem is solved by using a variation of the 
complex method [47,48] (Figure 6), which seems to work properly to obtain the solution, just by 
looking to Figure 5. However, some care was taken in the parameter definition and in the 
determination of the initial admissible solutions to obtain better results. The values of the parameters 
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adjusted response spectrum.
I t i l t r c , t ti i ti r l is s l si ri ti f t
c l method [47,48] (Figure 6), whic seems to w rk properly to obtain the solution, j st by looking
t Figure 5. How ver, some care was taken in the p rameter definition and in the determination of
the initial admissible solutions to obtain better results. The values of the parameters presented in
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Figure 6 that were adopted as default are k = 16, α = 1.3, nlim = 7 and klim = 18, which were obtained by
a trial and error process in order to achieve a compromise between speed and accuracy. For the initial
admissible solutions, the vectors are randomly selected so that TB is always lower than the period
corresponding to the maximum spectral acceleration, and TC is always higher.
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the imple ented complex method algorithm.
Many pairs of magnitude and distance were used to test the implemented optimization procedure.
Results seem to indicate that good fitting was possible to obtain (see the example of Figure 5). It was
also interesting to notice that the obtained αa values were different than 2.5 in most cases (αa = 2.624
in the example presented in Figure 5), which is the value adopted in the response spectrum of Part 1 of
Eurocode 8 (EC8-1).
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4. Capacity Curves
In the proposed approach, the vulnerability assessment is based on capacity curves that are
computed as described in the EC8 and which are used for NSA. A capacity curve is the nonlinear
relation between the displacement of the control node (dn), which is normally the centre of mass of the
roof of the building, and the base shear force (Fb).
The first step of any NSA method consists in the idealization of a single degree of freedom (SDOF),
with stiffness k* and mass m* (Figure 7), which is equivalent to the initial multiple degrees of freedom
(MDOF) dynamic system.
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Figure 7. Scheme for obtaining the buildings capacity curves. Force patterns: (a) Uniform;
(b) proportional to the high of the building; (c) based on a given mode of vibration. (d) Capacity curve
of the multiple degrees of freedom (MDOF) dynamic system. (e) Capacity curve of the equivalent
single degree of freedom (SDOF) dynamic system.
The transformation process of the initial dynamic system with N degrees of freedom (DOF) is
done throughout the adoption of a transformation factor (Γ) given by:
Γ =
m∗∑N
i=1 mi ·φ2i
, (6)
m∗ =
∑N
i=1
mi ·φi, (7)
with mi being the mass associated to each DOF in the MDOF dynamic system, and φi being the
configuration of the deformed shape that is adopted in the transformation process (normalized such as
φn = 1 in the control node n).
Next, it is necessary to obtain the capacity curve of the MDOF system (Figure 7d), which can be
computed by using any structural analysis software with that option. To do so, a set of forces (F0i) are
applied to the structure in each DOF. It is advisable to normalise these forces, so that the sum equals
the unity (
∑N
i=1 F0i = 1), that being:
F0i =
mi ·φi
m∗ . (8)
In consequence, the base shear force will be equal to the load parameter (λ) that is normally
computed by the pushover analysis software:
Fb = λ ·
N∑
i=1
F0i = λ. (9)
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The EC8 indicates that two force patterns must be considered to compute the capacity curves,
which are a function of the adopted deformed shape configuration:
• A uniform pattern, proportional to the mass of each degree of freedom, that being φn = 1
(Figure 7a);
• a modal-like pattern, which can be proportional to the distance between the base (Figure 7b) and
the degree of freedom (DOF), the configuration of the simplified Rayleigh method or corresponding
to the configuration of a given computed vibration mode, normally the one with the highest mass
participation in the direction where the forces are applied (Figure 7c).
These forces can be obtained automatically by using the developed computer object, and instantly
exported to MS Excel, to be then introduced in any structural nonlinear analysis software.
According to the EC8, the two lateral vertical load patterns must be applied in both the positive
and negative plan directions of the building (X and Y), and an accidental eccentricity of the centre of
mass must also be considered (three mass centres for each direction). Accounting for all these rules, it
is necessary to consider at least 24 capacity curves (2 × 2 × 2 × 3 = 24) for each building.
After obtaining the capacity curves of the MDOF structural system, it is possible to compute the
capacity curves for the equivalent SDOF system (Figure 7e) just by using the transformation factor:
d∗ = dn
Γ
, (10)
F∗ = Fb
Γ
. (11)
In Figure 8, the user interface of the developed capacity curve computer object is presented,
showing 12 capacity curves for the X direction as an example. This interface allows to import the
results of a given nonlinear structural analysis software, throughout the reading of a text file with the
capacity curve values.
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5. Damage Assessment
The damage assessment computer object is the most complex one. This object has multiple
constructors because the algorithms that are used to evaluate the damage depend on the type of seismic
action that is used to create the object (Figure 9).
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Damage is evaluated based on the performance point (the EC8 target displacement) and considering
the limit states (LS) that are currently presented in Part 3 of Eurocode 8 (EC8-3), which are the LS of
damage limitation (DL), the LS of significant damage (SD) and the LS of near collapse (NC), and also
considering the LS for operationality (OP), as it is already presented in the Italian code NTC2018 [49,50],
and as it will probably be in the future generation of the Eurocodes [51], as presented in Figure 10
(where du is the ultimate displacement). The performance point may be computed using different NSA
methods, namely the CSM and the N2 method, which are the ones that are implemented in the present
version of the developed software.
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capacity curve with higher resistance may also pr sent a higher dam ge level, or even collapse, if it
exhibits much less ductility. So, it is not very evident which is the capacity curve that presents the
worst results in terms of damage, namely in accordance with the EC8-3. To overcome this problem, a
new conc pt is proposed: The erformance curve (Figure 11).
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For a given target displacement d∗t , it is possible to obtain the following equations:
d∗y =
F∗
k∗ = 2 ·
d∗ti − E∗tiF∗y
, (12)
E∗ti =
∫ d∗ti
0
F∗·d(d∗). (13)
The period (T*) of the idealized nonlinear system will be equal to:
T∗ = 2pi·
√
m∗
k∗ = 2pi·
√
m∗·d∗y
F∗y
. (14)
To obtain the percentage of the spectral acceleration (%Se) of an EC8-like response spectrum,
corresponding to the displacement d∗t,D associated to a given LS, the following equations must be
computed:
%Se =
S∗a
Se(T∗)
·100; (15)
1. If T* ≥ TC (the medium and long period range), then:
S∗a = S∗ea = d∗t,D·
(2pi
T∗
)2
; (16)
2. If T* < TC (the short period range), then:
S∗a =
1
TC
4pi2·d∗t,DT∗ + F
∗
y·(TC − T∗)
m∗
, (17)
and if Fy*/m* > Sa*, then Sa* = Sea* (see Equation (16)).
With this approach, the performance curve can be obtained and the worst capacity curve for a given
LS can be determined very quickly, as can be seen in the video presented in the Supplementary Materials.
5.2. Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM)
CSM is a method proposed in the ATC-40 and is implemented in a lot of software developed
around the world for seismic assessment, like HAZUS, for example, sometimes with some variations,
such as in the case of the approach that is proposed in the technical notes of the new Italian code
NTC2018. The iterative approach of the CSM is not as simple and fast as the N2 method. However,
with the proposed approach, it becomes much simpler, as presented in Figure 13, and considering:
%Se =
F∗t,D
m∗ ·
100
Se
(
T∗i , ξi
) . (18)
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Se
(
T∗i , ξi
)
is obtained throughout Equations (4) and (5), and the equivalent damping ξi (in
percentage) can be computed as proposed in the ATC-40 and in the technical notes of the NTC2018, as:
ξi = 5+ kξ·200pi ·
F∗y·d∗t,D − F∗t,D·d∗y
F∗t,D·d∗t,D
, (19)
where kξ is a factor that accounts for the real hysteresis loops, and which is dependent on the type of the
material, structural details and earthquake duration. All the three types of energy dissipation behaviour
(CSM-A, CSM-B and CSM-C) presented in ATC-40 were implemented in the developed software.
The implemented iterative procedure used to compute the performance point based on the CSM
is presented in Appendix B.
5.3. Fragility Curves
In the context of modern seismic assessment, it is common to adopt probabilistic approaches for
damage evaluation, where the probability of exceeding a given damage LS (D) corresponds to the
following equation:
P f [D] =
∞∫
0
P
[
Di ≥ dDi
∣∣∣ag ]· fA(ag)dag, (20)
where fA(ag) is the probability density function of the ground motion A, normally determined throughout
a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (already considering the local site effects), and P
[
Di ≥ dDi
∣∣∣ag ] is
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the structural fragility, which can be defined as the probability of the damage level Di exceeding a
given LS (dDi), for a given ground motion level (ag).
The use of fragility curves has become popular since the development of the HAZUS software,
and can be computed for each performance point (the target displacement dt) as follows:
P[Di|dt ] = Φ
[
1
βDi
ln
(
dt
dDi
)]
, (21)
withΦ being the cumulative distribution function for the normal distribution, dDi being the mean value
of the displacement corresponding to a given damage LS (Di) and βDi being the standard deviation of
the natural logarithm of the displacement dDi.
The probability pDi of achieving a given damage LS Di (OP = D1, DL = D2, SD = D3, NC = D4
and D5 = collapse) is given by:
pD5 = P[D4|dt ], (22)
pD4 = P[D3|dt ] − P[D4|dt ], (23)
pD3 = P[D2|dt ] − P[D3|dt ], (24)
pD2 = P[D1|dt ] − P[D2|dt ], (25)
pD1 = 1− P[D1|dt ]. (26)
The fragility curves, which are the relations between any displacement and any pDi, are also
computed by the developed software. The βDi values can be introduced by the user in an interface
developed for that purpose.
6. Output Results
The seismic assessment output results can be presented as a ranked list in the software interface,
or can be automatically exported to external software, such as to MS Excel (through the Windows
Clipboard) or to Google Earth (through a kml file, as presented in Figure 14).
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In PERSISTAH software, results can be filtered by country, region, municipality, building typology
or soil type, among other options. To rank the seismic risk of each building, the following score is
adopted (the score level is proportional to the seismic risk):
score =
100
%Se
. (27)
In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed approach, the results obtained with the
developed software were compared against the results obtained with a more accurate time-history
nonlinear dynamic analysis of a structure (Figure 15) that was analysed in a previous study [52]. A
point source (inverse fault) magnitude M = 6.5 earthquake scenario was considered, with an epicentral
distance equal to D = 13.972 km. The response spectrum was computed for a soft soil site using one of
the already implemented GMPEs [53]. Using the proposed optimization process, an EC8-like response
spectrum was adjusted to the GMPEs (Figure 16), obtaining αa = 2.52, TB = 0.230 s, TC = 0.496 s and TD
= 1.771 s. Then, seven artificial accelerograms were generated, as proposed in the EC8, so that the mean
response spectrum matched the response spectrum obtained with the GMPEs (Figure 17). The ground
motion duration was computed using the empirical expression proposed by Reinoso and Ordaz [54].
The results obtained with the different methods are presented in Table 2 and show good agreement
between the results obtained with the proposed algorithms and the more accurate NDA results.
Table 2. Displacements obtained with different methods for the structure of the Figure 15.
Method of Analysis Displacement at the Top of the Building (m)
N2 0.05032
CSM-C 0.04765
CSM-B 0.03820
CSM-A 0.03322
DNA minimum 0.03010
DNA mean 0.03694
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corresponding response spectra.
More examples of the output interfaces of the developed software are presented in Appendices A
and B.
7. Conclusions
A new integrated system for the seismic assessment of individual buildings is presented. The
developed software produces results very quickly and allows an easy comparison between the
behaviour of different buildings, in different countries and regions, and between any given earthquake
scenario or a code-based seismic action. More than simply presenting a new computational strategy
for the development of seismic assessment tools based on puzzle-like independent computer objects,
two new approaches are also proposed: (1) The use of an optimization process to adjust an EC8-like
response spectrum to the results of an attenuation law in an earthquake scenario option; (2) the proposal
of two algorithms (for the CSM and N2 methods) for computing a relation between the structural
displacements and the percentage of a seismic action, which was designated by performance curve.
The results that were obtained with the adjusted response spectrum (computed with the proposed
optimization process) may present a different ratio between the maximum spectral acceleration and
the PGA when compared with the EC8 response spectrum, which uses a constant value of 2.5. Results
show that the developed algorithms exhibit good precision when compared with the results obtained
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 5088 18 of 24
with time-history nonlinear dynamic analysis. The obtained results also show that the proposed
performance curves allow better comparison between the results obtained with different capacity
curves and analysis methods.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/23/5088/s1.
Video S1_PERSISTAH: Short video that shows some of the capabilities of the developed seismic risk assessment tool.
Funding: This research was funded by INTERREG-POCTEP España-Portugal program and the European Regional
Development Fund, grant number 0313_PERSISTAH_5_P.
Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest. The funders had no role in the design of the
study; in the collection, analyses or interpretation of data; in the writing of the manuscript; or in the decision to
publish the results.
Appendix A
In this appendix, the algorithm for the iterative approach of the N2 method that was implemented
in the developed software is described.
If it is considered unlimited elastic behaviour, then the structural performance may be determined
based on the spectral acceleration for the period T*, that is:
d∗et = Se(T∗) ·
( T∗
2pi
)2
, (A1)
where Se(T∗) is the elastic acceleration response spectrum at period T*.
Main steps of the algorithm (Figure A1):
1. The area (Em*) under the capacity curve corresponding to the limit point (the maximum force of
the capacity curve, which is the pair dm*, Fm*) is determined using Equation (13) with d∗ti = d
∗
m.
The initial stiffness of the idealized elastic-perfectly plastic structural system will be equal to
k∗m =
F∗m
2 ·
(
d∗m − E
∗
m
F∗m
) , (A2)
d∗y =
F∗m
k∗m
. (A3)
Instead of computing k∗m through Equation (A2) in the developed computer routines it is also
possible to obtain this stiffness for a given percentage of the force F∗m, as presented in the technical
instructions of the NTC2018.
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2. The performance point (the target displacement dti*) of the SDOF system is computed as follows:
• If T* < TC then:
d∗ti = {
d∗et, if
F∗y
m∗ ≥ Se(T∗)
d∗et
qu
[
1+ (qu − 1)TCT∗
]
≥ d∗et, if
F∗y
m∗ < Se(T
∗)
, (A4)
qu =
m∗ · Se(T∗)
F∗y
. (A5)
• If T* ≥ TC then dti* = det*:
3. The difference ∆dti* between the old performance point and the new performance point is
determined. If ∆dti* is higher than a given maximum error, then the area (Eti*) under the capacity
curve corresponding to the new target displacement dti* is computed.
• If dti* < dm* then:
d∗y = 2 ·
d∗ti − E∗tiF∗y
, (A6)
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k∗i =
F∗y
d∗y
. (A7)
• If dti* ≥ dm* then the following expressions are used [52]:
F∗y = k∗m ·
d∗ti −
√√
k∗m ·
(
d∗ti
)2 − 2 · E∗ti
k∗m
, (A8)
d∗y =
F∗y
k∗m
. (A9)
• The procedure returns to step 2 until convergence is reached.
Finally, when the convergence criterium is achieved, the target displacement dt (the performance
point of the MDOF structural system) is obtained in accordance with the following expression:
dt = Γ·d∗ti (A10)
An example of the output interface for the N2 method is presented in Figure A2.
It is also possible to use the non-iterative approach of the N2 method, which is a little bit faster.
For that option, only Equations (A6) and (A7), or (A8) and (A9) are used, depending if du* > dm* or not,
and considering the ultimate displacement d∗u in place of d∗ti.
The maximum number of iterations is also selectable by the user.
When comparing the results for the iterative and for the non-iterative approaches of the N2
method, it was possible to observe that the results obtained with the iterative approach are more
conservative, so that probably is a better approach for seismic assessment of individual buildings.
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Appendix B
This appendix presents the algorithm that was developed for the CSM, which is implemented in
the developed seismic assessment tool.
In theory, both the CSM and N2 methods should present very close results. In fact, when
comparing Figures A2 and A3, it becomes evident that the results obtained with the implemented
CSM and N2 methods are quite similar when using the same capacity curves and response spectra, but
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only if adopting kξ = 1/3, which is the value corresponding to a low dissipative system in the ATC-40
(CSM-C).
The developed algorithm uses the concept of a performance curve (Equation (18)) to compute the
performance point (the target displacement), and involves the following main steps:
1. At first, the limit points of the intervals d∗1 (%Se,1 < 100%) and d
∗
2 (%Se,2 > 100%) of the performance
curve where the target point d∗t (%Se,t = 100%) is located (Figure A4) are computed by scanning
the points of the performance curve.
2. Then, a simple iterative process is adopted, until the convergence is reached with the desired
error precision:
d∗t =
d∗1 + d
∗
2
2
(A11)
• If %Se,t < 100 then d∗1 = d∗t , otherwise d∗2 = d∗t .
• The iterative process is repeated until d∗2 − d∗1 < max.error and %Se,t is almost exactly 100%.
This iterative process is quite fast and simple, namely when comparing with the proposed
approaches in the ATC-40.
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